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In an 18 month period in 1974-5 we put out 18 Booklet Publications, also numerous "FLYERS." During this Time we developed the method of making the Flyers. We do not have the right Press or Typewriter for making "TRACTS." That is an entirely different Operation. Complicated.

The A.B.DICK #326 OFFSET PRESS and the IBM "SELECTRIC T=3" TYPEWRITER we use is not real:"PRINTING" = it is only Half-Way. This is not real "TYPE" = it is Typewriting. However = it will do. We thank God for those who bought the Press, the Typewriter, the Folding Machine, the Platemaker, the Special Stapler, the Paper Stock and Supplies.

The last Mailing was the largest Shipment we ever put out. Over 4,000 Envelopes = over one Ton went around the World.

We have prepared no Papers from Dec.19,1976 to Apr.15,1977. It will take well over another Month before we run these Papers thru the Machines. Some of the Studies in this PUBLICATION #384 [April 19,1977] = were meant to be FLYERS but ended up too long to be put on one Sheet of Paper. So we are amalgamating some of them in this Fashion. Try to read each one SEPARATE and evaluate it for itself.

It may be Time to say WHO we are and WHAT we Believe.

[1]We are one of the few World-Authorities on the Testimonies. We can match the Vaults any Time = to Catalogue and List the References for any given Subject.

[2]We are therefore well aware of the things they have LEFT OUT of the WRITINGS. If we Analyzed them alone = we would be doing NOTHING ELSE till Christ comes.

[3]What is perhaps much more SERIOUS = is what they ADDED. FOR EXAMPLE = "Verily I say unto thee, TODAY thou shalt be with Me in Paradise." (Everyone knows = that is not True. Christ was not in Paradise THAT DAY = and the Thief will not be there until AFTER the Resurrection. So how should it Read?) "Verily I say unto thee today, THOU SHALT BE with Me in Paradise." [SAME words = different Punctuation.]

NOW READ Ew 33. A-B-C. (A)God has Children who do not see and keep the Sabbath. (B)The TIME is given when "WE"[whoever "WE" is!] "WE" will be filled with the Holy Ghost as "WE" teach the Sabbath more fully. (C) This will "ENRAGE" the "CHURCH-ES" and "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS" = who they are

(1)
is a Key-Question that has been raging in Adventist Ranks for Decades. And as long as they continue reading it from EW 33 = they will NEVER have the Answer.

**SO HOW WOULD IT BE TO GO TO THE ORIGINAL = ???** And find just as great a CHANGE in the apparent MEANING as "Verily I say unto thee this Day..."

**WHERE IS THE ORIGINAL = ???** Or did God make a mistake in Writing the ORIGINAL = that the URIAH SMITH GANG had to Save us by IMPROVING the Word of the Lord = ???

**THE ORIGINAL** = is in WTF 19. ["A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" about 35¢ from ABC-BBH. That they yanked out of Circulation for 25 Years. And then only Re-printed it because a Reform group was **printing it**. So to fix it real good - when they did Re-print it = they ADDED that dastardly "FOREWORD" of theirs that makes this most precious of all of Sr. White's writings = of no account at all! Unless you are STRONG enough to RESIST their WIZARDY in CHANGING the BOOKS. Or in ADDING "FOREWORDS" or "FOOTNOTES" or "APPENDIXES" or "CHAPTER HEADINGS" or otherwise DISSECTING them on the R&H CHOPPING-BLOCK.]

**WE DID NOT SPEND** = THOUSANDS of HOURS over a Period of 40 years = CHECKING the DIFFERENCE = and then have some Laodicean Sore-Head try to SILENCE us and bring all our Research = to a Halt. We think it is Time for the Spirit of Elijah and not Eli. And we also think that God will Honor the Truth = that He gave in the first Case. EW 39 was shuffled together in 1882 = it is said as she held this 1882 EW in her hand she said: "What have they done to my Book?" [This does not mean there was an EARLIER EW Book - it means that as she ordered her "EARLY WRITINGS" no matter from what Source = whether from BOOKS or TRACTS or PAMPHLETS or BROADSIDES or MAGAZINES = put together, in a Book called the "EARLY WRITINGS" = when she saw this FIRST "EARLY WRITINGS" Book and the Mess they made = she was forced to cry out: "What have they done to MY BOOK?"]

**WHAT GOD WROTE** = "...This ENRAGED the CHURCH..."WTF 19.

Left all by yourself = without anyone Hurrying you or Needling you = or Interpreting for you = **WHAT DO YOU SEE?**

**THEY ADDED** = such a simple little thing = ".....-ES."
Not "CHURCH"= but "CHURCH-ES." So the ARROW or the BARK = aimed by true Angel's hands = AIMED at the Adventist Church Leaders = they TWISTED that REFERENCE into a PRETZEL or
into a BOOMERANG that would turn around and strike down the one that threw it. IT TOOK = a firmness of Conviction, that could face the Sneers & Insults of the Ignorant Rabble, the Impugning of Motives with open Defiance of the Laodicean Priests as they Rabble-Roused the Membership to beat us down = we had to face all that = TO HOLD TO THE TRUTH!

AND THE TRUTH IS = if you accept this WTF 19 statement at face-value without any Hedging, without spiritualizing it all away = just to fit some Old Tradition hory with Age - IF IT MEANS WHAT IT SAYS = and says what it Means = then when a certain people filled with the Holy Ghost = in the Time-Period given [at the "COMMENCEMENT of the TIME=OF=TROUBLE" = at the BEGINNING of the SEALING!]

CERTAIN ONES = will be:"ENRAGED!" = because we proclaim the Sabbath "MORE FULLY!" = these ENRAGED people are here called:"THE CHURCH" and also:"NOMINAL ADVENTISTS." The paramount Question, of course = immediately arises = WHO ARE THEY = ??? And if, of course = we are Bombarded from 3 Sides with (1) Do not find Fault with the "BRETHREN" if we have not been CONDITIONED to KNOW and BELIEVE who the "BRETHREN" are, or are not = as the REBELS in the Days of KD+A = the Church-Leaders who had the entire Congregation eating out of their hands at that Time = they were ready to DIE for those CHURCH-LEADERS =

(2) If we have been subjected Week after Week after Week = with the Mass-Mesmerism that:"SPEWN OUT!" means:"GOING THRU!" = we will be hard put to find the Answer.

(3) And if we go by that ERSATZ COUNTERFEIT that reads: "CHURCHES" = which points the Barb of the Arrow AWAY from the Adventist "CHURCH" to the other "CHURCHES" = then, of course - we would NEVER have the TRUE INTERPRETATION of what the Lord is trying to tell us = in 1,000 Years!

BUT IF = In Fear & Trembling = we quake in living Terror that the Devil will get us for Sure if we entertain such Notions even for a Moment = but if, as people in all Times Past = had to lose FAITH in a CORRUPT LEADERSHIP = and BELIEVE that = "...the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and they that are led of them are DESTROYED!" Isa. 9:16. 3:12. "If NATHANAEL had TRUSTED to the Rabbis for guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus...While they TRUST to the guidance of human authority, NONE will come to a SAVING KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH. Like Nathanael, we
need to study God's word FOR OURSELVES."DA 140-1.

THEN = we can make a healthy BEGINNING as we UNDERSTAND that Christ and His Apostles, and every Man and Saint of God before & since = has had a RUNNING BATTLE with the CHURCH-LEADERS from the Days of Noah to the End = if we want to AVOID that Battle - we want to avoid SALVATION.

SO IF = we pass this first Hurdle, we will quickly gather Strength as we go along = and add SPEAR and SWORD and SHIELD and HELMET = as we gather together the WEAPONS of God needed to stand in these Last Days =

WE ARE THEN IN FOR = Surprise after Surprise after Surprise = as we find that IN THE SEALING = as the Storm Clouds gather (not here yet! GC 608 =) the Adventist Church will=keep=Sunday! GC 608. 5T:463. As they "JOIN" the other CHURCH-ES.

ADDING "....-ES" to take the Heat away from themselves, in this Reference. TAKING OUT 4 pages out of GC on the "SNARES" of Satan where it shows Step by Step just HOW Satan will trick this people into keeping SUNDAY = SOP 4:337-340. RH A1:405. TM 472-5. 5T:463.

ADDING "...the Roman Church ALONE." GC 383. Steering us away from the Fact that she spoke of 3 "BABYLONs" in the ORIGINAL SOP 4:232-3,421. In the ORIGINAL she said the (A)DARK AGES Rev.17 "BABYLON" was "ROME" SOP 4:233. GC 382. (B)But the 1844 Rev.14 "BABYLON" was not "ROME" nor could be "ROME" = they spoiled it all by ADDING:"ALONE!" (GC 383.) So that MIDNIGHT DARKNESS has settled on this people. MOST, of course = will PREFER to be DUMB, DEAF, and BLIND. So with that we find = if we look for them = a DOZEN references showing us the PEOPLE are ASLEEP = the MINISTERS are ASLEEP = and if it was left to them = they would ALL = "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" (Can your Preacher find that one for you = ???)

THEREFORE = the Lord is raising up:"ANOTHER PEOPLE" (Our Files show at least 10 References.) Also called a "MOVE-MENT" that shall "COME:" and BEFORE the GENUINE "COMES" Satan will seek to "PREVENT IT" by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT." All this in GC 464.

VERY FEW APPRECIATE = but rather write nasty & insulting Letters = rather than INVESTIGATE the CLAIM we make = that this Grand "COUNTERFEIT" can be absolutely IDENTIFIED by the Doctrines it will be Teaching = all LISTED
for us as the Lord in Mercy leaves us WITHOUT EXCUSE.
That same Chapter = GC 464-473. All fully CATALOGUED.
THERE IS ONLY = one Trouble with it = as you go Page by
Page finding one Clue after the other pointing the un-
erring Finger of God at the "Doctrines of Devils!" from
"OUR PULPITS!" TM 409 =

YOU WILL = shake your Head in unbelief = that your Church
has been Teaching this as the FROOMS and ANDERSONS took
over this Church = and appointed their Whipping-Boy =
BRINSMEAD = and who knows how many other Reform and
Awakening Leaders = to give us what you find in GC 464-
473. Now are you going to OWN UP to the TRUTH = ???. Or
COVER UP for the Grand COUNTERFEIT???

YOU MAY EVEN FIND = that what you see staring you in the
Face = are Doctrines that are POPULAR = in ALL CHURCHES,
and you might have Fallen so far that you like them, too.
And then with placing yourself in the Position that a
3-pronged ATTACK will most certainly be levelled against
you = you will have to "DARE=TO=BE=A=DANIEL!" "DARE=TO=
STAND=ALONE!" We may then be:"PERHAPS SEPARATELY AND
ALONE." 5T:463. And that was CERTAINLY NOT anything that
any "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" FROOM or HOUTEFF or FRIEND or
ROGERS or GROTHEER or LELIA WILKINSON or HIEBERT or NAGEL
or ANDERSON = was Teaching us.

FOR IF = as they say = 144,000 Adventists will be SEALED,
there can be no such thing as standing:"ALONE!" EW 105.
But if we come back to that puzzling WTF 19(EW 33) state-
ment = that WHEN the Spirit of God comes upon us as it
came upon "ELIJAH" GC 606. And we begin showing them "ALL"
their "ABOMINATIONS" = they will Slash back at you like
the JEWS of OLD = like the CATHOLICS of the DARK AGES.

THEN PERHAPS YOU CAN BELIEVE = that our "MOST BITTER EN-
EMIES" will be "OUR FORMER BRETHREN" GC 608 = because as
shown in that Page of all the Pages of the Testimonies =
the thing that no Adventist [or "NOMINAL" = COUNTERFEIT =
AWAKENER] wants to Believe = that another:"MOVEMENT" is
to "COME!" GC 464. Also called:"PROCESSION" in COL 406.
And the "WISE" = if WISE ENOUGH = will "JOIN!" Find that
word = the UNPARDONABLE SIN = to "JOIN" another MOVE-
MENT = but which the "WISE" do in the MIDNIGHT HOUR =
and this is what Saves them. COL 406.

YOU SEE HOW INVOLVED = this can all become = when we
started out with a simple innocent "......ES" that was
ADDED to WTF 19 and "...CHURCH." This will "ENRAGE"
the "CHURCH" = it will "MADDEN" the Church-Leaders. GC 607. They will "ACT LIKE MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON." TM 70. They will get so worked up = they will go to the "CATHOLICS" to get their influence to bear against the Saints. Magen & Spaulding. p.2-3.

WHAT = have we been talking about all this Time = ???
Just one thing = at the "COMMENCEMENT" of the Time of Trouble = as the SEALING reveals who is who = before this critical Hour = "NO DIFFERENCE COULD BE SEEN" COL 408.

BUT NOW = the DIFFERENCE between the GOLD and the DROSS = between the WISE and the FOOLISH = between the WHEAT and the TARES = is seen. SG 2:201. 1T:100. COL 406.

AND WHAT WAS AT THE BOTTOM = of all this Trouble = ???
It was the Church-Leaders keeping Xmas & Easter = GC 443. Which caused them to lose the Spirit & Power of God = "So apostasy in THE CHURCH prepares the Way for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444. This OMEGA of APOSTASY brings in "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" that constitutes this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204. That we are not to "JOIN" SM 2:390. Because they have given up the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = as Pierson says to do in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = December 1976 p.12 = as EGW PREDICTED - let the Banner trail in the Dust = teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches as passed by AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = R&H December 18,1969 - as Froom agitated for DECADES. Leading to the MAXWELL BOOK - the OMEGA OF APOSTASY = and the 3-fold UNION of MISSION-KEY '73.

THIS IS HISTORY = of what they have done = TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES. For many Years we WARNED you - but the Old FROOMS told you they would see you Thru = [but he gasped his Last]- and there are others ever standing in the Wings - ready for you to turn and follow THEM!

THUS THE CRIME GOES ON = "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...the Son of Deceit...MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, [as Hophni and Phinehas, corrupt Sons of Eli = brought "STRANGE FIRE"] kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan...SOUND=AN=ALARM!" TM 409-410. COL 109. 6T:408. SM 2:368. 3T:207. 1 Tim.4:1.

THOSE NOT INFORMED = will Read that SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE for Dec.1976 = and declare the Pope Pierson p.12 Article to be an example of a fine Christian Exhortation. Yes = he DID say to entice people INTO the Church WITHOUT the TRUTH about HELL or the SANCTUARY or the SABBATH = that
Pork-Eaters, Hell-Torment Believers, Fornicators, VD Carriers = can be brought to something called: "REPENTANCE" as Billy Graham does it = by "FAITH ALONE!" without any "KNOWLEDGE!" of the Basics of the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.

BUT DOES HE NOT = make a fine Appeal to bring these things in "LATER THAN YOU THINK?" Yes, even so. And at that Point: we could line up and take Sides and Argue the Case pro & con = as to whether he has the right Idea or not = can you even lead them to the True God = allowing them to harbor Satan's First Lie = the Basis of SPIRITUALISM and WITCHCRAFT and OCCULTISM = the "IMMORTAL SOUL?"

IS IT NOT AN EXERCISE IN FUTILITY = to try to talk "LOVE" into people who believe in HELL? "If they LOVE Me, they will KEEP My Commandments." Can anyone "LOVE" the HELL-FIRE MOLOCH GOD OF EKRON? Which comes first = "LOVE" or "COMMANDMENTS?" If they "LOVE" Me they "WILL" keep My Commandments. Then is not "LOVE" first before COMMANDMENTS? Is not the TRUTH about HELL = FIRST = ?? As it was with Sr. White = BEFORE she had ONE VISION = !!!

SO HOW = does the Supreme Leader of a people who claim to have the Truth = propose to work something he calls: "REPENTANCE" = bring them to "REPENTANCE" or "CONVERSION" = WITHOUT=THE=MIRROR = WITHOUT=THE=LAW! But doing EXACTLY how they PUSH-BUTTONED BRINSMEAD to do = to Teach "IN COMMON" with the PHILISTINES!

NOW MOST PEOPLE = reading that PIERNER article will fail to see past the Buttered-up Psychology = like FRIEND and GROTHEER and other Adventist-Trained Bible-Thunkers = with every other Sentence avow how it is only "GOD" or "THE BLESSED HOLY SPIRIT" that guides, controls, activates every Word they say or every move they make = as Sr. White said on one occasion when she had a run-in with Ultra-Holiness: "...their...amens CHILLED me." LS 82.

BEFORE = the Leaves of Profession fall off the barren Fig-Tree to reveal that the Fruit was only:"Tied on..."= before anyone rushes to the Defense of this Pierson Policy = an utterance in EX CATHEDRA becoming LAW overnight = the reason why we speak with such total CONTEMPT of trying to "WIN" someone by TEACHING what he ALREADY BELIEVES = !!! LEAVING OUT the unpopular Third Angel's Message - we do not have to WAIT for the OUTCOME of that Mad Policy. WE KNOW! Not only was it revealed as Old FROOM took us for a Ride in his [Billy Graham/s!] "MISSION=KEY '73 = where
they were so Gushing over with "LOVE" for the Moabites, Jebusites, and Hornites = that they stood Side by Side with the POWER-POX DEMON-POSSESSED UNWASHABLES in the FROOM-ENGINEERED 3-fold UNION of KEY '73 =

**BUT THE COMPUTERS** = coughed out the Graphs that showed they LOST as much as they GAINED! That is to say = NUMERICALLY. Bringing in this BABYLONISH RIFF-RAFF caused as many or more = to FLEE OUT! It is not quite as Simple as all that - we would Hope they would RETAIN their HOLD on some Truth = but we are afraid NOT! They BELIEVED what they were taught = that the other Churches are "WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST" (*"QUESTIONABLE" DOCTRINES* (FROOM)p.626.)

**SO WHY NOT** = give up the Farce = and go and JOIN these other Churches? As shown in GC 608 - as a Result of 443-5. Which is ALSO going to be the Result of ENCOURAGING this people to read that NUMBERS BOOK - nothing but BALLANGER. This is what they call:"SCHOLARLY!" It seems now-a-days that is all that matters. Neither John the Baptist nor Elijah would pass that Test - but I am Sure that BALAAM and JUDAS would = also HOPHNI and PHINEHAS.Also the High-Priest.

**WE SEE THE POLICY** = of keeping the special Truths in the Background - letting the Banner trail in the Dust = as we see PROPHECY fulfilled as a:"COMPANY...under the NAME of Seventh-day Adventists...ASHAMED of our Faith...from COWARDICE or WORLDLY POLICY, let the Truth of God be placed in the BACKGROUND" = 6T:144-5.

**WHAT FOLLOWS THAT = ???** Company after Company of Adventists will let the "BANNER" trail in the Dust. 8T:41,154. And since this became so POPULAR = to be "IN COMMON" with these other Churches = GC 445 = "I saw the BANNER of Truth trailing behind you. THEN the Question arose:"Why carry it at all = ???" 5T:501,527.

**THAT IS THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST = !!!** Or so it Reads in 9T:230. "You become ONE with the World-loving, and your spirit is WORSE than theirs, for your choice is VOLUNTARY." 5T:340. "However HIGH any Minister...if he neglects to follow out the LIGHT...he will go into DARKNESS & SATANIC DELUSIONS & will lead OTHERS in the same PATH." 5T:214. "Many who have been placed on the Walls of Zion, to WATCH with EAGLE-EYE for the approach of DANGER...are themselves ASLEEP...THE=WATCHMEN=ARE=RESPONSIBLE." 5T:234-5.

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...Their wicked course He
will TOLERATE no longer, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY... The SEAL of God will be placed upon the foreheads of those ONLY who Sigh & Cry for the ABOMI-
NATIONS done in the Land. Those who link in SYMPATHY with the World are eating & drinking with the DRUNKEN & will surely be DESTROYED WITH the Workers of Iniquity." 5T:212.

"For a TIME, persons who have committed this Sin may AP-
PEAR to be Children of God; but when circumstances arise to develop CHARACTER and SHOW what manner of spirit they are of, it will be found that they are on the Enemy's
GROUND, standing under his BLACK BANNER." 5T:634.
AS THE JEWS = that crucified Christ = they make a full Circle and are found standing under the BLACK BANNER af-
ter and BECAUSE = they let the other Banner trail in the Dust. "MINGLING with the contending elements of these Last Days, as the CIRCUMCISED who mingle with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will DESTROY both Classes TOGETH-
ER without distinction. [You made no distinction = so why should He?]. . . He will CONDEMN both alike." FCE 482.

HOPE = ?? Did you say = ??? "NO HOPE" in this Message?
OF COURSE NOT = !!! If you are going to manifest such
downright STUBBORNNESS = that you will TELL GOD = that He will either Save this Church = or you will have NOTHING=
TO=DO=WITH=HIM = !!! THEN, OF COURSE = the Message of
HOPE = the Message of "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" = is not
for you. "The solemn Testimony upon which the DESTINY of
the Church HANGS." EW 270. 1T:180-1.

ACCORDING TO FROM = the "DESTINY!" of the Church HANGS
upon NOTHING = !!! It is PREDESTINED = FIXED! But what
if you pick up and Read the "VOP NEWS" for May 1977 and
see that the "PSYCHIC'S PREDICTIONS FAIL..." and you
THRILL at the TRUTH brought forth in this VOP NEWS = as
they rehearse the vain "CRYSTAL BALL" gazing = of the
HOROSCOPE mediums, the ASTROLOGY charts, as the PSYCHICS
bomb out, OCCULTISTS, the WITCHES, the TAROT CARDS, the
"MENTALLY SICK" or "UNBALANCED" = misleading people in
order to gain "FAME" or "FORTUNE" = all so VERY IMPRES-
SIVE and you believe it all. And you really think this
Godly WARNING should go out to the World over as many
Radio Stations as possible = and we hope the Presses will
Roll out 10,000,000 Copies =

AND WE WOULD ALSO WISH = that they would INCLUDE in this
Masterful WARNING = the FALSE-TIME-SETTERS such as the
SHEPHERD'S ROD of 1959 = DAISY MEYERS & AL FRIEND & WRIGHT

(9)
& BRINSMEAD = if you go BACK and Re-read their Literature for the Time = YOU-WILL-SEE that they PREDICTED the DOOM of FROOM = 1958-1960 = clustered around the SHEPHERD'S ROD DATE = of 1959.

SUBSEQUENTLY = the "BIG FOUR" = AL FRIEND & ROGERS & WRIGHT of CANADA & WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA = PREDICTED the Adventist Church would Bite the Dust = 1964.

IF THE VOP = is going to get after the PSYCHICS in the SECULAR WORLD = or even the RELIGIOUS WORLD = why do they not INCLUDE the NECROMANCERS or ENTRAIL-GAZERS = in the ADVENTIST WORLD = ??? Should the one Class be raked over the Coals, and the other go Scot-Free?

OR IF = the one Class is ATTACKED and SMEARED by Adventists over their largest Radio Programme = using Tithe & Offerings to do this = this being:"THE WORK OF THE LORD."

WOULD IT NOT BE = also the:"WORK OF THE LORD" = and should not Tithe & Offerings also go for EXPOSING these CHARLATANS in Adventist Ranks = ??? Again = I Repeat = should they go Scot-Free = ???

AND WHILE WE ARE AT IT = and if we want to EXEMPLIFY the Lord and not be a "RESPECTER OF PERSONS" (Be FAIR and make NO DISTINCTION! Not be like Old Eli!) should we not then Sort out the PROOF and the EVIDENCE and go BACK and write up what the President of the Conference himself said would go down in History as WORSE = than 1888! =


[B] The largest Telecast Programme featuring that MAXWELL BOOK that denies EVERYTHING the Third Angel's Message teaches! And now TUCKER tucking them to Sleep with that one also! We refer to "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST." Get it to see what your New Religion is. But do not hand that ABOMINATION to CONTAMINATE anyone in the World by using the Mails to DEFAUD = !!!!

[C] The Awakening Jesters = WRIGHT in MARCH and BRINSMEAD in MAY = 1972 = gave up their Religion of 17 Years - to teach "IN COMMON" with the Adventist Church! All set for =

[D] MISSION-KEY '73 = in the Heart of which they LOST = 395,00 MEMBERS! R&H. July 14,1975.p.7. Under the Pierson Administration they LOST = ¼ = 25% = of the CHURCH! Billy Graham calculated RIGHT = by Teaching "IN COMMON" with him - he would GAIN = more than he would LOSE! The FROOMS planned on a "MEMBERSHIP EXPLOSION" that would be "HEARD AROUND THE WORLD!" [E.E.C.] = (10)
He gasped his Last = when the "MEMBERSHIP EXPLOSION" =
failed to materialize. Since this was the alleged "LOUD
CRY" initiated under the PIERSON-FROOM Administration =
should they not have been as Honest as they asked the
Shepherd's Rod to be = ??? They DISBANDED after 1959 =
the very LEAST the PIERSON ADMINISTRATION should do is =
RESIGNS!!! And if they REFUSE - they should be IM-
PEACHED = !!! On a Charge of HIGH-TREASON = !!! At ONCE!
Or do you want these MUTINEERS to still run the Ship = ???
OFF COURSE = STORM CLOUDS CLOSING IN = NO CHART = NO AN-
CHOR (EW 196,256. "MOST HOLY PLACE" Third Angel's Message
is the "ANCHOR" = PIERSON says to Sail without it! In
the "MIDNIGHT HOUR" that Ship is going DOWN with ALL=ON=
BOARD! SM 2:128. Christ was not at the Helm. "The MAN at
the Helm had mistaken the Beacon Light." SM 2:128. "They
became spiritually BLIND." (Same.)

THE SHIP = Plunges on = no Chart = no Anchor = the Cable
cut = no Compass = no Sense of Direction = nerverless hands
in the Pilot Room = DRUNK with False Prophetic Opiates =
(TM 409) = and then make a Raid on "BOMBED OUT" Psychics,
Occultists, Wizards, "Mentally Sick", "Unbalanced" = what
NAMES do they give their OWN = ??? R&H. July 24,1888.

THEIR OWN = are:"DEDICATED" = "SINCERE" = "CALLED" =
"FAITHFUL" = "HERE ARE THEY......" = "GOD'S PEOPLE."
"Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS."

CONCLUSION =

A=B=C

(A)If it is True = that the Adventist Leaders have "De-
parted from the Faith" = GC 443-4. Have gone so far and
so low = as to Teach:"IN COMMON" with the other Churches.
GC 445. Even passing an Autumn Council Resolution about
3 years after FROOM agitated for it = R&H. Dec.18,1969.

Have featured that Omega of Apostasy MAXWELL BOOK =
first over "FAITH FOR TODAY" = now over the TUCKER pro-
gramme = calling on "CHRIST" to come to empty the Insane
Asylums and Hospitals as he "HEALS" them with his "TOUCH."
(Maxwell p.78.) = (too Bad he did not come in Time to do
it for Maxwell) = "Even the WORST patients in Mental Homes
will be brought back to SANITY...Thousands upon thousands
will rejoice at his TOUCH upon their poor, confused
brains." Maxwell p.78. (See 41,48,54,56,58,59,60,61,62,
65,69,76,77,78,83,84,94.) "COME and make ALL SICK PEOPLE
WELL AGAIN! COME and RESTORE the CRIPPLLED...COME and raise
the DEAD!"Not SOME of the Dead but ALL the Dead!"p.79] =
"COME and take over the GOVERNMENT!"p.96. (11)
(For an Adventist that has been Brain-Washed over a long, long Time - as to how "Holy" his Leader-SHIP is = it takes a great Deal to SLOWLY get him to REALIZE just what was going on [TRANSPRING!] while he was fast ASLEEP! 2T:337. 8T:37, 304, 252, 160. 1T:263, 466, RH A3:343. A4:497. 3T:254, 473. 5T:457, 454, 234, 15, 709. TM 443.)

To think that we had gone over to the Tel Aviv Jews to set up a "KINGDOM" on Earth once again with Barabbas and Judas, with the "JW's" and "HWA" = with Billy Graham and Brinsmead = [or anyone else that wants to really be "IN COMMON" with the World and the ONE=WORLD=GOVERNMENT. Which is nothing else but the "Gathering" of the Unclean Frogs to ARMAGEDDON. Rev.16:13-16.]

(B)If we stand in Defense of the Faith, and if the Third Angel WARNS against this Maxwell "CHRIST" = this MIRACLE "HEALER" to come as shown in GC 624 = the one that will "DECEIVE" the "WHOLE WORLD" except the very Elect.GC 625. Where does that leave the GENERAL CONFERENCE and all the BOOK COMMITTEES = right down to every last MINISTER = ??? Most of whom are ALL=FOR=IT or by SILENCE giving "CONSENT." Does anyone really suppose that they will "Get=away=with=it?" This BIGGEST CRIME ever pulled off in the History of this World! To use the Facilities of God's Institutions and with God's Tithe-Money propogating that Master Deception that is going to sweep this World right off its Feet! LED=BY=SEVENTH-DAY=ADVENTISTS = !!!

Now what are you going to do = ??? Make a RAID against US = ??? Or make a RAID against THEM = ??? Show what Side you are on - by Writing your own FLYER against it = and never mind the CONSEQUENCES. God will take care of that. He has promised. "Them that HONOR Me = I will HONOR."l Sam. 2:30.

"The greatest want of this age is the want of MEN, MEN who will not be bought or sold; MEN who are True and Honest in their inmost souls; MEN who will not fear to call SIN by it's right name, and=to=CONDEMN=it, in=themselves=or=in-others; MEN whose conscience is as true to Duty as the Needle to the Pole; MEN who will stand for the RIGHT = though the Heavens fall." ST Al:298. May 4, 1882. [See CHANGES in ED.57 = that UNDERLINED STRING of WORDS = LEFT OUT! WHY = ??? And why were 200 such:"CONDEMN" statements LEFT OUT of that cheap ODOM INDEX = ???]

"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES = and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS." 4T:615.

"The popular SINS and INDULGENCES of our day should be CONDEMNED and practical godliness ENFORCED."4T:396.(12)
"A large Class refuse to THINK or ACT for themselves. They have no disposition to step out of the old RUTS of prejudice & error; by their PERVERSITY they block up the way of advancement, and FORCE the STANDARD-BEARERS of the RIGHT to make heroic efforts in their March forward." ST A1:296. May 4, 1882.


"The condition of God's people at the present Time is similar to that of IDOLATROUS ISRAEL." ST A1:278. Jan. 26/

"He who, in a matter of Right and Wrong, remains NON-COMMITTAL that he may RETAIN the FRIENDSHIP of ALL = he who seeks to secure by EVASION of Truth what should be won by COURAGE = he who waits for OTHERS to take the LEAD, when he should go forward himself, and then feels at liberty to CENSURE their course = ALL THESE are in God's sight NUMBERED as DECEIVERS." ST A1:244. Aug. 4, 1881.

"Let an EVIL REPORT be started, and how RAPIDLY it will be EXAGGERATED and passed from lip to lip! How many will feast upon it, like VULTURES upon a heap of GARBAGE. Whether the slanderous tale comes with or without PROOF, they give it READY CREDENCE, showing a strength of "FAITH" that is SURPRISING. And yet THESE—VERY—PERSONS will REFUSE to BELIEVE the Truths of God's word so long as there is the semblance of an excuse for Doubt." ST A1:290. Mar. 9/

[That is the certain Fate of all who stand for the Truth. EW 69. No Wonder that the Day of Judgment will turn the Tables and God's own will at last be Rewarded.]

---

(C)If that SUPREME ABOMINATION ever to appear in the Ranks of Seventh-day Adventists = is permitted to be sent forth without a Challenge = then we have come to a DARK HOUR indeed! It is the MIDNIGHT HOUR of the 10 Virgin Parable. And there is a Cry to:"GO YE OUT to meet Him!" Those designated as:"WISE" = "JOIN" another "MOVEMENT!" The WORDS are there: "JOIN" = COL 406. "MOVEMENT." GC 464. TM 515. (TM 207, 234-5.) 9T:126. 6T:144,470. LS 425. 7T:27. AA 64.

This FROOM-MAXWELL "NEW LIGHT" in this DARKEST HOUR of LAODICEAN DARKNESS = was but the FIRST STEP of a SECOND now proposed by the Dec. 1976 AUTUMN COUNCIL "RESOLUTION" that they themselves say will change the "DIRECTION" and "THRUST" of this Church. SDA MINISTRY Dec. 1976. Apr. 1977.

THE SAME PIERSON GANG propose to DIG OUT the Key '73 Circus Wagon out of the WATERLOO-WATERTGATE-DUNKIRK DITCH = the BALAAM-BRINSMEAD Plan for a 3-fold Union with Billy Graham & the Catholics. The President of the Conference command not to Obey the Word of the Lord =  (13)
LOOK THE SITUATION SQUARE IN THE FACE — as the Lord ordered King Saul to "UTTERLY DESTROY" Agag = the King of the Amalekites along with all the Women, Children, and Cattle =

SO THE LORD = declares that the Last Message is an all-out Declaration of WAR = against the Great Whore BABYLON = but this modern "King Saul-Pierson" undertakes to "SPARE" them, to UNITE in Worship with them - with Agag and his Host =

CALLING IN = the "Deans" of the "Seminaries" and other Leading Lights of Agag-Babylon = to also entertain Israel with the great Exploits of Pierson-Saul that he is able to pay as much or more than $2,000.00 for 2 Meetings by the Bob Larson exorcists, the Pannenbergs, the Paxtons, and other PHILISTINES, not only to INVITE them but to PAY them as King Saul did with the Witch of Endor =

IS YOUR NAME SAUL OR SAMUEL = ??? "Saul had been weighed in the Balance, and found Wanting. He must be removed... He feels that Samuel...does not treat him with proper RESPECT...God's people of to-day are in Danger of committing errors no less disastrous. We cannot, we must not, place BLIND CONFIDENCE in any man, however HIGH his PROFESSION of Faith or his POSITION in the Church. We must not=follow=his=guidance=unless=the=Word=of=God=sustains=him. The Lord would have His people INDIVIDUALLY DISTINGUISH between Sin and Righteousness, between the Precious and the Vile...Let us BEWARE..."ST Al:316. Aug.17, 1882.

"Now go and smite AMALEK, and utterly DESTROY all that they have, and spare them NOT." [This is the CONDITION of the SEALING = "Mark this Point with care..." Show them "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS" that be done "IN=THE=CHURCH" = "and=spare=them=not!" 3T:267. Eze.9: RH A2:49.]

Ezekiel 9 is the SEALING Chapter. None will be SEALED except they have their Part in EXPOSING = DENOUNCING = CONDEMNING = the ABOMINATIONS. PK 187. GC 606-8.

NATURALLY = this will create an expected BACK-LASH. But in its truest Sense = THAT is not the Sequence = AT=ALL! It is not (A) The people of God EXPOSING the Gullible who swallow down Error like Water. (B) The Back-Lash against the people of God. Almost like the people of God STARTED it. Like at the present moment = BECAUSE we EXPOSED the TIME-SETTING of the False Prophets = FRED WRIGHT and AL FRIEND = who HATE each other as we have on TAPE =

But like the PHARISEES and SADDUCEES of Old = who were ever OPPOSED to each other but UNITED to crucify Christ.
AL FRIEND = FRED WRIGHT = ROBERT BRINSMEAD = were UNITED in 1958-60 under the Incantations of the TIME-SETTING WITCH = DAISY MEYERS [100% Adventist! =

They were UNITED in later TIME-PREDICTIONS. Then FRED WRIGHT told Ann DeMichael that he did not go along with Al Friend's "TIME-SETTING!" (After TOURING the United States in 1964 = with him! Giving the "LAST MESSAGE!") NONE of this can be denied = and they know it = because they put out Papers at the Time and Times.

The Lord orders to "EXPOSE" them! PK 187. GC 606-8. (And 100 more References.) There were two False Prophets in the Days of Jeremiah. Jeremiah "CONDEMNED" their evil course. 4T:173. Instead of acknowledgement of their sin and mistake = they turned around and "CONDEMNED" Jeremiah. 4T:185. And stirred up the people. 4T:173. Thus they made:"Many friends." by their "Lying words." 4T:174. And turned the people from the MESSAGE and the WARNING of the Lord thru Jeremiah. 4T:171(See CHANGES from ST Al:132.) Then these False Prophets = UNITED with "men in responsible Positions." 4T:171. Tried to AROUSE and agitate the people to put Jeremiah to Death. 4T:171. Just like Fred Wright and Al Friend advertising "MOEHN" to the World = as I have air-mail Evidence from Africa and Ohio.

It is at a Time like this - the Lord can be expected to Act. He always has, He always will = to the End of Time. He is going to slay ALL in ALL the World = except 144,000. He is going to "BEGIN" with the "House of God" with the "Ancient men that stand before the House." 5T:211-2.

Jeremiah did a little "PREDICTING" of his own = the False Prophets = HANANIAH and two other False Prophets = Ahab and ZEDEKIAH = who were involved in arousing the "Clamoring of the RABBLE" together with men "occupying Sacred Office" = because Jeremiah said this Leader-SHIP was NOT going thru! THE SAME WARNING THAT Sr.WHITE GIVES ON THAT SAME PAGE AGAINST THIS SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH =

"What a Lesson is this to men holding responsible positions in the Church of God!...The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as a solemn WARNING before the eyes of MODERN ISRAEL, that the CORRECTIONS GIVEN through His chosen instrumentalities CANNOT=BE=DISREGARDED with impunity." 4T:166-7. RH Al:535.

They said that Jeremiah was worthy to DIE! So they did all they could to make it come to Pass. Jeremiah was not intimidated. 4T:163. Jeremiah picked out the Worst one =
HANANIAH = who knew all about TIME and TIMES and the dividing of Time in "God's Great Time-Calendar" = made his LAST False Prediction as he "DIED the same Year in the 7th Month." 4T:171. "Just such men arise in these Days and breed CONFUSION and REBELLION among the people who PROFESS to OBEY the LAW of God." 4T:173. "But just as CERTAINLY as divine Judgment was visited upon the FALSE PROPHETS, just so SURELY will these EVIL WORKERS receive their FULL MEASURE of Retribution; for the Lord has not changed." 4T:173-4.

WHAT WERE THE STEPS = ??? It appears the Prophet of God precipitated the Trouble by ATTACKING the False Prophet. Not so. The False Prophet [A]Precipitated the Trouble by DARING to go out on a Limb = with his Predictions of: "PEACE & SAFETY." [B] Then when Jeremiah EXPOSED him for what he=had=done! Instead of CONFESSION & REPENTANCE there was nothing but DEFIANCE=TO=THE=DEATH! So the Lord made Sure just WHO would DIE! As in the Case of KD+A = the Church-Leaders who also ventured out WITHOUT the LAW and the WORD of God. With no FOUNDATION.

JUST LIKE PIERSON = and all the "ILK" that follow him = preaching "NO-LAW!" = "THE CURSE OF THE LAW!" = "THE CURSE OF LEGALISM!" = "THE CURSE OF THE COVENANT!" Thus they seek to destroy everything this people ever stood for. Does the "SHAKING" then commence with the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?" No. It does not. It started BEFORE that. The "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" was given on account of the RANK "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" = which made the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" necessary. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Or DIE with them. 5T:211-2.

[A]"When the SHAKING comes, by=the=Introduction=of=FALSE=THEORIES, these SURFACE READERS, anchored NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND. They SLIDE into any position to suit the tenor of their feelings of BITTERNESS." TM 112."As the Storm approaches, a large Class who have PROFESSED faith in the Third Angel's Message, but=have-not-been=SANCTIFIED by OBEDIENCE...abandon their position and JOIN(in Key '73) the RANKS of the OPPOSITION. By UNITING with the World and partaking of its spirit, they have come to view matters in nearly the same Light;("IN COMMON" GC 445.) and when the TEST is brought, they are prepared to choose the EASY, POPULAR side. Men of talent and PLEASING address(That's their TROUBLE! "Do I yet SEEK to PLEASE MEN......?")

"They become the most BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren." GC 608. (16)
THE PIERSON ADMINISTRATION = and the Jackals that swarm around him - like GROTHEER and SHROCK = calling on us to show "RESPECT" for the King Sauls = who "SPARE" the Agags, certainly FAIL to have the Spirit of SAMUEL the TRUE PROPHET who HACKED AGAG = TO PIECES! ST A1:320. Aug.31, 1882. And pronounced the DOOM on Saul. Again we have the Prediction that the "Hidden ones" = the "Timid & self-distrustful" the "Weak & hesitating" = when the issues are CLEAR = will be "AS DAVID = willing to DO and DARE." 5T:81.

[B]We have already passed by several Quotations that show the WRONG SIDE = will be building on "SAND!" We see this under the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." A Company under the NAME of "Seventh-day Adventists" (6T:144.) Called the: "ANTICHRIST!" (9T:230.) Were advising to let the Banner: "TRAIL IN THE DUST!" (8T:41) The PIERSON–BRINSMEAD ADMINISTRATION:

ALREADY FINDING THAT KEEPING SUNDAY ON EASTER = the WORST of all ABOMINATIONS listed in the ABOMINATION CHAPTER =

Ezekiel 8:..... now ventures the next Step =

PIERSON = "It is true that during the INITIAL contact with an UNSAVED person we=do=not=need to explain the 2300 Days, the state of the DEAD, the Sabbath question, etc., but we should reveal the part that REPENTANCE...(plays.)"

(Do not Quote = SEE ORIGINAL = our EMPHASIS ADDED.) SDA Ministry Magazine December 1976. p.11-2.

Thus he defines for the SDA Ministry his idea of: "THESE FIRST STEPS" = WITHOUT the Law, WITHOUT the Sabbath, WITHOUT the Truth about the SANCTUARY or the MHP, WITHOUT the "ANCHOR" (EW 254-6.), WITHOUT the Truth about HELL=

What else is this but the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE = ??? They can be: "CONVERTED" or "SAVED" by the BILLY GRAHAM FORMULA = WITHOUT any "KNOWLEDGE!" = of anything. [Of course = to hear him Talk - he will bring this in:"LATER!" [Like a Girl that marries a SMOKER or DRINKER = and she will convert him: "LATER!"]

DO YOU BELIEVE THE TESTIMONIES = ??? See this very Devil led "NEW ORGANIZATION" going forward with "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" = and they will THINK to win GREAT MULTITUDES (and probably will!) as they venture forth EXACTLY as they show on the FRONT PAGE = SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = "THE SPIRIT OF '76" = January 1976. DEFIANCE = DRUGS and ALL = they will "FINISH THE WORK" = not knowing that they are: "FINISHED!"

We are admonished not to "JOIN" this Brand New "ORGANIZATION" SM 2:390.
BECAUSE = the unerring Finger of God points to:

"NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of this NEW "MOVEMENT" (GC 464) = ...they would place their dependence on HUMAN POWER, which, without God - is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION (built on the COVENANT and the LAW as the FOUN- DATION of His Throne?)

"Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure." [Listed in SM 1:204-5. B2:54. as the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." And a Cold Chilly ICEBERG = that the TRUE SHIP strikes in the MID- NIGHT HOUR! And smashes it all to Pieces!] SM 1:205-6.

"Well I knew the meaning of this representation. I had my Orders="MEET IT!"...What influence is it that would lead men at this stage of our History to work in an UNDERHAND, powerful way to TEAR DOWN the FOUNDATION of our Faith,= the FOUNDATION that was laid at the Beginning...Do you won- der that when I see the BEGINNING(the ALPHA!) of a work that would REMOVE some of the PILLARS of our Faith, I have something to SAY? I must obey the command,"MEET IT!"...the WAYMARKS...are to be PRESERVED." SM 1:206-8. B2:57-9.

The "WAYMARKS" or "PILLARS" of our "FAITH" or "FOUNDATION" or "PLATFORM" = are the very things the PIERSONS=HEPPEN- STALLS=BRINSMeads=VENDENS=RIENDS and ENEMIES = seek to UNDERMINE and PULL OUT = because they are not"POPULAR!" And with which they will NEVER win any "INNUMERABLE MULTI- TudeS" that no FROOM can "NUMBER!" See what they are = CWE 52-54,77,90. ['"ANTICHRIST" respected by "BLINDED" men CWE 96. "This POLICY is the FIRST STEP in a succession of WRONG STEPS." "Except the Lord build the House - they labor IN VAIN that build it." CWE 96-7. "I have NO SMOOTH ME- SAGE to bear to those who have been so long as FALSE GUIDE- POSTS = pointing the WRONG WAY." TM 97. "BLIND Leaders of the BLIND." TM 81. "Many HOUSES now supposed to stand SE- CURE = will FALL." TM 126. "Of all such Christ says:... "I will spew thee OUT..." classing them with the FOOLISH VIRGINS." TM 130. RH A2:420. A3:292. 5T:21,101,83,211-2]

PIERSON = "He has started upon a WRONG TRACK in seeking to get up a NEW FAITH, an ORIGINAL THEORY of Faith. He would UPROOT and MISPLACE those WAYMARKS which show us our cor- rect bearings, that we are near the Close of this earth's History. He may FLATTER himself that he is led of the Lord, but it is surely ANOTHER SPIRIT. Unless he changes his course entirely...he will be LEFT...and make ENTIRE SHIP- WRECK of Faith...a STUMBLING BLOCK, a BLIND LEADER of the
BLIND...unless he CHANGES his course, he will fall back into a MIXTURE of the views of the different Denominations, but will agree in the whole with NONE OF THEM...The Truth CONDEMNS him...Satan is surely leading him." 3T:440-1.

"I AM SAVED!" = was presented by A.T. Jones in the Gangster City of Chicago (he liked Chicago! He went there as the HEAD of the Medical Dept. with Daniells as the HEAD of the General Conference to tie this Denomination hand & foot into the tightest Cabala & Junto in the World - the A.M.A.) BALLANGER was at the "I AM SAVED!" = Jones Meeting in the Marlowe Theatre and THAT was the START of the Ballanger Defection - the Red Carpet was rolled out for him from Campmeeting to Campmeeting with that "I AM SAVED!" new Light.

PENTECOSTALS were called in to revive the DEAD Church after 1888 = to make it LUKEWARM again. "Salvation Army methods" climaxed in "HOLY FLESH" in 1900.

Although Sr. White came from Australia to meet it Face to Face = she was unable to stop either JONES or WAGGONER or BALLANGER = so practically all the Leadership graduated into "LIVING TEMPLE" in the ALPHA of 1903. Many times Old Jerusalem took 70 years to develop to a State that a Lightning Bolt would hit them = that was MISSION=KEY '73. The OMEGA of all Apostasy. It is IMPOSSIBLE to produce anything WORSE than that MAXWELL BOOK. The ANTICHIST. Calling on a "ONE=WORLD=GOVERNMENT" = if that is not "BABYLON" = what is it = ??? "COME, O Man the world needs most!...COME and take over the GOVERNMENT." Maxwell p.96.

It is past Time to:"MEET IT!" "Ye are they that JUSTIFY yourselves before men; but God knoweth your Hearts; for that which is highly esteemed among men...is ABOMINATION in the sight of God."...the PHARISEES...there was no moral WORTH or SOUNDNESS in them. They were CORRUPT, SINFUL, and ABOMINABLE in His sight..."If any man teach otherwise...he is PROUD, knowing NOTHING, but doting about questions and strifes of words...From such TURN AWAY." ST AI:338-9.

"If evil is said of thee, and it is True = CORRECT IT =

If it be a Lie = LAUGH at it!"

"There is a way that seemeth RIGHT unto a man but the END thereof are the ways of DEATH." Prov.14:12.


"When the PLAIN TESTIMONY is given, some will say, My HOPE is gone; [Like the JEWS & the CATHOLICS = if God does not give them the VICTORY = they become ATHEISTS=COMMUNISTS!] I have NO RELIGION; I give it all up. (19)
"Those who REALLY WANT to be Christ's will receive RE-PROOF, put away their Sins, and take their STAND on the side of Jesus. If any have NO REAL DESIRE for the Truth, because it must PURIFY the soul, their WITHDRAWAL is not to be REGRETTED. The FEWER we have of such the BETTER."
ST Al:348. May 17, 1883.

------------------------

SUMMARY.

We thank God for the Honor and the Privilege of standing for the LAW and the COVENANT as once given to this people.

The FIRST Battle we had with the FRIENDS (I counted D.L.Friend as my best Friend.) The parting of the ways came when he tried to Seduce us BACK into the FIRST VAC-ATED APARTMENT worship. BACK with BABYLON. He said:"What you hear now may only be the Rumbling of an EMPTY BAR-REL!" = and with that he gave us the FIRST APARTMENT.

I was very Tired = and was going to Listen to this at Home on the Tape = but a Sister "Anderson" beside me said: "did you hear that?" I said, No. I was not Listening. She said, "He is putting us BACK into the FIRST APARTMENT! Is that RIGHT?"

It happened we both had "EARLY WRITINGS" = so I showed her my Book and how it was Marked = and she began to Mark her Book right there in the Meeting. EW 32= "Then I saw that Jesus would=not=leave the Most Holy Place until every case was DECIDED...THEN Jesus will step OUT...when our High Priest has FINISHED...and then the 7 Last Plagues."

EW 42= "Jesus was FINISHED in the HOLY PLACE...in 1844. THEN Jesus rose up and SHUT the Door of the HOLY PLACE, and OPENED the Door into the MOST HOLY...where He now STANDS..." [Not "FRIENDS" but -- - - ]

EW 43= "The ENEMIES of the Present Truth have been try-ing to OPEN the Door of the HOLY PLACE, that Jesus has SHUT = and to CLOSE the Door of the Most Holy Place, which He OPENED in 1844..." "Satan was working through AGENTS...through MINISTERS who have REJECTED the Truth."

EW 48= "Jesus is in His holy temple and will NOW ac-cept our sacrifices, our PRAYERS, and our CONFESSIONS... and will PARDON all the transgressions of Israel...BEFORE He LEAVES...the Most Holy Place."

EW 58= "I saw that the TIME for Jesus to be in the Most Holy Place was nearly finished...while the 4 Angels are HOLDING the 4 Winds..."

EW 78= "I dreamed of seeing a TEMPLE...Only those who took refuge IN that Temple would be Saved when TIME should close. All who remained OUTSIDE would be FOREVER LOST. The MULTITUTES WITHOUT..." (20)
EW 85= "And at the commencement of the Time of Trouble we were filled with the Holy Ghost as we went forth and proclaimed the Sabbath more fully...does not refer to the Time when the PLAGUES shall begin to be poured out, but to a SHORT PERIOD just BEFORE they are poured out, while Jesus is IN the Sanctuary."

EW 254= "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the Faith of Jesus." As he repeated these words He pointed to the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY. The minds of all who embrace this Message are directed to the MOST HOLY PLACE, where Jesus STANDS before the Ark..."

EW 255= "I saw the THIRD ANGEL pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the WAY to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. AS=THEY=BY=FAITH[Justification by Faith!] AS=THEY=BY=FAITH enter the MOST HOLY, they find Jesus...It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE & beheld the ARK."

EW 256= "I saw the incense in the Censer smoke as Jesus offered their CONFESSIONS & PRAYERS...the Third Angel was pointing them to the MOST HOLY PLACE...These MESSAGES were represented to me as an ANCHOR to the people of God... Now I take it from SG 1:166 =]

SG 1:166= "These Messages were represented to me as an ANCHOR to hold the BODY. And as INDIVIDUALS [That is all anyone can ever expect = only INDIVIDUALS!] And as INDIVIDUALS receive and UNDERSTAND them, they are SHIELD-ED against the many DELUSIONS of Satan...Satan...knew that those who broke loose from the ANCHOR, he could affect by different ERRORS and drive about with WINDS of Doctrine..."

EW 258= [But again we prefer SG 1:168.] "I saw a COMPANY who stood well guarded and firm, and would give NO COUNTERANCE to those who would unsettle the established FAITH of the Body. God looked upon them WITH APPROBATION. I was shown 3 Steps...Said the Angel, WOE=TO=HIM who shall move a Block, or stir a Pin in these Messages. THE=TRUE=UNDERSTANDING of these Messages is of vital importance. The Destiny of souls HANGS upon the manner in which they are received."

EW 260-1= "...they can see NO LIGHT in the Third Angel's Message, which shows the way INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE. I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the nominal Churches had CRUCIFIED these MESSAGES, and therefore they have NO KNOWLEDGE [just a vain "FAITH" alone without any "KNOWLEDGE!] have no KNOWLEDGE of the way INTO the MOST HOLY, and they cannot=be=beneffited by the Intercession of Jesus there. (21)
"Like the JEWS, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers to the apartment which Jesus has LEFT; and Satan, PLEASED with the Deception, assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these PROFESSED Christians to himself, working with his POWER, his SIGNS and LYING WONDERS, to fasten them in his SNARE... Some look with HORROR upon one Deception, while they readily receive ANOTHER." "...all who are HONEST will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT."

[Here we have the mention of the POWER = the SIGNS = the WONDERS = that are yet to be more fully seen = and to come from those who have:"Departed FROM the Faith." WHO-ARE-THEY? EW 56= [Again we prefer the ORIGINAL = the parts LEFT OUT HERE = but found in 1846 BROADSIDE and is the REASON WHY we are the World's largest Distributors of that 1846 BROADSIDE - which we have now had set up in new Print.]

1846 BROADSIDE= "I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those [the Awakening = before the VACATED THRONE] and JOIN those before the Throne, and they AT ONCE received the UN-HOLY influence of Satan."

EW 56= "Satan would then breathe upon them an unholy influence, in it there was LIGHT and MUCH POWER, but no sweet LOVE, JOY, and PEACE." [So they will have MUCH POWER.

SM 2:50-54, 24, 100. RH A4: 262, 570. SOP 4:411. 1T:302 = "These works of APPARENT HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO-THE-TEST!"

IT IS PROVIDENTIAL = that as I was Writing what was meant to be a "FOREWORD" = but because of AIR-MAIL NOTICES and AEROGRAMMES from the EAST and AFRICA = I have here the "NEW COVENANT GOSPEL LIBERATOR" that Liberates from all "PRESENT TRUTH" = (WHO TEACHES THAT SR. WHITE SINNED BEFore "COVENANTED" TO KEEP THE LAW OF GOD = "!!")=

Box 9309, Bakersfield, Calif. 93309. Write there to find out all in one Package = May-June 1977 "LIBERATOR" and the "OUTER COURT" Happy Gang = including one (Mrs. H.Hoehn) FRED WRIGHT loves her. The Adventist Church claims her as a "Member." And AL FRIEND says: "Mine, too!" All UNITED!

THE 1959 OAKHURST McCoy RANCH MEETINGS = as D.I.FRIEND completed his "FIRST APARTMENT" = "EMPTY BARREL" presentation = Sister Anderson who was MARKING her BOOK = said she is going to confront him after the Meeting = all the others were gone = and with Tears & Weeping she asked: "HOW COULD YOU DO IT = ???"

(22)
Often the salvation of a soul = is determined by minutes if not seconds. A Mother that loves too well but not too wisely = letting the unruly child believe he is abused = will end up being twice the devil he was to begin with.

"In the history of Eli and his sons is a solemn warning for all the ministers of Christ... It should... impress upon them their duty to rebuke sin in the members of the Church, be they high or low... The very beginnings of evil, the first manifestations of insubordination, should be resolutely checked... When parents neglect this work, they permit thorns & briers to occupy the heart-gardens... God will surely visit the transgressors with judgment... None are more stubborn and perverse, none less susceptible to the influence of the Holy Spirit, than are many of these victims of parental indulgence." ST Al: 266. Dec. 8, 1881.

"Unsteadiness in family government is productive of great harm; in fact is nearly as bad as no government at all... A life-long injury is thus inflicted... (if they learn to submit they are) much happier in so doing." ST Al: 284. Feb. 9, 1882.

"... think themselves great sufferers, martyrs. They have talked of this and thought upon it until they are nearly maniacs upon this subject... They have no real love for anyone but themselves." 2T: 462-4.

"Reproofs always hurt human nature. Many are the souls that have been destroyed by the unwise sympathy of their brethren; for, because the brethren sympathized with them, they thought they must indeed have been abused, and that the reprover was all wrong and had a bad spirit. The only hope for sinners in Zion is to fully see and confess their wrongs, and put them away... These=false=sympathizers will have an account to settle with the Master by-and-by for their work of death." 3T: 329.

"In 9 cases out of 10 = if the one reproved had been left under a sense of his wrongs, he might have been helped to see them and thereby have been reformed. But meddlesome, unsanctified sympathizers... lead him to feel he has been really abused; and his feelings rise up in rebellion." 3T: 359. "But should the voice of reproof be hushed because of this?" 3T: 358. "These will ever be at variance with the straight testimony because it condemns them." 3T: 361. "They will suddenly be destroyed, and that without remedy." TM 453.

These are the principles = that all friends knew nothing about. With the Lord working unexpectedly upon the heart of this sister Anderson =
with Al Friend lurking in the Shadows, and in the Dark =
out of reach of the Lights = we had no idea he was there.
Why did he not come out in the Open? Why did he not tackle
Sr. Anderson? Why did he step out of the Dark and confront
me ALONE? "Bro. Hoehn, we had PRAYED for UNITY = for these
Meetings!" (Whoops! There go those "PRAYERS"again! He is
going to Blast everything thru = with his "PRAYERS!" Like
in this "DISCOVERY" sheet insert in May-June 1977 "Liber-
ator" = that he "PRAYED!" for Hoehn not to come any more
and "Eureka!" it WORKED! Hoehn never came any more! He
was STOPPED = at the US Border! Only trouble is:
[A] Hoehn was NEVER stopped at the US Border. The Trailer
was. [B] But next year Hoehn WAS=AT=OAKHURST! As TAPES and
100 Witnesses can Testify. How can a man LIE so about what
he SHOULD know = let alone invading the Privacy of things
he knows NOTHING about? "Doth our law JUDGE any man, BE-
FORE it HEAR him, and know what he doeth?" John 7:51. "He
that ANSWERETH a matter BEFORE he heareth it, it is a FOLLY
and SHAME unto him." Prov.18:13.

"Let them be ASHAMED and brought to confusion TOGETHER
that rejoice at mine hurt: let them be clothed with SHAME
and DISHONOR that magnify themselves against me." Psa.35:26.

WHEN THE DEVIL = was left alone = he almost came to Re-
pentance. 1870 SOP 1:28-9. But when his "GANG" let him know
they would Back him to the Hilt ="Satan cast off his feel-
ings of despair and...FORTIFIED himself [as one told me =
she "HARDENED" herself until you see what you see To-day.]
[So also=] "Satan...FORTIFIED himself to BRAVE OUT THE
MATTER..." 1870 SOP 1:32.

THUS WE HAVE THE POSSIBILITY = that D.L.Friend MIGHT have
had his eyes opened to his Course = the sobbing Appeal by
Sr. Anderson MIGHT have reached his Heart = he MIGHT have
Repented and been Converted = and others Saved by his Ex-
ample of a Brand plucked from the Fire =

BUT WHEN AL FRIEND = too rotten Crooked to come into the
Area of LIGHT = but kept LURKing in the DARK until he had
Hoehn alone = (with no "Metal Object" but a DAGGER of a-
other Kind = ready to drive it in to the Hilt =)

"Brother Hoehn, we in Southern California had been
PRAYING for UNITY at these Meetings!" [And once he "PRAYS="
The Devil take the Hindmost if things do not go his Way!]

SO THE VENTURING TO TAKE US ALL BACK IN "UNITY!" = putting
our hand to the Plow = but now looking BACK to the MULTI-
TUDES in Sodom & Gomorrah that did not WANT Justification
by Faith in the Third Angel's Message =

(24)
So the Pharisees and Sadducees = the Church & Awakeners UNITE to "CRUCIFY CHRIST AFRESH!" For those who say: "Brother! You are going TOO FAR! You are JUDGING!"

[A]I am not one of those who think it is WRONG to JUDGE. I pity the man who has no JUDGMENT. I also believe there is not a Sane man or woman alive = that do not JUDGE. Even every HOUR of every DAY = they must JUDGE what is RIGHT! Do these otherwise SANE people all of a sudden lose their Ability to exercise their God-given Powers of JUDGMENT = and become ZOMBIES = MORONS = with a perpetual frozen GRIN on their Face = ??? AWAY WITH THAT RUBBISH! I have never seen one of these:"DO=NOT=JUDGE!" people = but what they JUDGED! They learned well from that Preacher, by the very Act of saying: "DO NOT CRITICIZE!" he was CRITICIZING! He was:"FINDING FAULT!" He was a LIAR and a HYPOCRITE! He DID what he SAID = should not be done! We believe others have the Right to CRITICIZE us on condition that it is True. We also believe that PERSONAL SINS and WEAKNESSES should not be given priority over DOCTRINE. My sins or my mistakes will not cause YOU to be Lost. But my wrong DOCTRINE could. THEREFORE the PRIORITY should be DOCTRINE = because it touches the lives of all. I notice that the Enemies of HOEHN = do not EVER come into the Arena and face him with DOCTRINE. NOT EVER! THE AL FRIEND = as is the way with the Professional HYPOCRITE = starts out his "HOEHN SPECIAL" = with "But I say unto you, LOVE your ENEMIES, BLESS them that CURSE you." Did he MEAN that = ??? Or is that just so much WINDOW-DRESSING? Buttered-up PSYCHOLOGY? To "Prove" to others = "LOOK! What a PIOUS man this must be!" But the PROOF of the Pudding is in the Eating = "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." So then read on = and apart from a few: "Praise the Lord! - s." = the whole Skit is DESTITUTE of any LOVE for anybody = but himself. I say this because no one gave him any authority to write what he did - he ADMITS his so-called:"EVIDENCE" is at best Second-Hand. You know what a Judge will do with Second-Hand Evidence! An Honest person will say: "I do not know. I was not there." "How can I judge unless I hear BOTH SIDES? Some people are LIFE-TIME LIARS = TRAINED to appeal for unmerited SYMPATHY. So only a FOOL will JUDGE - until he hears the matter according to the Lord's Instructions in Matt.18:15-20."

NOW IT IS TIME = to make something abundantly clear. [1]There may be two people = BOTH have FALLEN. There seems to be almost NO DIFFERENCE between them.
[2] But in the Time of the Plagues = the one will WRETCH and TWIST and SQUIRM in the FIRE = if he is a Preacher his Flesh will fall off him. EW 282. GC 656.

[3] And the other will go Scot-Free! Now WHY should this Be = ?? We are told in COL 408 = "For a Time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them."

[4] But NOW there is a DIFFERENCE = the one is a Hulking Wreck = full of Boils and Running Sores = can find no Water to Drink = for the other = Bread & Water will be:"SURE!"

[5] WHAT MADE THE DIFFERENCE = ???

**THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT**

[B] We do not know their SECRET LIVES = one will even be taken out of a Bed = the other Left. It would be very simple to say = one was "JUSTIFIED BY FAITH!" But that is not good enough. That is EXACTLY what we have against the PAXTONS and the BRINSMEADS. As a PERSON = I suppose they could be and would be "GOOD COMPANY" on a vacation Trip. "NO DIFFERENCE between them." COL 408. But they treat "JUSTIFICATION" = with casual abandon. With a shrug of the Shoulders. It is EASY. SIMPLE. NOTHING TO IT. ANYBODY can have it. Just ASK. KISMET. God is a Benevolent Buddha. He smiles on everyone! He "LOVES" all men everywhere and as long as "LIFE" shall Last! O He is Great!

[C] So they said in the Days of Noah. So the Adventist Preacher declares in his Last Saturday Night Sermon. "The Lord is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT!" And for saying that = he is called a:"DUMB DOG!" That would not Bark = and the Slaughtering Angels cut him down right in his Tracks = and all who Listen to him. 5T:211-2.

[D] **JUST REMEMBER THIS** = while that Preacher is so Hot to DEFEND himself and his CHURCH = and gets KILLING MAD when anyone DARE say anything against them - the spirit of ROMANISM! TM 362 = it still remains a Fact that CONFESSION OF SIN and not COVERING UP OF SIN = is the ONLY CONDITION of FORGIVENESS or JUSTIFICATION no matter what any PAXTON may tell you. Also = if the "LAW" cannot be "KEPT" as they and the Devil affirm = then there is really NO SIN AT ALL! So do you THINK if you come to God telling Him you do not INTEND to even TRY to Behave = !! That He will "JUSTIFY" you?

[E] What am I trying to say? I am trying to say that the LOOK-ALIKE Brothers = unseen to men = the ONE may have been a PUBLICAN = and goes down to his House = "JUSTIFIED!" While the other was an "I AM SAVED!" PHARISEE = "I AM SAVED!"... NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found uttering these words til Christ shall come...NEVER DARE TO SAY, "I am Saved!" SM 1:31-...
"I AM SAVED!" = "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS = the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. RH A5:414. A1:65. Ev. 595.

"Let him that THINKETH he standeth = take heed lest he Fall."...It is THOSE who take heed lest they fall = that will be accepted at last." TM 103.

"The attributes of the Character of Christ can be IM-
PARTED to those ONLY who DISTRUST THEMSELVES." TM 259.

"They talk too Strongly...is it not needed?" TM 410.

IN THE RAILING ACCUSATIONS = that have been hurled against me by the FTW and ATF libelous Imputations in Public = I want to make 2 Observations:

[1] The Catholic Church, known as the "BEAST" = did-not= burn=Heretics at the Stake without FIRST permitting them a DEFENSE. Did either one give me a Hearing BEFORE pronouncing JUDGMENT = ??? The March 31, 1977 letter from ATF to Peter Shikuku (Africa) = nor the Publicized "DISCOVERY", nor the Unholy Feast by FTW = NONE of them spoke of DOCTRINE. As I read in the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Article Books I see an entirely different Picture than any "GREAT CONTRO-
VERSY" Book = even the FIRST one evidently EDITED by the URIAH SMITH GANG. IN THIS FULLER PICTURE = we find "TRUTH" cannot be taught = WITHOUT attacking the ERROR. "The Voice of PAUL, sounding through the Centuries, spoke through LUTHER = EXPOSING superstitions, REFUTING error, and UP-
ROOTING heresy...As he saw the terrible APOSTASY [OMEGA of APOSTASY!] and CORRUPTION of THE CHURCH...Luther came not with human ceremonies, traditions, and fables [he came to]..FREE their souls from the bondage of SUPERSTITION and the TYRANNY of Sin." ST A1:351. June 7, 1883.

THE BATTLE = was joined over the BRINSMEAD=PAXTON=HEP-
PENSTALL=A1 FRIEND=VENDEN=FORD= selling of "ABSSOLUTION" = without the NEED of the "LAW" or the "COVENANT" or PLEDGE to Obey and make an Effort = thus the CATHOLIC CHURCH in its DARK AGES = enriched themselves at the Expense of making "MERCHANDISE" of "GRACE" = against this PLEASING SUPERSTITION = "A Bold BLOW had been struck for the RE-

"The sin-loving and superstitious MULTITUDES were TERR-
RIFIED as the SOPHISTRIES ["UNMASK the pretentious SOPH-
ISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15.] as the SOPHISTRIES that had SOOTHEd their fears were rudely swept away. CRAFTY ec-
clesiastics, interrupted in their hellish work of sanc-
tioning crime, and seeing their GAINS endangered, were ENRAGED, and rallied to uphold the...rapidly swelling Tide of CORRUPTION." ST A1:354. June 14, 1883.

"Steadfastly the Reformer labored to clear away the RUBBISH beneath which TRUE FAITH had been buried for AGES.(27)
...Ere long FRIENDS began to rally around him...TETZEL, in his RAGE against Luther...PRIERIAS...proceeded to attack Luther, with the spirit of a BUFFOON...clamoring for his BLOOD...All who possess reasoning powers can know for themselves what is Truth..."To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is NO LIGHT IN THEM." ST A1:355. June 21, 1883.

"It should be our HIGHEST AMBITION to stand firm as a rock...In the near future, THOUSANDS will be called to IMITATE LUTHER...Let the Cry pass from one to another...
"STAND FAST!" "Yet a little while and He...shall come... God will again move mightily upon chosen Servants to make terrible charges upon the Hosts of Satan." ST A1:363-4.

**Observation** = [2] A man who will go out on a Limb = keep making "GOD'S GREAT TIME-CALENDARS" shows a want of HUMILITY and lack of Control - he is:"UNSTABLE in ALL his ways."

**In his rage** = At what was EXPOSED in Africa = did you Notice = he=never=said=one=word to Refute the Charges. About the Selling of the Truck = and then BUKA dangling thru the Country = with Representatives of FRED WRIGHT! And now = this "MAN OF GOD" is called to America = with WHAT = ??? The AL FRIEND "LIGHT" = the MAYER "LIGHT" = the FRED WRIGHT "LIGHT" = or the BANKHEAD "LIGHT" = ??? Is it not a Fact = that they are ONE = !!!

**How about some proof = ???** God has promised to DEFINITELY EXPOSE them. If they RUN without being SENT = He will "CHOOSE their DELUSIONS!" Now what HOEHN has done or not done = pales into insignificance [because we have DOZENS of WITNESSES that we do not intend to Trot out at this Time = we will let them enjoy their Feast as we deal with something PAR=MORE=IMPORTANT! And the REAL REASON for the RAGE of ATF. This was the Experience with LUTHER. Seeking to DESTROY the True Message = the Catholics called on a Champion ORATOR = ALEANDER = he attacks the Reformer, heaping upon him the most bitter invectives = it seemed the cause was Lost = BUT THEN WHAT = ???

Duke George of Saxony blistered the Abuses of the Papal System = "A more able and forceful DENUNCIATION of the abuses of Rome could not have been made by Luther himself... BEAMS OF LIGHT athwart the DARKNESS OF ERROR." ST A1:367.

**Now the tables turned** = It is always Wise = for the bringers of Error = to keep a low Profile = SAY NOTHING! Rather than to try to DEFEND their own Ego. Now the DEMAND went forth = "It is UNJUST...to CONDEMN Luther without having HEARD him..." ST A1:368. Aug.9, 1883.
AND WITH THAT = seeking to SILENCE the Reform = the BATTLE really opened up WHAT might have been slowly smoldering Embers = burst into Flame!

IN SEEKING TO EXPOSE HOCHN = we now find another: "IMPORTANT DISCOVERY." Now look at that May-June 1977 "LIBERATOR" that really does "LIBERATE" from ALL "PRESENT TRUTH!"

AND THERE YOU FIND A JUMBLE = "LIVING TEMPLE" repeated in "AWAKENING" Terminology. All about Robert Brinsmead's "CONSCIOUS" = "SUBCONSCIOUS" = and mostly "UNCONSCIOUS!"

There you have Fred Wright's "NATURE" = then "2 NATURES" = and, yes = "3 NATURES!" Shall we try for 4 = ??? This is raw OCCULTISM=SPIRITUALISM come into the Camp of the Saints. ("Holy Flesh" = was over "NATURE" SM 2:31,17. Ev.595.)

IN THIS GRAND MIXTURE = of the most Abominable things the AWAKENING ever dreamed up = AL FRIEND has it all! Including that BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT CHART that HUDSON said was the "ESSENCE" of the 1960 Awakening Excitement = based on "Crucifying Christ afresh" = by giving you "JUSTIFICATION" in the "OUTER COURT!" = as we said = WORSE than D.L.FRIEND!

NO ONE WAS = at any Time = "JUSTIFIED" in the "OUTER COURT." Since 1844 = Satan is found in the FIRST VACATED APARTMENT = but the "OUTER COURT" represents the "WORLD" and Satan is the "god of this World." Since 1844 = anything OUT of the Most Holy Place is Satan's territory.

In the Sanctuary Services [and since we as a people are supposed to be:"AUTHORITIES" on the Sanctuary] = there were special "LINEN GARMENTS" called"HOLY GARMENTS" that the Priests put on when they came IN to the SANCTUARY [Holy Place] = Lev.16:3-4 = and when the Priest LEAVES the Holy Place [There was no other way to leave the Sanctuary] the ministering Priest was to: "...put OFF the Linen Garments, which he PUT ON when he went INTO the Holy Place, and shall LEAVE THEM THERE..." Lev.16:23.

"And when they go forth into the OUTER COURT, even into the OUTER COURT to the people, they shall PUT OFF their Garments wherein they ministered, and lay them in the HOLY CHAMBERS, and they shall put on OTHER GARMENTS; and they shall NOT=SANCTIFY=the=people with their Garments." Eze. 44:19. (There was no Sanctity in the Garments they wore in the OUTER COURT. Yet these AWAKENING PRIESTS = these Sons of Eli = HOPHNI=Wright and PHINEHAS=Brinsmead = and now AL FRIEND joins the DRUNKEN PRIESTS in the senseless Incantations in the OUTER COURT!)

In 1959 = standing in Defense of his Brother as he dares take us BACK into the FIRST APARTMENT = now in May-June 1977 = handing us the AWAKENING JESTERS "JUSTIFICATION" in the
"OUTER COURT" = clear OUT of the Sanctuary entirely! With
the Philistines. With LESLIE HARDINGE in the General Con-

HARDINGE= "Justification by Faith = this is the MESSAGE of
the COURT...Sanctification by Grace = this is the MESSAGE
of the HOLY PLACE...The HOLIEST...One day we shall share
it with our Lord. GLORIFICATION by Grace = this is the MES-
SAGE of the place MOST HOLY...And WHEN the High Priest moves
INTO the HOLIEST He will carry=you=there." GC SESSION =
R&H. June 19,1970. p.9,10. LESLIE HARDINGE. (Emphasis added.)

5 YEARS LATER = in reply to the 2 C.F.Davis 1975 Letters
Harding revealed there was no other OBJECTION around
the World! This proves this people is DEAD - but not For-
gotten. They care NOTHING about their own Religion. Who
would have dreamed this possible?

over to the Position of BABYLON - in the FIRST APARTMENT.
All FRIEND demanded to know why H.HOEHN was breaking up UNITY!
For there never was any SANCTITY in the "OUTER COURT" = but
they found it. When Christ steps OUT of the SANCTUARY =
"Then I saw that Jesus would=not=leave the Most Holy
Place until every=case=was=decided...and that the WRATH of
God could not come until Jesus had FINISHED His work in the
Most Holy Place, laid=off=his=Priestly=attire, and CLOTHED
Himself with the GARMENTS of VENGEANCE. THEN Jesus will
step OUT...and THEN the 7 Last Plagues..." EW 36.

IN THE BEGINNING of the MOVEMENT = we had the "I AM SAVED!"
WHITE ROBE FANATICS = and since this History is to be Re-
peated near the End = SM 2:25,28,36-8. We also see a Repeat
in the MAXWELL BOOK = together with the D.L.FRIEND Religion=
if Christ is OUT of the Most Holy Place = and PROBATION is
still OPEN = ??? THIS IS THE SOPHISTRY OF SATAN = "...the
pernicious sentiments of the AGE-to-Come. You sometimes talk
out these ideas to others...Many entertain the view that
PROBATION is granted AFTER JESUS LEAVES His work in the
Most Holy apartment. THIS=IS=THE=SOPHISTRY=OF=SATAN." 2T:
190,691. 8T:315.

[3] As the AWAKENING gabbled since 1960 about something
alleged to be "JUSTIFICATION" was found OUTSIDE of the
Sanctuary entirely = thus fulfilling her Prediction that
they would DENY the SANCTUARY = [While mealy-mouthed mak-
ing a "PROFESSION!" = this "OUTER COURT" justification
took such hold, and won such favor among Seventh-day Ad-
ventists and Reformers = that they finally handed it to
you at the GC Session! HARDINGE = 1970. (30)
[4] Since A| FRIEND could not Understand why Bro. PETER SHIKUKU of Kenya, East Africa == should decide for the Third Angel's Message == in uncontrollable RAGE writes about: "...the great "trouble-maker", Herman Hoehn of BC Canada...bitter...poor unconverted man in Canada...destructor...Bro. Ntswane. How I longed to help him see the truth re the Sanctuary Message in the light of the New Covenant...R.Hoehn. Satan has used that man...He is POSSESSED of an evil spirit!...God pity him!...I am PRAYING earnestly for you, my dear Brother." A. Friend (Signed.) (Signed with Red ink if that means anything.) (Should have had it Analyzed to see if it was BLOOD!) (Perhaps the BUKA taught him some VOODOOISM!) HERE IS REAL GENUINE 100% VOODOOISM = in that same letter and the Paper sent out to the Public == attacking "HOEHN" for breaking up the "UNITY!" in the McCoy Ranch Meetings in 1959 == here we see that the Al Friend has graduated == SPLIT with his Brother == BROKE the "UNITY!" == no more FIRST APARTMENT NONSENSE == !!! He has gone over to the Enemy Camp == "JUSTIFICATION" == is now found in the "OUTER COURT" with LOYCE D.KING, 860 Willow St. North, Selmer, Tenn. 38375. See May-June 1977 "LIBERATOR" == p.15 to 18. And trying to WEAVE this in to the "LIVING TEMPLE" of the Believer as BRINSMEAD did and Al FRIEND followed with the "BODY" is the "HOLY PLACE" (HOLY FLESH?) and the "MIND" is the "MOST HOLY PLACE" p. 7 of a Tract he hoped to put out by the "MILLION!" - (Send for souvenir copy - I have a few left.) That is "NEW COVENANT!" THANK GOD FOR THESE TRUTHS = "...they can see NO LIGHT in the Third Angel's Message == which shows the way INTO the Most Holy Place. I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the nominal Churches had CRUCIFIED these Messages, and therefore they have no KNOWLEDGE of the way INTO the Most Holy, and=they=cannot=be=benefited by the Intercession of Jesus there, Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers to the apartment which Jesus has LEFT; and Satan..." EW 261. SG 1:171-2,190-1.

HERE WE SEE TWO LOOK-ALIKES == but now we see a DIFFERENCE, one is INSIDE the Ark of Faith and Safety == the other is OUTSIDE waiting for the FLOOD OF WRATH! "SATAN would then breathe upon them...LIGHT and much POWER..." EW 56. PT 71-2. "I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the Holiest, and go and JOIN those (31)
before the (vacated) Throne, and they AT-ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." 1846 BROADSIDE.

[This first Portion of this Paper is much too long = but we wanted you to know Step by Step what happened and how it came about that we were attacked from all Sides on this "MOST HOLY PLACE" Question. Some seem to think they can HIDE their Religion but Fellowship with the Rebel Crew because of POPULARITY = while they will SECRETLY keep their Faith. It does not say ANYTHING in EW 56 or the BROADSIDE = about what they BELIEVED. It merely says those who "LEAVE" the WISE COMPANY = and "JOIN" the FOOLISH =

"He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE = but a companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Prov.13:20,23.]

"BLESSED is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the UNGODLY, not standeth in the way of SINNERS, nor sitteth in the seat of the SCORNFUL." Psa. 1:1.

"JUDGE me, O Lord...I have walked in Thy Truth. I have not sat with VAIN PERSONS, neither will I go in with DISSEMBLERS. I have HATED the CONGREGATION of EVIL-DOERS; and will not sit with the WICKED." Psa. 26:1-5.

"I saw a Company who stood well guarded and firm, giving NO COUNTESTANCE to those who would unsettle the established FAITH of the Body. God looked upon them with APPROBATION." EW 258. SG 1:168.

"As we near the Judgment all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made PLAIN to what Company they belong." SG 2:201. LT:100. 5T:505,73. COL 419. GC 602,612.

"He who builds upon any other FOUNDATION than that which has been laid = builds upon SHIFTING SAND." B7:42.

"They remove the Old Landmarks, and fallacies and winds of Doctrine blow them hither and thither...those who were once=in=the=Faith drift AWAY from the Bible landmarks, and DIVORCE themselves from God, while STILL CLAIMING to be His children." Ev. 362. R&H. Dec.29,1890.

"Day by day we may walk with God, day by day following on to know the Lord, entering into the HOLIEST by the BLOOD of Jesus...becoming PARTAKERS of the DIVINE NATURE...you have the GENUINE FAITH." SM 1:182. [REMEMBER - the "MERIT" in the "BLOOD" and the "BLOOD" is no other Place but in the HOLIEST of the Sanctuary! So let them Gabble day & night about finding "JUSTIFICATION" anywhere else!]

"I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH = unsupported by WORKS." SM 2:381.

"If we are FIRMLY FIXED upon the PRESENT TRUTH, and (32)
"And have our hope like an anchor of the soul, cast within the Second Vail, the various winds of false doctrine and error cannot move us. The excitements and false reformations of this day do not move us, for we know that the Master of the House rose up in 1844, and shut the Door of the first apartment of the Heavenly Tabernacle; and now we certainly expect that they will "go with their flocks," "to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; He hath withdrawn Himself (within the Second Vail) from them." The Lord has shown me that the power which is with them is a mere human influence, and not the power of God...I saw that our message was not to the Shepherds who had led the flock astray, but to the poor, hungry, scattered sheep." In Hope. EGW. PT 64. RH Al:21. March 1850.

"Then shall the Kingdom of Heaven be likened unto ten virgins...Jesus passed from the Holy Place, and shut that door in 1844. The professed Church, who rejected the truth, was also rejected, smitten with blindness, and now,"with their flocks and with their herds" they go "to seek the Lord"...He hath withdrawn himself from them"...The reason why they do not find the Lord is simply this, they seek Him where He is not; He hath withdrawn himself "to the Most Holy Place."...The mercy seat is in the Most Holy Place...they knock at the shut door, and say, Lord, Lord, open unto us."...Then their prayer will be to "rocks and mountains," "fall on us, and hide us from the face of Him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb." Ellen & James White. PT 79. May 1850.

"Brother J is deceived, and is deceiving others. His theme has been consecration, when his heart is not right. His mind has been divided. He has had no anchor to hold him, and has been floating about without a settled faith. Much of his time has been occupied..."Report,...and we will report it." God sent him not...Satan has been using him...He has been deceived in regard to sanctification...received from Elder K a false theory of sanctification, which is outside of the Third Angel's Message, and wherever received destroys the love of the Message...He is not in union with the Third Angel...a theory of methodist sanctification...It whitewashes over poor souls who are in darkness, error, and pride. It gives them an appearance of being good Christians, and of possessing holiness, while their hearts are corrupt. It is a peace-and-safety theory, which does not bring to light evil and rebuke wrong...crying, peace, peace, when there is no peace...the garb of sanctification...they are Satan's agents...His corrupt nature is not subdued; and yet he dwells upon sanctification,
"...and thereby deceives many...Elder K knows not of what spirit he is. He is UNITING his influence with the DRAGON HOST to oppose those who KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and who have the Testimony of Jesus...His SANCTIFICATION may last him while he is in Meeting, but it cannot bear the TEST...They PRAY sanctification, SING sanctification, and SHOUT sanctification. Men with CORRUPT HEARTS put on the AIR of INNOCENCE...THEIR=CONSCiences=ARE=SEARED...There is NO=BIBLE=SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a PART of the Truth behind them..."SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTH"
...Here is Bible Sanctification...

[If you will observe closely = you will notice the BRINS=MEAD=WRIGHT=SDA HARDINGE=KING=FRiEND CHART = calls for "SANCTIFICATION" being an "ACT!" = merely "STEP IN" to the "HOLy PLACE" (FIRST APARTMENT) = to receive SANCTIF- ICATION or what they affirm is SANCTIFICATION =]

"SANCTIFICATION is NOT the work of a MOMENT, an HOUR, or a DAY. It is a continual growth in Grace...EVERY DAY we need to cry earnestly to God for HELP...there is NO POINT to which we can come and say we have FULLY ATTAINED...We are exorted to CLEANSE OURSELVES." 1T:334-340. SM 1:316-7.

[AnYbody who knows anything about the Gabbling of the Awakening = knows they are opposed to every last Bit of this. Which side will you take? MOST will do as in the Days of Luther = GO=BACK=TO=THE=OLD=CHURCH!]

HAVE YOU SEEN OR HEARD THIS IN ANY SDA CHURCH OR REFORM?
"The figure of spewing out of His mouth means =

THAT HE CANNOT = offer up your Prayers =

THAT HE CANNOT = offer up your expressions of LOVE to God =

THAT HE CANNOT = endorse your Teaching of His Word =

THAT HE CANNOT = endorse your Teaching of His Word IN ANYWISE =

THAT HE CANNOT = present your Religious Exercises =

THAT HE CANNOT = request that Grace be given you."

HE CANNOT and HE CANNOT and HE CANNOT. 6T:408.

[Certainly NOT while you are OUTSIDE the Most Holy Place.]

THIS HAS BEEN LIGHT ON THE MOST HOLY PLACE =

NOW FOR SOME REAL LIGHT ON THE COVENANTS =

by Elder J.N.A. "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = April 5,1883 =Al:34:

(34)
THE TWO COVENANTS

"The relation of the Law of God to the TWO COVENANTS has been...strangely misunderstood...A young American visits Russia, and, by a remarkable turn of events, attracts the attention of the Emperor. That Monarch, becoming interested in the young man, proceeds to make a COVENANT with him. He says to him,"You see my wealth, my power, my greatness...I propose now to take you for my Special Friend, and to be a Special Friend to you on this CONDITION:

"THAT YOU OBEY THE LAW OF THIS REALM."

"To this the young man gladly assents. The Emperor then places in his hand the Volume containing THE LAW of the Empire. This the young man carefully reads. When he has thus read the Volume, the Emperor calls up the whole matter anew. He says,"You have now read the Volume concerning which we have entered into COVENANT. Do you now CHOOSE to make this a FIRM COVENANT, or do you now decline so to do?"
The young man replies that, having read the Volume with care, he heartily APPROVES of all that it enjoins, and WILL OBEY all its Precepts; and that he wishes to consummate the COVENANT which they have made...

"THE READER CAN SEE = the DIFFERENCE between the COVENANT and the LAW. The contracting parties have made a COVENANT concerning all the words of the LAW. In the primary Sense of the word COVENANT, that AGREEMENT between the Emperor and the young man is the COVENANT. In the secondary Sense, the LAW of RUSSIA is the COVENANT, as being the CONDITION on which the AGREEMENT rests. Yet, when the COVENANT which the parties have made concerning all the words of the LAW of RUSSIA is spoken of, there is a clear, plain, and unmistakable reference to the CONTRACT, and not to the LAW.

"We will now suppose that the young man falls under evil influences, and BREAKS the LAW of RUSSIA...The Emperor informs him that the COVENANT between them is at an END, being rendered null and void by his Transgression.

"QUESTION = What is that the young man has DESTROYED by his evil course? Is it the LAW of RUSSIA? By no means. That rests upon the Sovereign Authority of the EMPEROR, and NOT upon the OBEDIENCE of this young man. But what is it then, that is ABROGATED? [Abolished.] Simply the CONTRACT which they had made concerning the LAW of the EMPIRE. It was in the power of either party to violate its CONDITIONS, and thus to RELEASE the other from the OBLIGATION of the COVENANT. This=the=young=man=had=done; and thus, by his own act, he had TERMINATED the COVENANT.

"BUT WE WILL = further suppose that the Emperor...move
out of pity...makes a SECOND proposition to him. He says, "I will make a NEW COVENANT with you, not according to the one which you broke; for I will this time, by means of faithful instruction, put my LAW in your heart; and if you break it, I will give you an opportunity by genuine REPENTANCE to find forgiveness, and to prove yourself a man worthy of my favor."

"SUPPOSE NOW that this young man is told that his violation of the first COVENANT had destroyed the LAW of RUSSIA, and that the NEW COVENANT was framed expressly to enable him to DISREGARD the LAW of the EMPIRE; who does not see that such [wicked] counsel would be RUINOUS for him to follow? And who does not also see that great as is the care of the Emperor to save that young man, his care that the LAW of RUSSIA shall be OBEYED = is still GREATER? Who will say that the abrogation[Abolishment] of the first of these COVENANTS, or the establishment of the SECOND ONE, rendered null and void the LAW of the EMPIRE...?

"With a few words concerning the allegory in Isa.54, and Gal.4:21-31, this subject shall be concluded.

[1] The two women, Nagar and Sarah, represent, NOT the LAW and the GOSPEL, but Old Jerusalem and Jerusalem above. For the MOTHERS of the two families are NOT the COVENANTS, but the JERUSALEMS. See verses 25-31.

[2] The TWO COVENANTS, whereby God is in his worship connected with these TWO JERUSALEMS, are represented by the RELATION which Abraham sustained to these two women.


[6] The FREEDOM of the children of the HEAVENLY JERUSALEM is not their LIBERTY to VIOLATE the LAW of God, but their freedom from sin. Rom. 8:1-7....We have deliverance from sin through the BLOOD of Christ, but not permission to violate the LAW of God. The design of the NEW COVENANT is to rescue us from the CONDEMNATION of the LAW, and not to leave us till the LAW of God is made a PART of our very being, and its RIGHTEOUSNESS fulfilled in our lives. The OLD JERUSALEM with its earthly Sanctuary, its Ark, and its Priesthood, HAS-PASSED-AWAY. But JERUSALEM which is above is our MOTHER; and in its Sanctuary is found, not alone our High Priest with his atoning BLOOD, but also the ARK of God, wherein is that LAW which the NEW COVENANT writes in our hearts. Rev.11:19." J.N.A. April 5,1883. (36)
We trust that this Light on the "COVENANTS" will prove helpful and a blessing. "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = Elder J.N.A. April 5, 1883. ST A1:341.

BRINSMEAD SAYS: "The LAW was never intended to be a source of RIGHTEOUSNESS." RDB "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.49. That the PROMISE or PLEDGE to keep the Law = "...was a totally IM-POTENT PROMISE...It is an OLD COVENANT YOKE of BONDAGE." p.47. That the "LAW" presents man with a "STANDARD of RIGHTEOUSNESS to which he cannot attain." p.43. And Al FRIEND = ECHOS everything that RDB says.

IT WOULD SEEM = entirely unnecessary to have to tell an Adventist = who has ever read the FIRST WRITINGS by EGW on the "ORIGIN OF SIN" = that the Theory that the LAW cannot be kept = is a "Doctrine of Devils" whether from the Pulpits of Babylon = or Laodicea. TM 409.

CERTAIN IT IS = that the LAW cannot be kept = without Christ. And those who are praying OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place = are seeking their own "RIGHTEOUSNESS" without Christ. As the References given in this paper show. Read them again when your mind is Fresh = first thing in the Morning is the best Time.

THE SUPERSTITION = that Prayer "HAS" to be heard - as FRIEND=BRINSMEAD=PAXTON Gabble = when they "PRAY" everyone in the Universe - even God = HAS to Respond. But Prayer = OUTSIDE the Most Holy Place = is "USELESS!" EW 261. It is PAGANISM that thinks they can Blast their way thru = without OBEDIENCE. It is the Heart & Soul of the Catholic System = just PAY the PRIEST = and he will BLAST a "MASS" through for you. "GOD" is at his beck and call. As He is for the Priest = Al FRIEND. Too bad his "PRAYERS" have been such dismal Failures = in the Past. In 1964.

WE ARE WELL AWARE = that the things we mention in this Paper = many who receive it - will have never heard of these Issues = but that is EXACTLY WHY - we bring them up. THE QUESTION = is and remains = will we be Saved = OUTSIDE of the Third Angel's Message = ??? Is it alright for the Church and Awakening to teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches - to let the Banner trail in the Dust? To invent some kind of "NEW COVENANT" ideas that are only BABYLON coming to us in a New Dress. To attempt to "Save Souls" = WITHOUT the LAW = WITHOUT the Most Holy Place? For the LAW is IN the Most Holy Place = and if these people worship OUTSIDE the SANCTUARY = as their writings attest = then they are in Satan's Domain = WITHOUT the LAW.
THEN THEY ARE = without LAW = and without HOPE. Because not even the Truth can be "UNDERSTOOD" without the Holy Spirit = Christ sends the Holy Spirit = and He hears NO PRAYERS OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place = for those who have heard and understand the Third Angel's Message.

If they REJECT this Light = Christ REJECTS them. It is as Simple and as Quick = as that. 1884 SOP 4:232,227.

THE BLOOD = Brinsmead can write = "Like an Angel from Heaven" = in his Secret Papers = DURANBAH DIGEST = #47, March 15,1977 = about the "BLOOD" of Christ = 150 Adventist Ministers can Ghost-write for him so he can sign his name to their Creations = especially HEPPENSTALL =

BUT THERE IS NO LAW AND NO BLOOD = on the Door-Post of those who REJECT the "INNER VAIL." And seek Him where He is not. They can go from AUSTRALIAN SEA to WASHINGTON, D.C. = seeking the Lord = "THEY=SHALL=NOT=FINISH=HIM." He is NOT in the "OUTER COURT!" And there is NO BLOOD = hence NO MERIT = and NO JUSTIFICATION without BLOOD and without the COVENANT to PLEDGE to go on = to SANCTIFICATION.

THE FIRST THING = that BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT brought to America = and that FRIEND is trying to unload in Africa = is the specious Claim that to COVENANT or TRY to BEHAVE = is IMPOSSIBLE. Then to try to "PROVE" that Point = they claim the LAW was given at SINAI = but that NO ONE has ever kept it. Most of those HOODWINKED by them = will be surprised to know = that some DID. And that in the End = there will be 144,000 pronounced "HOLY" and "RIGHTOUS." I may not be one = you may not be one. But God will find 144,000 on whom to impress the SEAL of PHILADELPHIA. WTF 14 (Footnotes.)AA 588. TM 446. 5T:475,752,297. GC 560.

"SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Articles Book (1) pages as marked:
88= ENOCH was RIGHTEOUS and others were RIGHTEOUS.
93= NOAH was RIGHTEOUS and SEPARATED from the WICKED.
94= ABRAHAM was RIGHTEOUS and KEPT the LAW.
117= JACOB and all his Family = OBEYED the COMMANDMENTS.
119= JACOB'S BROTHERS = like CAIN = HATED the RIGHTEOUS.
127= JOSEPH illustrates the Life of Christ.
133= MOSES = TRUTH & RIGHTEOUSNESS basis of his CHARACTER.
154= SINAI COVENANT is given to:"THOUSANDS THAT LOVE ME."
202= BALAAM desired END of RIGHTEOUS but refused their LIFE
204= There are RIGHTEOUS in all Ages. PP 450. CEDARS.
227= JOSHUA led whole Nation into BLESSINGS of OBEDIENCE.
256= SAMUEL = few PURER or more ILLUSTRIOUS = FIRM.
258= Contrast SAMUEL with BYRON or GIBBON.  (38)
260 = HANNAH = the Infant in a Mother's arms is Holy.
267 = RIGHTOUS are laying up ETERNAL TREASURE.
270 = The ARK was borne by "HOLY MEN."
275 = A TERROR to PHILISTINES = a BLESSING to ISRAEL.
288 = DANIEL and the 3 WORTHIES. We can do the same.
310 = "SCHOOLS OF THE PROPHETS" inspired HOPE & HOLINESS.
313 = LIGHT of Heaven CONDEMNS sin in all its Forms.
334 = The EYES of the Lord are over the RIGHTOUS and His EARS are open to their PRAYERS.

WE PREDICT = It took 30 Years for us to Catalogue 22 Predictions from the Pen of Ellen G. White.

This has now grown to 50. In our Specialty of Tracking down Predictions of EVENTS in their ORDER =
(1) While the Church-Leaders ever look "FORWARD" to the ABOMINATIONS that MIGHT come among this people = we are here to tell you = much of that is HISTORY.
(2) THE PREDICTION IS = that this Church will go into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" as FAR and as LOW = as they can go.
(3) THAT LIMIT = was reached with that MAXWELL BOOK = and "MISSION=KEY '73" = the 3-Fold UNION with the AWAKENERS, the BILLY GRAHAM HORDES, and the CATHOLICS. What a Rev. 18 "LOUD CRY" that turned out to be! Do not "COME OUT OF HER" but go ye INTO her!
(4) The DENIAL of all the Sanctuary Truths with that AWAKENING CHART. "JUSTIFICATION" OUTSIDE the MHP = !!! Could deception be greater? and they LOVE it! It is nothing more than a 3-Ring Circus. ENTERTAINMENT!
(5) The SEALING is two-fold =
(1) The MARKING of the RIGHTOUS - there are some.
(2) The MARK of the BEAST or of his IMAGE = the MARK of CAIN = no BLOOD and no OBEDIENCE = but if you do not go along with them = they will Spill your BLOOD!
(6) The APOSTASY comes, THEN the WARNING against the ABOMINATIONS, to be FOLLOWED by the JUDGMENTS OF GOD.
(C) Adventist Leaders will be CUT DOWN - 5T:211-2. And all who Listen to them.
(8) God's people must Obey the MIDNIGHT CRY to SEPARATE. EW 69,123-5. RH A4:417. SOP 4:283. EW 44.
(9) Only remaining SIGN we see is WRONG SIDE gets the POWER from FIRST APARTMENT. EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. "DARE to stand ALONE!" EW 105. 5T:463,136,80-1. (39)
Dear Friends in Christ:

Back in Oct. 18, 1976 = I was reading the "WEEK OF PRAYER" Special Issue = R&H. Oct. 14, 1976 =

I found some very fine References from the Spirit of Prophecy, also some good Statements of Fact.

**BUT THERE ARE OTHER FACTS** = including the Facts presented, that disturb me. For they are hard to relate to the actual experiences of the past 4 or 5 Decades. Some Statements as well as some Facts, are AMAZING when you compare them with actual Adventist History. I am thinking of [A] Respect for would-be Reformers = or [B] Steadfast "Men of stubborn, ironlike will...determined to drive certain measures through..." TM 461-2. and even when convicted that they were WRONG = seem to think that Religion is composed of Defense of all the Policies of the Church.

In this R&H Special = on p.2, line 7 = we learn that there is "laxity and conformity to the World" = but only in "segments of the Church." And on lines 8+9 we learn that the Church Annual Councils have at times spent "a morning or a few hours examining the spiritual TRENDS in the Church."

On p.6, line 37,(Col.1), SYMPATHY is expressed for those who had to make a choice of LOYALTY to what they believe to be Truth = or of "being DISPENDEWSHIPED."

As I read that I tried to recall where we saw SYMPATHY in this Century for those who have dared to "cry aloud" and "spare not" in speaking against worldliness, formality, immodesty, union with Churches of Babylon, or any other "abomination" in the Church? I wonder about the SDA "MINISTRY" Magazine report some years back = that in MANY of our Cities = there are MORE "EX-MEMBERS" than MEMBERS = in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Were they "OFFSHOTS" from the "FAITH" = or were they "DEFENDERS" of the "FAITH" and DRIVEN-OUT or DISPENDEWSHIPED for NON-CONFORMING =

I wonder about the paragraph in Col.2(to the right) = same page,"Evidence that God was Leading." "GOD'S PEOPLE" are here described, along with their Actions + Faith, in just the manner I would describe some I have known, met, fellowshipped, or read about during the past 40 or more years = who were "severely Tested" by their "former Breth-
ren" = who opposed their cries for a Reformation, and in some cases insisted that raw Heresy was "Sr. White said there would be more Light!" and in all cases hurl the familiar words in this "WEEK OF PRAYER" Special 1976 = p.7, Col.2, lines 19+20 = "the one supreme object of Christ's affection."... When the usual Seventh-day Adventist reads this issue(Prayers for Oct.30 to Nov.6,1976,) he or she will be SURE that when he reads:= "God's Church" = "the people of God" = "the true Sheep" = "the true believers" = it could not POSSIBLY refer to anyone else but THEM = the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the Laodicean State. As the Pharisees of Old = BADLY in need of the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" = which they understandably HATE.

However, will you BELIEVE your own Leaders? Down on this same P.7, Col.2, lines 30 to 33. THE PAPAL CHURCH were JUST=AS=SURE during those 1260 years that they were the only "people of God" = "the true Sheep" = as those who: "...are following in the Track of ROMANISM." TM 362.

Although this may seem monotonous to one who has heard this refrain 100 Times = it being a major part of the Act = P.8, Col.2, and start about 20 lines up from the bottom, and read how God "by His Holy Spirit" will lead "OUR CHURCH" "THROUGH=TO=ULTIMATE=VICTORY." And then try this Sugar-coated Bon=Bon ="(3) Spiritual BIGOTRY cannot exist in the heart of a true Seventh-day Adventist" = so much for that.

**SINCE WE ARE TO LEARN FROM THE PAST** = let us go back to Romans 15:4 and 1 Cor.10:11. Note the New Testament history for the period from about 27 A.D.(coming of John the Baptist and Jesus) to 70 A.D. (destruction of Jerusalem = that "HOLY CITY.")

Even the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost and then nearly 40 years of Spirit-inspired preaching by Apostles + Disciples = could=not=convince= the=Jews=as=a=NATION (rulers, priests, affluent leaders and do not forget their STUBBORN SUPPORTERS) = NOTHING could convince them that they were NOT "...the ONE OBJECT (of)...His SUPREME REGARD." AA 12. "God's chosen people." "THE PHARISEES...said with boastful pride, We are "RICH, and increased with GOODS, and have need of NOTHING." COL 117. = shows that they were POSITIVELY a TYPE of the Laodiceans of Today. "Are they less guilty than was the Jewish Church?" 8T:119,26. RH A3:581. SG 4:68,75. Ed.50,75. SM 2:111. Series A:265. 5T:76. 3T:200. LS 323. DA 675.

CONVERSELY = the General Conference Leadership are the SAME as the PHARISEES of Old = "Said the Angel, pointing to those in the Office:"Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall..."

WE HAVE TO NOTE = that Jesus established his Church in rather an inconspicuous manner, even as "a grain of mustard seed." Though it finally grew into a "tree" after Pentecost, it had a rather insignificant beginning with the twelve "unlearned and ignorant fishermen." There can be no doubt, however, that He "RESISTETH the PROUD" and recognized where "two or three are gathered together in My Name" = as a Church of the highest Authority."From the beginning, FAITHFUL souls have constituted THE CHURCH on Earth...the pure doctrines of Heaven have been unfolding within its borders. Enfeebled and defective as it may appear, THE CHURCH is the one object upon which God bestows in a special sense His supreme regard...Priests and Rulers became FIXED in a RUT...it was IMPOSSIBLE for them to give to others the living Truths of Heaven. They thought their own RIGHTEOUSNESS all-sufficient, and did not desire that a NEW ELEMENT should be brought in..." AA 11-15,526. COL 294. 2T:109,168,441. 7T:11. GC 64,181,376. 5T:83,455.

He gave the 12 the Keys to His Kingdom, while the Jews sought a Kingdom on Earth. Thus His Church was established. Since the other Church was not fully rejected until the Destruction of their UNHOLY CITY (50 A.D.) = it is obvious that God had two Churches at the same Time, in the sense that there were still many faithful souls among the Jews. But the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY called them: "OUT!" They had a MIDNIGHT CRY: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" The Wise fled OUT!

THIS CONDITION = of a Fallen or rejected Church still having true believers was noted by Ellen G.White in GC 383. The greater part of the followers of Christ are still in her (Apostate Protestantisms) communion. It is essentially the Work of the Third Angel's Message to have "ANOTHER ANGEL give POWER to the Third Angel to call the Saints, saying, "Come OUT of her, My people." 1884 SOP 4:421(GC 603)

"SATAN HAS TAKEN = full possession of THE CHURCHES as a Body." EW 273. "I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL ADVENTISTS and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE the Plagues shall be poured out, ministers + people will be called OUT from these CHURCHES...SATAN...hopes to deceive the HONEST and lead them to THINK that God is still working for THE CHURCHES. But the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT." EW 261. SG 1:171-2,190.

-42-
AND COMING BACK = to the true "CHURCH" = read it again from TM 20. No one knows WHO will compose the LAST CHURCH of "FAITHFUL SOULS" = but whoever they are = they are:

"The Church, soon to ENTER upon her most severe con-


flict = WILL=BE (Future Tense = Future Church) = "WILL=BE
the object most dear to God upon Earth." TM 20. RH A3:89.

"Clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, THE


CHURCH IS=TO=ENTER (Future Tense = Future Church) = "IS=TO=
Enter upon her final conflict. "Fair as the Moon, clear as
the Sun, and terrible as an Army with Banners," she=IS=TO=go forth into all the World, conquering and to conquer.

[This is Rev. 6:2. The FIRST SEAL CHURCH "CONQUERING and to


CONQUER" on the WHITE CHARGER. PHILADELPHIA was the FIRST


SEAL CHURCH that came forth in 1844. GC 430. See her "CON-


QUERING and to CONQUER" 8T:41. RIGHT=TO=THE-END! RH A4:
5T:297, 475, 752. RH A3:44. May 2, 1893.]

["THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT...When this work shall=have=


been=accomplished...THEN=THE=CHURCH...WILL BE (Future
Tense = Future Church) = "WILL=BE "a glorious Church,
not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing." THEN
she will look forth" ...FAIR=AS=THE=MOON." GC 425.]

"...In that day, ONLY the RIGHTEOUS are promised deliver-


ance." The sinners IN Zion are AFRAID; fearfulness hath


SURPRISED the HYPOCRITES." PK 725.

FINALLY = make a List of all the incidents from 27 A.D.
to 70 A.D. for Jews (and Jews who were no longer classi-
fied as "Jews" when they became "Christians.") Then note
the Predictions in the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy that
show how the TYPE will become ANTITYPE as the Reform Move-
ment grows, and the SDA opposition becomes stronger. It is
obvious that the Blind Leaders of the Blind cannot see the
possibility, let alone CERTAINTY = that they will be spew-
ed out. Some of you who have printing facilities be sure
to bring these Facts before the people. SINCERELY IN CHRIST,

[References added to original Text.] --- EARL H. LONG.

"HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH = the Lord's Sanctuary = was
the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. The An-
cient men...they say: the Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit
His people in Judgment. Thus "PEACE + SAFETY" is the cry
from...THESE=DUMB=DOGS that would not bark...ALL=PERISH=
TOGETHER...Those who have been regarded as WORTHY + RIGHT-
EOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY + examples in
INDIFFERENCE (1T:180)...Their wicked course He will toler-
ate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MU
SEVERAL YEARS AGO =

the Book entitled, "MAN the
WORLD NEEDS MOST" by Arthur
S. Maxwell, was mailed to us
by the "FAITH FOR TODAY" telecast
program. After looking at the Cover + flipping through
the pages, the Book left me in doubt.

Having come from the Lutheran faith into Adventism,
I could not understand why Maxwell would even ATTEMPT to
suggest by picture or words that the Pope of Rome could
be the "man the world needs most." (See cover + p.34.)

Also, it annoyed me that Maxwell as an Officer of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church would attend a World Council
of Churches meeting at Uppsala, Sweden in 1968 and write
on p.73 = "I sat enthralled..." (Did he mean that, or
was that just PETTIFOGGING *?!) I set the Book aside.

In my experience in Lutheranism, I accepted the teaching
that the Pope was the Enemy of the God of Heaven. Then
in my early Adventism Bible studies = the Minister taught
me who the ANTICHRIST was, and this Seventh-day Adventist
Minister taught us that we were not to join or have any
part with the Council of Churches. Among other wonderful
things, he prepared us for the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and
the "PROPHETIC GIFT."

Years of Study with some Turbulence followed, and then
the rude Awakening. Always being of an investigative mind =
this was interpreted by those who wanted NO INVESTIGATION,
as "Trouble-making" and Accusations of "Fault-finding."

IN THE DAYS OF ELIJAH = "Who is on the Lord's side?"...
NOT ONE in that vast assembly dared utter one word for
God, and show his loyalty to Jehovah. What astonishing
deception and fearful BLINDNESS...

"If God ABHORS one sin above another, of which His
people are guilty, it is in doing NOTHING in case of an
Emergency. INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY in a religious
crisis is regarded of God as a grievous CRIME and equal

"BOB=TIME STORY MAXWELL CALLS::

"COME ANTI-CHRIST::

Elmer G. (Bud) Shuster,
R.D. 1 Box 157A,
Homer City, PA 15748,
to the very WORST type of hostility against God." 3T:279-81.

**INDIFFERENCE** = "A Ray of LIGHT from Jesus came to them. They seemed INDIFFERENCE and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS... The Angels of God LEFT these... His Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT..." EW 270. 1T:180-1.

"LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of Evil Angels." 1T:187, 204, 214. SM 2:66. SG 3:26.

Since they did not go along with this Soul-saving Principle, there was no longer an under-shepherd that I could TRUST. And then, to top it off, the seeds of EXTREMISM flowered into full bloom with this Book = "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" by A.S.M.

Why would Maxwell suggest the pope? Why would W.A.Fagal, Pastor of "FAITH FOR TODAY" = the 7th-day Adventist denominations largest telecast program, promote such a suggestion? Why would Pacific Press Publishing Association, one of the leading 7th-day Adventist publishing houses, present such a production?

And furthermore, if I hadn't been an Adventist, I would have never known who was sponsoring the book. The name, 7th-day Adventist was LEFT OUT. I laid the book down, knowing in my inmost soul = that something was very wrong. Now I could never believe the assurance given me, that, "the Leaders would KNOW if something was WRONG, and would correct it." They did not correct this.

Or, as they had just trumpeted loud and long in the pages of the REVIEW + HERALD, that the BOOK COMMITTEES stand guard as WATCHDOGS for the FLOCK, and would certainly PREVENT any HERESY from gaining a foothold, let alone be FEATURED as the hottest thing yet. This, they had so ably assured the Church, was the function of the BOOK COMMITTEES, to nip Heresy in the bud. Yet, they allowed the WORST ABOMINATION ever to come out of any ADVENTIST PRESS, to be given a GREEN(GO-GO) LIGHT, on the "FAITH FOR TODAY" telecast Program = !!! What MISPLACED faith in MAN! The WORD OF GOD calls them "Dumb... and... greedy dogs." Isa.56: 10,11. (See R&H p.2, Editorial by WOODS; Feb.17,1977. "All manuscripts are checked WORD BY WORD...")

I let it pass. Primarily because I had neither the courage nor the knowledge to combat it. But time moves on. We do not get all the Light at once. We would not be able to bear it. God leads us on step by step toward Heaven + TRUTH. And just for CONTRAST, remember, Satan leads downward in the same way. STEPS to PERDITION. 7T:200,219. 5T:81.

Just recently, I was asked to re-examine the book. After that re-examination = I CAN NO LONGER BE SILENT. My soul
is at stake. Your soul is at stake. WE=MUST=OVERCOME by the Blood of Christ AND by the word of OUR TESTIMONY. Rev.12:11.

To write the truth about the Maxwell "MAN" would seem like a NOBLE TASK. But sad to say, to expose the works of the devil will NOT be appreciated by the care-less crowd of nominal Adventists who do not want to be disturbed.

TRUTH IS NOT POPULAR. (DA 242.) TRUTH IS NOT DESIRABLE. (SOP 4:118. GC 144.) The MAJORITY will REJECT truth and ACCEPT error as truth. (SOP 4:349. GC 525.) But AGE does not make error TRUTH. (GT:142.) How amply this has been demonstrated in this MAXWELL BOOK.

Isa.8:20. To the Law and to the Testimony...Our only hope is to cling to the truth and NEVER LET IT GO.

The general scope of the book PRETENDS to deal with the Second Coming of Christ. Yet it is nothing but 96 pages of "SUGGESTED CONFUSION." 96 trumpets of "PEACE & SAFETY."

We must not be swayed by calculated EMOTIONALISM but be GROUNDED in PROPHESY and history of EVENTS to come.

In 1969: The Seventh-day Adventist Church, pronounced by its Leaders to be the "remnant church", slipped into a new phase of apostasy. By action of the Autumn Council, they passed a resolution,"...to place emphasis on the non-controversial truths shared IN COMMON with all Christian-ity." (R&H Dec.18,1969. p.16-20.) THUS they UNWITTINGLY FULFILLED THE PROPHECY of GC 444-5 to teach "IN COMMON."

In 1970: In further fulfillment of SM 1:204, we immediately had another book: "...of a new order"...which constitutes this: "A new organization..." could this be the "OMEGA" this chapter is dealing with? Is Satan finished?

**MY PRAYER IS** = that I may present my findings in a manner consistent with rightly representing Christ. Please read SOP 3:68-9. (The "original" Desire of Ages.)

"The Savior spoke no words of retaliation(for personal abuse) for the abuse he received at the hands of his enemies. No unholy passion stirred that divine soul; BUT=HIS=INDIGNATION was directed against the HYPOCRITES whose gross sins were an ABOMINATION in the sight of God. The conduct of Christ upon this occasion reveals the fact that the Christian can dwell in perfect harmony with God, possess all the sweet attributes of love and mercy, yet feel a righteous indignation against aggravating sin."

"Today there is need of the voice of STERN REBUKE; for GRIEVIOUS SINS have separated the people from God. Infidelity is fast becoming fashionable. "We will not have this man reign over us," is the LANGUAGE of thousands.
Luke 19:14. The SMOOTH SERMONS so often preached have no lasting impression; the TRUMPET does not give a certain sound. Men are NOT CUT to the heart by the plain, sharp TRUTHS of God's Word."

"There are many PROFESSED Christians who, if they should express their REAL FEELINGS, would say, WHAT=NEED=IS=THERE=OF=SPEAKING=SO=PLAINLY? They might as well ask, Why need John the Baptist have said to the Pharisees,"O generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the WRATH TO COME?" Luke 3:7. Why need he have provoked the anger of Herodias by telling Herod that it was unlawful for him to live with his brother's wife? The forerunner of Christ lost his life by HIS PLAIN SPEAKING. Why could he not have moved along without incurring the displeasure of those who were living in sin?"

"SO men who SHOULD BE standing as FAITHFUL guardians of God's LAW have argued, until POLICY (BAAL = 4T:607.MM 71. 5T:96. PK 141-2,544. GC 460. BC 6:1081.) until POLICY has taken the place of FAITHFULNESS and SIN is allowed to go UNREPROVED. When will the Voice of FAITHFUL REBUKE be heard once more IN THE CHURCH?"

"Thou art the man." 2 Samuel 12:7. Words as UNMISTAKABLY PLAIN as these spoken by Nathan to David are SELDOM HEARD in the pulpits of TODAY. Seldom seen in the Public Press. If they were NOT SO RARE, we should SEE more of the POWER of God revealed among men. The Lord's MESSENGERS should not complain that their EFFORTS are without FRUIT until they REPENT of their own love of approbation and their desire to PLEASE men, which leads to SUPPRESS TRUTH."

"Those ministers who are MEN PLEASERS, who cry, Peace, peace, when=God=has=not=spoken=PEACE, might well humble their hearts before God, asking PARDON for their INSINCERITY and their lack of MORAL COURAGE. It is not from love for their neighbor that they SMOOTH DOWN the MESSAGE entrusted to them, BUT BECAUSE they are SELF-indulgent and EASE-loving. True love seeks first the HONOR OF GOD and the SALVATION of Souls. Those=who=have=this=love will NOT evade the truth to save themselves from the unpleasant results of PLAIN SPEAKING. When souls are in PERIL, God's MINISTERS will not consider self, but will SPEAK THE WORD given them to SPEAK, REFUSING TO EXCUSE or PALLIATE EVIL." RH. A6:358. (PK 140-2.)

"God takes men as they are, with the human elements in their characters, and TRAINS them for his service, IF they will be DISCIPLINED and LEARN OF HIM. They are not chosen because they are perfect, but notwithstanding their imperfections, that through the KNOWLEDGE and PRACTICE of the
TRUTH, through the GRACE of Christ, they may become TRANSFORMED in His IMAGE."

"JUDAS had the SAME OPPORTUNITIES as had the other disciples. He LISTENED to the same PRECIOUS LESSONS. BUT the PRACTICE of the truth, which Christ REQUIRED, was at variance with the desires and purposes of Judas, and he WOULD NOT yield his ideas in order to receive WISDOM from Heaven."

"How tenderly the Saviour dealt with him who was to be HIS BETRAYER! In His teaching, JESUS dwelt upon principle of BENEVOLENCE that struck at the very root of COVETOUSNESS. He presented before Judas the HEINOUS CHARACTER OF GREED, and many a time the disciple REALIZED that his CHARACTER had been portrayed, and his SINS POINTED OUT; but=he=would=not=CONFESS AND FORSAKE his unrighteousness. He was SELF-SUFFICIENT, and instead of RESISTING TEMPTATION, he continued to FOLLOW his fraudulent practices. Christ was before him, a LIVING EXAMPLE of what he MUST BECOME if he reaped the benefit of the DIVINE MEDITATION and MINISTRY; but lesson after lesson fell unheeded on the ears of JUDAS."

"Jesus dealt him no SHARP REBUKE for his covetousness, but with divine patience BORE with the erring man, even while giving him EVIDENCE that He read his heart as an open book. He presented before him the highest incentives for RIGHT DOING; and in rejecting the Light of Heaven, Judas would be WITHOUT EXCUSE."

""Instead of walking in the light, Judas chose to RETAIN his defects. EVIL DESIRES, REVENGEFUL PASSION, DARK and SULLEN thoughts, were cherished, until Satan had FULL CONTROL of the man. Judas became a REPRESENTATIVE of the ENEMY of Christ."

"When he came into association with Jesus, he had some precious traits of CHARACTER that might have been a BLESSING to the Church. If he had been willing to wear the YOKE of Christ, he might have been among the CHIEF of the apostles; BUT he hardened his heart when his defects were pointed out, and in PRIDE and REBELLION chose his own selfish ambitions, and thus unfitted himself for the work that God would have given him to do." DA 294-5.

We must heed "ALL" the counsel of God, ("eat ye all of it.") or, like Judas = be left=without=excuse.

"Satan could not hinder the Plan of Salvation. Jesus was crucified, and rose again the Third Day. But Satan told his angels that he would make the CRUCIFICTION tell to his advantage. He was willing that those who professed faith in Jesus SHOULD BELIEVE that the LAWS regulating the
Jewish sacrifices and offerings ceased at the death of Christ, IF he could PUSH them FARTHER and make=them=be-
LIEVE that the LAW=OF=TEN=COMMANDMENTS also died with Christ."

(Let me interrupt to say: In my own experience, I am see-
ing with MY OWN EYES, and hearing with MY OWN EARS, men
standing in God's "NAME" = in His "PULPITS" (TM 409) =
and DOING this very WORK of and for SATAN. Nailing the
TEN COMMANDMENTS to the Cross! Are Seventh-day Adventists
unacquainted with PP 365. AA 193-4 = ??? Shall we REMAIN
SILENT = ??? NO! NO! NO!)

"I saw that many yielded to THIS DEVICE of Satan.
(RDBBrinsemaed taking a LEADING ROLE.) ALL HEAVEN was moved
with INDIGNATION, as they saw the HOLY LAW OF GOD trampled
under-foot. Jesus and all the heavenly hosts were acquaint-
ed with the NATURE of God's LAW; they knew that He would
not CHANGE or ABOLISH it. The HOPELESS CONDITION of man
caused the deepest sorrow in Heaven, and MOVED Jesus to
OFFER to DIE for the TRANSGRESSORS of God's HOLY LAW. IF
that LAW could be abolished, man might have been saved
without the death of Jesus. The death of Christ DID NOT
DESTROY the LAW of His Father, but MAGNIFIED and HONORED
it, and ENFORCES OBEDIENCE to ALL its HOLY PRECEPTS."

"Had the church remained PURE and STEADFAST, Satan could
not have DECEIVED THEM, and LED them to trample on the LAW
of God. In this bold plan, Satan strikes DIRECTLY against
the FOUNDATION of God's GOVERNMENT in heaven and on earth.
HIS REBELLION caused them to be EXPELLED from heaven. AFTER
he rebelled, in order to SAVE HIMSELF, he wished God to
CHANGE His LAW; but=God=told=Satan BEFORE the whole heaven-
ly host that God's LAW was UNALTERABLE. Satan KNOWS that
IF he can CAUSE OTHERS to VIOLATE God's LAW = he is SURE
of them; for every TRANSGRESSOR of THAT LAW must die."
SG 1:109-111. (EW 215.)

(PLEASE REVIEW THESE 3 PAGES = of References to clarify
what this "BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD" (EW 69. Eze.13:5)
is=all-about. This BATTLE to get FIERCER as "COMPANY after
COMPANY" who were on the right side = "JOINED the FOE" =
(See the TIME = and WHO they are = GC 608.) But THROLL at
these Words: "The ARMY following the BANNER with the in-
scription, "The COMMANDMENTS of God, and the FAITH of Jesus
was Gloriously TRIUMPHANT," 8T:41. RH A4:579. PK 280,298.)
(Shall you= shall I = remain SILENT = ??? By SILENCE giv-
ing CONSENT = ??? Will we permit them to GAG us = ??? EW
44,48,51,65,76,139,155,177,220,246, 268,274-5.)

WITH FAITH IN CHRIST =-49-
AND A BACKGROUND = of the Message as once given to this people = let us proceed:

Arthur Maxwell should have been well qualified for this task. He was the famous "Uncle Arthur of Bed-time Story fame. Who would ever suspect him of doing any wrong? By his own admission; he started with or for the Jews = 1931. He attended the World Council of Churches in Uppsala. He was friends with many religious and political leaders. (See his book p.89-91) Most will be familiar with his glowing report of Vatican II. (Present Truth = "THE OUTSTRETCHED HAND" No.3. 1968. (Write to Publishers for free Copy.)

His book was CUNNINGLY CONVIVED (Webster: to feign ignorance = especially of something which DUTY calls on one to OPPOSE.) thus to bring in confusion. Destroy faith in the Scriptures. Destroy the doctrines of the remnant Church. Bring in the ANTICHRIST.

How could this be = ?? From the platform where I stand:

One method employed was to use 5 different versions of Scripture. Some of which are not Translations but little more than COMMENTARIES:


In my possession, I have a little booklet: "THE NEW REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE BIBLE" = Shall We Accept It? Is It For Seventh-day Adventists?

by Rowland F. Wilkinson. In the 3rd. edition, June, 1953: "Dr. Luther Weigle, chairman of the Revision Committee of the Revised Standard Version recently published by the National Council of Churches, speaking to a capacity audience in the Armory in Washington, D.C.; Sept.30,1952, said, in effect, that you cannot use the King James Version and the Revised Standard Version together. It will bring in confusion; use one or the other. Of course he recommended the Revised Standard Version. The National Council of Churches, widely known for its critical attitude toward INSPIRATION, has PLAINLY STATED that it intends to DISPLACE the King James Bible with this new Version."

"You cannot use these two Versions together because one teaches doctrines CONFLICTING with the other. To accept two mutually contradicting versions as Bibles will tend to destroy FAITH in the Bible itself and in God."Wilkinson p.3.

So one can readily UNDERSTAND = this is one more step of the many steps to DESTROY faith in God, His Word, and all Truth...Prophecy must be and will be fulfilled. They will take these steps to Perdition. -50-
"Let them alone: they be blind leaders of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind, BOTH shall fall into the Ditch." Matt. 15:14.

"As in earlier ages, the SPECIAL TRUTHS for this time are found, NOT with the ecclesiastical authorities, but with men and women who are not too LEARNED or too WISE to BELIEVE the Word of God." COL 79.

Brother Wilkinson makes some comparisons, so that the HONEST, deep searching student, with the Spirit of Discernment can see and understand that IF we accept this NEW Version = it will destroy the doctrine of Creation, the Sabbath, the Soul after death, the Diety of Christ, the Blood Atonement, the Second Coming, and Prophecy including Daniel 8:14; 9:25, 27; and Rev.12:17. Concerning Rev.12:17, Wilkinson wrote: "This change destroys the basic text of the Seventh-day Adventist doctrine of The Spirit of Prophecy. Also the Remnant Church is gone." Wilkinson p.10.

Sr. White is quoted extensively, the true line of uncorrupted manuscripts being shown. The King James is part of that line."Speaking of the King James Version in 1889, 12 years before the American Revised Version was published, Mrs. White wrote, "My brethren, let the word of God stand JUST AS IT IS. Let not HUMAN WISDOM presume to LESSEN the force of ONE STATEMENT of the Scriptures."(5T: 711) Wilkinson Book p.14-15.

Let us note a few passages. Perhaps we will get a better idea where Mix-well Maxwell is attempting to lead us. "What will be the end result of this new Version? First, it will destroy faith in the Bible. This will be accomplished by teaching different doctrines that are based on supposedly new manuscripts which give new light. Because of this false theory many will lose faith in the Bible altogether. According to Mrs. White this is Satan's present plan: "Now that Satan can no longer keep the world under his control by with-holding the Scriptures, he resorts to other means to accomplish the same object. To destroy faith in the Bible serves his purpose as well as to destroy the Bible itself." GC 586. (SOP 4:403.) "Secondly, it will aid in uniting modernistic Protestant bodies in one super-organization..." Wilkinson Book p.26.

"Dr. Carl McIntire, President of the International Council of Christian Churches, states: 'The Leaders of the(RSV) committee are active in the ecumenical movement, the World Council of Churches, which desire to include the Roman Catholics, and have a 'one-world church.' All this fits into a pattern.'"
"Dr. McIntire hits the nail on the head. This new Version creates a COMMON GROUND (GC 445) of belief for the Protestants, Catholics, and even Spiritualists, so that they can quickly unite into a one-world church. Of course we Seventh-day Adventists have believed for many years that this would come to pass. The Spirit of Prophecy has warned us against this coming event." Wilkinson Book p.28.

I wonder if Brother Wilkinson ever imagined that the warning he was giving 7th-day Adventists would go UNHEEDED and apostasy would bear fruit so soon = 1970.

Editorial Note: Since Brother "Bud" Shuster gives the Wilkinson warning = and the mention of Dr. Carl McIntire = the various new Translations that destroy Faith in the Biblical Records = as ye Sow = so shall ye Reap = the Crop will be plentiful and sure =

While Church = Reform = and Awakening were sound Asleep = Dr. Carl McIntire in the "CHRISTIAN BEACON", Box 190, Collingswood, N.J. 08108. (15c a copy.) used this medium as an Anvil to Hammer away at the Machinations of the WCC=NCC=NAE=SDA= are leading us. In the area of this "NEW REVISED STANDARD VERSION" of the Bible = and the "LIVING BIBLE" = Dr. McIntire has shown (1) WHO wrote it. The "LIVING BIBLE" is the production of ONE MAN = Kenneth N. Taylor(Aug.5,1976. p.1) It has NO RIGHT to be called a: "BIBLE" = but a "PARAPHRASE" or a "COMMENTARY" = the FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY stating that BECAUSE he did not have to HOLD to the TEXT = "A paraphrase is capable of far greater accuracy than a translation FORCED to be LITERAL." Dr. McIntire rightly remarks that all they have done is go round and round in Circles = the Word of God as originally given is no good any more = "It is too bad that God has to be IMPROVED UPON!" That Billy Graham is sponsoring this counterfeit. (Aug.5,1976. p.8.)

The Neo-Evangelicals sponsoring this "SOFT" approach to living Realities = desiring to "PLEASE EVERYONE" and "OFFEND NONE" at the expense of Truth = are filling their Book-Stores with "Books of a New Order." (Jan.2,1975.p.6.)

BECAUSE HE WAS ON GUARD = he immediately noticed the Seventh-day Adventist Church going over to the NAE NEO-EVANGELICAL "FULLER SEMINARY" SCHOOL of LIBERALISM as Kenneth H. Wood announced the Seventh-day Adventist position at the General Conference Session in what they term a "BIBLE STUDY" with a crippled Bible and a butchered Testimony = R&H. July 16,1975. p.10-12.

"Thus Seventh-day Adventists do not draw up and seek to defend artificial battle lines in the area of INSPIRATION."
They do not make exaggerated claims for INSPIRATION. They do not declare that INSPIRED writings are "INERRANT in the ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHS." They know better. They have "ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHS!" They have Mrs. White's original manuscripts and they KNOW that these autographs, though bearing infallible truth regarding the way of salvation, give evidence of having been produced by a fallible human being." p.11. (Do not quote from us = quote from ORIGINAL. EMPHASIS ADDED)

Then he goes into the "WHEREASES" by the 1883 General Conference Resolution to CHANGE the Testimonies. Because the General Conference men under Uriah Smith know more of what the Truth was than did Ellen G. White.

Yet, paradoxically = quotes Ellen G. White in two References where she stated what WORDS she should use = the Holy Spirit brought to her mind! To further expose the flimsy fabricate they weave = she wrote in RH A5:110. Jan. 26, 1905. In the Series B:202-3. 1905. B7:57. In a Dozen other References = AFTER they had made THOUSANDS of CHANGES in "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" = she wrote: "I have not been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out..." "NOT=A=WORD is CHANGED or denied."

Dr. McIntyre writes: "WHEREAS, the Doctrine of the INERRANCY of the Bible is often the FIRST doctrine attacked by unbelief, and the FIRST doctrine given up by many NEW EVANGELICALS." p.2. CHRISTIAN BEACON Nov.4,1976.

The Adventist Church and Grotheer SNEER at following: "ONE MAN" = but as already shown = many of these ABOMINATIONS are brought in by "ONE MAN!" The FULLER SEMINARY was founded on the "INERRANCY" of the Bible, but ―ONE MAN‖ was the leading spirit that changed that. William Sanford La Sor. And "ONE MAN" wrote the text for the LIVING BIBLE." CHRISTIAN BEACON. Dec. 9,1976. p.5. Aug. 5,1976. p.1.

In all this they are mainly following the lead of the New Pope of Protestantism = Brother Billy Graham. "SILENT and NEUTRAL evangelicals will be responsible for their own destruction." p.2. Dec.16,1976.

Speaking of Faith "ALONE!" = and "Faith cometh by HEARING...by the Word of God." Romans 10:17 = how does one manage to have "FAITH" in FALLIBLE "BIBLE" and the equally FALLIBLE "TESTIMONIES?" = does one settle instead for the "INFALLIBLE" Billy Graham and the "PREDESTINATED" Seventh-day Adventist Church-Leaders = ?

THIS BATTLE GOES INTO 1977 = BLOW ONE: Raymond F. Cottrell = since the demise of psychologist Nichols of the R&H = Cottrell has been chosen as the new Apologetic to write a Series of Articles about the Rift in the LUTHERAN CHURCH and how an Ounce of PREVENTION
may work better than a Pound of CURE = to learn from the LUTHERAN experience to keep the centrifugal FORCE now developing in the Adventist Church and threatening to Split it wide open into THREE. The Solution is the SAME as Old Froom applied = the Band-Aid of: "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" In other Words = let everything go to Hell!

COTTRELL was then chosen to work his Ability as a keen Diplomat = to attempt to heal the Breach caused by the Back-Lash that followed the Carl McIntire EXPOSE of 1975 Adventism = **BLOW ONE** = Cottrell claims the Bible has: "...mistakes, contradictions, discrepancies, inconsistencies, and other difficulties." p.17. R&H. April 28, 1977.

**BLOW TWO** = how anyone can claim the "ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHs" are Hay-Wire = when no one has seen the "ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHs" = what they have now is not even in the ORIGINAL LANGUAGE - but is largely derived from the GREEK! So how can they JUDGE = CONDEMN = CRITICIZE = FIND FAULT = with that which they have not seen = ??? **STRANGE TO SAY** = Cottrell does get around to ADMIT the "ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHs" are not available, so therefore we cannot either "PROVE" or "DISPROVE" either contention. It seems the so-called self-styled "SCHOLARS" who do all this "RESEARCHING" for us = do exactly as Cottrell does here = after making the ADMISSION in **BLOW ONE** = that the "ORIGINALs" are not available = then he proceeds to TEAR DOWN the "ORIGINAL" = something he has never seen! Nor any other living person. R&H. May 5, 1977. p.11,12.

**OUR POSITION** = ??? Far rather than worry about "DISCREPANCIES" in the Bible - we find the "DISCREPANCIES" are in the stuffed-shirt "SCHOLARS" who INTERPRET what they do not Understand. "...that they might go, and fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken. Wherefore hear the Word of the Lord, YE SCORNFUL MEN, that rule this people which is in Jerusalem. Because ye have said...when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come unto us, for=we=have=made=LIES=our=Refuge, and under FALSEHOOD have we hid ourselves: THEREFORE...the HAIL shall sweep away the Refuge of LIES...and your Covenant with DEATH = shall be disannulled...when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, then shall ye be trodden down by it." Isa. 28:14-18. "And the SLAIN of the Lord shall be at that day from one end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth, they shall not be lamented, neither gathered, nor buried." GC 657. 1884 SOP 4:474-5.

**BLOW THREE** = McIntire writes: "REAPING THE WHIRLWIND" once a Church = such as the FULLER SEMINARY or the ADVENTIST CHURCH = forge together a "POLICY" then they move -54-
Heaven and Earth to DEFEND that Policy = rather than ever admit one SIN = one MISTAKE. They railroad those OUT who oppose or question them, and then hurl after them = "OFF-SHOOTS FROM THE FAITH!" (THEY are the "FAITH" = !!! What self-righteous SCUM = !!!) Eze. 24:6-12,21-2.

Dr. McIntire refers to a Book written to defend the Infallibility of the Bible. "THE BATTLE FOR THE BIBLE" by Dr. Harold Lindsell = but this book is REVIEWED by Charles J. Woodbridge, Ph.D. = who shows = as we show = how the "DEFENDERS" of the Faith themselves get caught up in DOUBLE-TALK and a devastating cross-fire of their own INCONSISTENCIES in which they doff "...your hat courteously at the foe before seeking to demolish his arguments." April 21, 1977. p.3

BLOW FOUR = Dr. Woodbridge in his critique of the Lindell Book finds a parallel with what we found in the Cottrell attempt to bolster up Woods = he seeks to unsheath the Sword in defense of the Bible, but the Blade is dull indeed. Cottrell bends over backwards NOT to engage the enemies of God and the Faith in mortal combat. He seeks to "SPARE" them = when the Lord says:"SPARE NOT!" Show them ALL their ABOMINATIONS = and SPARE=THEM=NOT. This is the Condition of the SEALING. "Mark this Point with Care." 3T:267. The toboggan-slide = the theological slippage from the moorings of the Third Angel's Message must be apparent to all except the hopelessly BLIND.

"The GENERAL SLAUGHTER of all those who do not thus see( shall)...BEGIN at My Sanctuary...The plain straight Testimony must live in the Church, or the CURSE of God will rest upon His people as surely as it did upon ancient Israel...THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH...become responsible...their confessions are TOO LATE." 3T:267-271. This Carl McIntire review shows the most MODERNISTIC SKEPTIC of Biblical "INERRANCY" was FIRED = ??? Dr. Hubbard was elected President of Fuller Theological Seminary! Pygmy human fists raised against the Rock of Truth = they shall not prevail. CHRISTIAN BEACON. April 28, 1977. p.8.

BACK TO THE BUD SHUSTER MANUSCRIPT =

We can agree with Brother Wilkinson when he says: "We do not feel that we should be slow or timid in EXPOSING the usual errors of this Version. On this principle we quote Mrs. White: "Between truth and error there is an irrespressible conflict. To uphold and defend the one is to attack and overthrow the other." GC 126....

"AS TO THE MANUSCRIPTS = Mrs. White has pointed out unmistakably the true line of manuscripts. (GC 245.) With that line, genuine textual science agrees. -55-
"It has been further shown that the revisers of this new Version have CONDEMNED this TRUE LINE of manuscripts as erroneous. (Members of Revision Committee, "Introduction to the RSV of the N.T." p.15.) We cannot use both versions together as authority; they will bring in confusion. We MUST EITHER accept the King James Bible and its doctrines from which the Seventh-day Adventists and all other standard Protestant churches were BORN, and the assurances of our servant of the Lord that this is the true MESSAGE; OR accept this new Standard Revised Version with its changed doctrines and modernistic statements tending toward ATHEISM."

"Befogged in SKEPTICISM, the minds of those who DOUBT are left to beat on the rocks of INFIDELITY."...We are going to be SCATTERED before long...Those who seek the education that the WORLD esteems so HIGHLY, are gradually led further & further from the principles of truth until they become EDUCATED WORLDLINGS." "EDUCATED DUNCES." FCE 330, 535-6, 44. 7T:136-7,166-8. TM 266. LS 319. B:443.

"There is only one Bible; namely, the one based on the original and inspired Hebrew for the Old Testament and on the original and inspired Greek for the New. The true representative of this in English is the KING JAMES BIBLE." Wilkinson Book p.30-1.

WE STAND WITH Brother (Doctor) WILKINSON, and we choose the KING JAMES BIBLE. We would only use the other Versions for COMPARISON & to see where the DESTROYERS tracks were leading next as the Scroll Unrolls.

NOW: The next reason for this confusion is that Arthur Maxwell MISAPPLIED AND TOOK OUT OF CONTEXT many of the Scriptures he used. Let us quote the servant of the Lord:

"The vague and fanciful INTERPRETATIONS of Scripture, and the many THEORIES concerning religious faith, that are found in the Christian world, are the work of OUR GREAT ADVERSARY to so CONFUSE minds that they shall NOT DISCERN THE TRUTH. And the discord and division which exists among the churches of Christendom is in a GREAT MEASURE due to the prevailing custom of wresting the Scriptures to support a favorite THEORY. Instead of carefully studying God's word with humility of heart to obtain a KNOWLEDGE of His will, many seek only to discover something odd or original.

"In order to sustain erroneous doctrines of unchristian practices, they seize upon passages of Scripture SEPARATED from the CONTEXT, perhaps QUOTING HALF of a SINGLE VERSE as "PROVING" their point, when the REMAINING PORTION would show the MEANING to be quite the opposite. With the cunning of the SERPENT,
they entrench themselves behind DISCONNECTED utterances construed to suit their carnal desires. Thus do many willfully PERVERT the Word of God..." 1884 SOP 4:343-4. (GC 520-1)

**FOR EXAMPLE = In the Foreword (of the Mix-well MAXWELL Book.) the Jeremiah 5:1 REISED STANDARD VERSION was used for the Maxwell "MAN." Let us see how CONFUSION was brought in = how the text was misapplied and taken out of context. I will quote the entire paragraph containing the text so that I do not misconstrue or take anything out of the context he put it in. Quote, "Centuries ago, in another time of desperate need and threatened calamity, the prophet Jeremiah wrote, "Run to and fro... to see if you can find a MAN." Jeremiah 5:1, RSV." Ungquote. (Emphasis added to above "MAN" only.) (As this is his main EMPHASIS.)

**NOW WHAT = did he leave out = ??? I do not have a RSV to compare. If you do = stop right here, and compare. I can only give the King James. "Run ye to and fro through the streets of Jerusalem, and see now, and know, and seek in the broad places thereof, if ye can find a man, if there be any that executeth judgment, that seeketh the truth; and I will pardon it." KJV. Jeremiah 5:1. (Entire verse.)

**I HAVE UNDERLINED = everything that Maxwell, no doubt = would have left out, if he would have used the King James. My numbered Questions pertain to the context of Jeremiah 5:1 ONLY = as I ask:

1. What was the CONTEXT & setting of this Text?
2. WHO were these words addressed to?
3. **WHAT was the addressee to do?
4. **What did the streets of Jerusalem represent?
5. **What did the broad places of Jerusalem mean?
6. **What was the addressee to find?
7. What were the qualifications of the man?
8. **What was God's purpose?
9. And **WHY could not even ONE MAN be found?
10. **In that huge ORGANIZATION? IS HISTORY BEING REPEATED?

**ARTHUR MAXWELL = answered only #3 and #6. Apparently, he thought in this parallel time of desperate need and threatened calamity, that God was speaking to him. He (MAXWELL) was running to and fro, to see if he could find a man.

**SOMEHOW = he managed to forget to tell us that God's judgements were about to fall on the HOLY CITY [Lifted OUT of your GC 266 but found in ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4:188, and still left in 1888 GC 266 = that JERUSALEM the HOLY CITY = represents: ["THE TRUE CHURCH"])]

God's judgments were about to fall for their PERVERSENESS, for their ADULTERY, for their IMPIETY, for their
ABUSE of God's MERCIES, and for their GREAT CORRUPTION in
the CIVIL as well as in the ECCLESIASTICAL state.---------

BRINSMED ALSO = in that "REVELATION" thing = ostensibly
deals with ALL of "DANIEL" and ALL of "REVELATIONS = did
you notice how he, (as MAXWELL) = managed to MISS any com-
ments on DANIEL 9 = // /// ?? "...the DESOLATIONS of JERUSA-
LEM...the men of Judah...behold our DESOLATIONS, and the
CITY which is called by Thy Name...WAR...for the overspread-
ing of ABOMINATIONS he shall make it DESOLATE." RH A3:437.
Is it MAXWELL-BRINSMED "NATIONS" or is it denomi-NATIONS?

BRINSMED = passed over Daniel 9 with a Hop. Skip & Jump:
MAXWELL = also forgot to run through the streets of JERU-
SALEM; he FORGOT what he was to SEE NOW, and KNOW, that he
was to SEEK in the broad (Market) places.He FORGOT to give
the qualifications of the man. And most important, he FOR-
GOT to tell us that IF such a man could be found, God would
pardon Jerusalem and defer JUDGMENT.

But he found none. Not one man in that whole City. THAT
is the part that Maxwell LEFT OUT. For that would bode(Tell)
no good for him or the largest Adventist Telecast Program
might not run it = that "NOT=A=MEN" or could be found
WITHIN to oppose it! NOT ONE in that City. (Church.SOP 4:188.)

This reminds us of Gen.18 = Abraham seeking "50 righteous
so Sodom should not be destroyed. What about parallel time?
Are the judgments of God about to fall if no RIGHTEOUS are
found WITHIN the City? The Judgments did not fall on Old
Jerusalem until the RIGHTEOUS had one last opportunity to
flee = "OUT = !!!" Why does Author Maxwell divert our at-
tention to BABYLON - the Market-Place of CONFUSION? GC 381-3

We traveled 26 pages down this road of confusion seeking
a man = before coming to a supposed signboard of the man's
never-mentioned qualifications. "...nobility of character
and loyalty to righteousness and truth." Was that RSV = ???
Page 39: "Or could it be that there is nothing wrong with
the dream but rather with the DIRECTION OF THE SEARCH?"
Page 53: "...coming World Leader..." Also p.71,95 & 96.

This could not be Jesus. Before his crucifixion he told his
disciples why he was going and the purpose of his coming
again. And coming to be a "World Leader" was strangely MISS-
ING. John 14:1-3. He also told Pilate that his kingdom was
not of this World. John 18:36.

Why does Author Bed-Time Story Maxwell make the SAME MIS-
TAKE, as the Popular Churches = of seeking a contemporary
World-Leader as the greatest need of the World? Christ said
to the ONE-WORLDER Pharisees: that no such man=made "KING-
DOM" would be set up =
not by Him = nor anyone else. INSTEAD, HE IS COMING to
DESTROY the World. Not to BUILD it up. This is the TRUTH
of His SECOND COMING.

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = "Therefore shall her PLA-
QUES come in one Day, DEATH, and MOURNING, and FAMINE;
and she shall be utterly BURNED WITH FIRE...Alas, alas
that great city BABYLON, that mighty city! for in one
hour is thy judgment come."..."For in one hour so great
riches is come to naught."...in the day of the visitation
of God's WRATH...Unfaithful pastors have prophesied SMOOTH
THINGS...The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY...and they
turn upon the FALSE SHEPHERDS...Everywhere there is STRIFE
and BLOODSHED...The FALSE WATCHMEN are the FIRST to FALL...
At the = Coming of = Christ the wicked are blotted from the
face of the whole Earth = CONSUMED...DESTROYED by the
brightness of His glory...The = whole = earth appears like a
DESOLATE WILDERNESS." GC 653-657. 1884 SOP 4:470-475.
Not much room for Maxwell and the One-Worlders to set
up their "KINGDOM" = !!! EW 282. PP 103,167. MB 208.

MAXWELL p.57: Typographical error = Hebrews 6:15 should
have been 1 Timothy 6:15

p.60: "Consequently there is a Man on the Throne today." Also p.92. Jesus went back to Heaven to plead BEFORE the
THrone = as our Mediator and High Priest. He is first in-
vested with: "SUPREME MAJESTY and POWER" = after the
1,000 years. At His THIRD COMING! GC 666. 1884 SOP 4:480.

p.65: "Henceforth expecting" = is a delightful phrase,
indicating the intensity of this Man's desire to return
and finish the business on which He embarked when He vis-
it the earth the first time." (What does Maxwell mean
by such language? Is he nudging us along to the cunning-
ly calculated CLIMAX of the Book = ???)

IN REVERSE ORDER = He could not function as High-Priest
without atoning Blood. Then He RETURNED to HEAVEN until
He throws down the Censer, raises His hands: "It is done."

...Every case has been DECIDED...There is then NO MEDIA-
TOR...Satan had entire CONTROL...Jesus...work there is
FINISHED." EW 279,280. (He "FINISHES" in Heaven what He
begun on Earth! BEFORE He comes! By printing that Book =
is the Adventist Church orchestrating the ANTICHRIST?

NOTICE: "...He had ASCENDED to Heaven to carry forward
the work begun on Earth. SOP 3:256. "He is IN HEAVEN
carrying on the work of intercession and atonement COM-
MENCED on Earth." SOP 3:261. See also EW 281-2,45,48.

THE ABOVE = should be conclusive and final. He does not
return with Probation open as that entire Maxwell book
represents.
FINISHED BEFORE HE COMES = MAXWELL IS "FINISHED!"
"When Jesus stands up; when his work is FINISHED in the
Most Holy, THEN there will be not another ray of Light to
be IMPARTED to the sinner.

"But Satan FLATTERS some, through=his=chosen=servants,
as he FLATTERED Eve in Eden. "Thou shalt not surely Die"=
and tells them there will be a SEASON FOR REPENTANCE, a
time of PROBATION, when the filthy can be made pure. The
co-workers with Satan and his angels carry the light into the
FUTURE AGE, teaching probation AFTER THE ADVENT of
Christ, which DELUDES the sinner, and leads the COLD HEART-
ED PROFESSOR (so COLD he is pictured as an ICEBERG.SM 1:205)
to CARNAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT,(1T:180)
and walks STUMBLINGLY over the HOURS of his PROBATION.
The LIGHT is made to reach far ahead, where all is TOTAL
DARKNESS. MICHAEL stands up. Instead of mercy, the DELUDE-
ED SINNER feels WRATH unmixed with mercy. And they AWAKE
TOO LATE to this FATAL DECEPTION. This plan was studied
by Satan, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the
truth of God INTO A LIE." SG 2:276. GC 285. SG 3:134. EW

THE BIGGEST LIE = if the Maxwell LIE is not enough = all
Segments of the Awakening seem to Chime in on the same
Horizon = PROBATION open and "NATURE-CHANGE" when Christ
comes! [Which leads to the above State of Lethargy.]

BUT IT IS WRITTEN = "YOUR NATURE MUST BE CHANGED." 2T:686.
"Our fallen NATURE must be purified, ennobled, conse-
crated by obedience to the Truth." 5T:235. "...you have
a WORK to do for yourself that no one can do for you. It
will require EFFORT, perseverance, and earnestness to ob-
tain the VICTORY over long-established HABITS which have
become as second NATURE." 2T:80

"And every man that STRIVETH for the MASTERY...that they
may keep their ANIMAL PROPENSITIES in SUBJECTION, keep
under the body, and CONTROL the APPETITE and lustful
PASSIONS? THEN can they be PARTAKERS of the DIVINE NATURE." 2T:46. "The UNION of the DIVINE with the human NATURE is
one of the most precious and most mysterious Truths of
the Plan of Redemption." 5T:746,586.

"Every child should understand the true force of the WILL.
...The WILL is the governing power in the NATURE of man,
the power of DECISION, or CHOICE...CHOOSE to OBEY Him...
by the HELP of God, to FORM a CHARACTER." Ed.289.

"Painful it must be to the lower NATURE, crossing, as
it does, the NATURAL desires and inclinations; but the
PAIN must be lost sight of in a higher JOY. Let the child
and youth be taught that every MISTAKE, every FAULT, every-
DIFFICULTY, CONQUERED, becomes a STEPPING-STONE to BETTER and HIGHER things." Ed.296.

"The UNAIDED human WILL has no real POWER to RESIST and OVERCOME evil." MH 429. "His GRACE alone can enable us to RESIST and SUBDUE the TENDENCIES of our fallen NATURE." MH 428. "Every day we may ADVANCE in PERFECTION of Christian CHARACTER." MH 503.

"Wrong cannot be righted, nor can reformation in con- duct be made by a few feeble, intermittent EFFORTS. CHAR- ACTER BUILDING is the WORK, not of a DAY, nor of a YEAR, but of a LIFETIME. The struggle for conquest of SELF, for holiness and heaven, is a LIFELONG STRUGGLE...The way of return can be gained only by hard FIGHTING, inch by inch, hour by hour...it requires more than a moment to break the fetters and ATTAIN to a holier LIFE." MH 452.

"No one will be borne upward without STERN, PERSEVER- ING EFFORT." MH 453."The Christian LIFE is not a modifi- cation or improvement of the old, but a TRANSFORMATION of NATURE. This CHANGE can be brought about only by the ef- fectual working of the Holy Spirit...in the PROCESS of CONVERSION...working upon the heart. LITTLE BY LITTLE... it is the RESULT of LONG wooing by the Spirit of God = a patient, protracted PROCESS." DA 172.

"Others He met who were FIGHTING a hand-to-hand BATTLE with the adversary of souls. These He ENCOURAGED to PER- SEVERE, assuring them that they would WIN; for angels of God were on their side, and would give them the VICTORY." DA 91. "The Word of God, received into the soul, MOULDS the thoughts, and enters into the DEVELOPMENT of CHARAC- TER...As they feed upon His Word, they will find that it is Spirit and Life. The Word DESTROYS the NATURAL, EARTH- LY NATURE." DA 391.

"The FORMATION of a noble CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFE-TIME, and must be the RESULT of diligent and per- severing EFFORT." PP 223.

"Only by continual feeding on Christ's flesh and blood can we have the ASSURANCE that we are partakers of the Divine NATURE." SM 1:299.

"Let no man present the idea that man has LITTLE or NOTHING to DO in the great WORK of OVERCOMING; for God does NOTHING for man without his CO-OPERATION. Neither say that AFTER you have DONE all you can on YOUR PART, Jesus will HELP you. Christ has said, "Without me ye can do NOTHING" (John 15:5). From FIRST to LAST man is to be a laborer TOGETHER with God...Man's efforts ALONE are NOTH- ING but WORTHLESSNESS; but CO-OPERATION with Christ means a VICTORY." SM 1:381.(TO JONES = 1893.) -61-
EDITOR’S NOTE: JONES and WAGGONER went off the Deep End after 1888. (A) Went into Babylon’s Version of: “I AM SAVED!” (B) Without EFFORT or WORK or CONDITION. SM 1:377-382. (C) But by FAITH “ALONE!” = the doctrine of the Great COUNTERFEIT. GC 464-473. (D) Jones and Waggoner rejected the 1893 era Testimonies = the General Conference men rolled out the Red Carpet for them from Campmeeting to Campmeeting = until they UNITED with “Salvation Army” and “Holy Roller” shindigs with the “PENTECOSTALS” which went into “HOLY FLESH” in Indiana in 1900. SM 2:31-60. Ev. 595. RH A2:85, 120, 233, 245, 254, 609. SM 2:13-30. (E) Jones & Waggoner graduated into “LIVING TEMPLE” with Kellogg and Waggoner’s new Wife in 1903 = and stayed with it till the Day they Died. (F) See irrefutable proof in Seminary Courses and the OLSON BOOK = “THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY” p.257-320. (G) Yet by far the GREATER MAJORITY prefer to go from the 1903 ALPHA to the present OMEGA = in which “NEW LIGHT” drows out the TESTIMONIES as the self-confessed: “AWAKENING” hands us 1905 JONES & WAGGONER = 2 years AFTER they SIGNED THEIR NAMES TO “LIVING TEMPLE!” (The FREE BOOK = “MOVEMENT OF DESTINY” p.524, 352. In spite of the fact that FROM HIMSELF throughout this Book was 100% for the JONES=WAGGONER=KELLOGG=URIAH SMITH=DAVIELS CONFEDERACY!) IT IS IN THIS LIGHT = and in the TIME PERIOD of 1893-1900 = that many of these Special Testimonies were given = never in the History of Adventism has a finer List ever been presented as you find here = and in the Life-Time Compilations by Elder Howard M. Lee, 11066 Evans St., Loma Linda, Calif. 92354. (93 years Young and Sharp as a Tack.) THIS SPECIAL LIST = given here concentrates on “NATURE” = since these people cannot deny that “CHARACTER” building is the “WORK” of a “LIFETIME” = they try to hide behind “NATURE” will be “GIVEN” as a “GIFT” with MAXWELL=HEPPENSTALL=BRINSMED=WRIGHT=WRONG= when “CHRIST COMES!” (Also GROTHEER=VENDEN=and many others of the JUNTO=CABALA.) BECAUSE OF LETTERS = == = == = == = and Papers now wending their way Through the Country by those stung to the Quick because their LIBERAL “MAXWELL” DOCTRINES have been UNDERMINED by the Truth = we paused to ADD to the “BUD” SHUSTER reference that "YOUR NATURE MUST BE CHANGED!" = they HID the best References in the INDEX under: “MAN.” As "PERFECTION” and "SANCTIFICATION” are used SYNONYMOUSLY and INTERCHANGABLY in the TESTIMONIES as being ONE and the SAME THING = so also do the Testimonies and Webster declare that "CHARACTER" and "NATURE" are ONE and the SAME! So now re-read “BUILDING=OF=CHARACTER” references to arrive at the Truth as given by Inspiration. -62-
IS "NATURE" CHANGED = by a MORMON=JW-HWA=MAXWELL=HEPPEN- 
STALL=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=GROTHEER=BILLY GRAHAM = "MIRACLE"?

"That which is considered "MORALITY" in the World does 
not reach the Divine STANDARD and has no more MERIT before 
Heaven than had the offering of CAIN...WHEN it is...

REPEAT= "WHEN it is in the heart to OBEY God, when EF-
FORTS are put forth to this end, Jesus accepts this dis-
position and EFFORT as man's best service, and He makes 
up for the deficiency with His own divine merit. BUT=HE=
WILL=NOT accept those who CLAIM to have "FAITH" in Him, 
yet are DISLOYAL to His Father's COMMANDMENTS. We hear 
a great deal about "FAITH" = but we need to hear a great 
deal MORE about WORKS..." SM 1:382. 1890.

"A noble CHARACTER is not the result of ACCIDENT; it=
is=not=due=to=SPECIAL (MAXWELL) FAVORS or ENDOWMENTS of 
Providence. It is the RESULT of SELF-DISCIPLINE, of sub-
jection of the LOWER to the higher NATURE." PK 488. 1917.

"The Divine principle of CO-OPERATION, without which 
no true success can be attained. Human EFFORT avails NOTH-
ING without Divine POWER; and without human ENDEAVOR, Div-
ine EFFORT is with many of NO AVAL. To make God's GRACE 
our own, we=must=act=our=part." PK 487.

"The germination of the seed represents the BEGINNING 
of spiritual LIFE, and the DEVELOPMENT of the plant is a 
beautiful figure of Christian GROWTH. As in nature, so in 
GRACE; there can be no LIFE without GROWTH. The plant must 
GROW or DIE. As its growth is SILENT and imperceptible, 
but continuous, so is the DEVELOPMENT of the Christian 
LIFE...SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME...There 
can be NO GROWTH...in the LIFE that is centered in SELF... 
you are to FORGET yourself." COL 65-68. 1900.

"The mystery of Redemption... true education...experi-
mental KNOWLEDGE...transforms man...It gives to man the 
MASTERY of himself, bringing every impulse and passion of 
the LOWER NATURE under the CONTROL of the HIGHER POWERs 
of the MIND...This is the KNOWLEDGE which is obtained by SEARCH-
ING the Word of God...this TREASURE." COL 114.

"MORAL PERFECTION is REQUIRED of all...STRIVE for PER-
FECTION...This is the EDUCATION that will endure unto ete-
ernal LIFE...He desires us to STUDY...But Christ has given 
NO ASSURANCE that to ATTAIN PERFECTION of CHARACTER is an 
easy matter. A noble, all-round CHARACTER is not INHERITED.
...A noble CHARACTER is EARNED by individual EFFORT...God 
gives the TALENTS, the powers of the mind; WE=FORM=THE-
CHARACTER. It is FORMED by hard, stern BATTLES with SELF...
Let no one say, I can not REMEDY my DEFECTS of CHARACTER. 
If you come to this decision, you will certainly FAIL...If 
you WILL NOT, then you CAN NOT." COL 330-1.
"TALENTS used are TALENTS multiplied...use every GIFT...
He does not SUPERNATURALLY endow us with the qualifica-
tions that we lack; but while we USE what we HAVE, He will
work WITH us to increase and strengthen every faculty...
the Holy Spirit's working, the GRACE of God WORKS in us
to DENY old INCLINATIONS, to OVERCOME powerful propensities,
and to FORM=NEW=HABITS. As we cherish and obey the prompt-
ings of the SPIRIT...be SURE of receiving Divine ASSIST-
ANCE...WE=DEVELOP=A=CHARACTER." COL 353-5. 1900.

"Thus ACTIONS REPEATED form HABITS, habits form CHARAC-
TER, and by the CHARACTER our DESTINY for time and for
Eternity is DECIDED." COL 356.

"The Class represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS...they
have not...permitted their OLD NATURE to be broken up.
THIS CLASS...receive the Word with readiness, but they
FAIL of assimilating its PRINCIPLES...The SPIRIT works
upon man's heart, according to his DESIRE and CONSENT im-
planting in him a NEW NATURE; but the CLASS represented
by the FOOLISH VIRGINS have been CONTENT with a SUPER-
FICIAL work...for with their MOUTH they show MUCH LOVE,
but their HEART goeth after their covetousness...having
a FORM of godliness, but denying the POWER thereof.
THIS=IS=THE=CLASS that in time of peril are found crying,
PEACE & SAFETY. They lull their hearts into SECURITY ("I
AM SAVED!") and dream not of Danger...will be found SUR-
PRISED, DISMAYED, OUTSIDE the Banquet Hall." COL 411-2.
(It is the FOOLISH VIRGINS that follow the so-called:
"AWAKENING" into seeking OIL (CHARACTER TM 234) in the
TOO=LATE "JUDGMENT HOUR." Let us be of the WISE.)
(The Division in our Ranks has been over this Point.)
(They accuse and condemn us for not having a "CHARACTER"
...this may be so. But ours is a Message of HOPE = that
as we SOW = so shall ye REAP = the Harvest is SURE!)

WE ARE HONORED = that Brother "BUD" Shuster brought up
this Subject = so now let us go on =

BEFORE THE MAN = the World needs Most comes = Christ
throws down the Golden Censer and says, "IT IS DONE" =
His work for man is "FINISHED!" EW 279-282
MAXWELL = on pages 65, 66, 72 = turning to the RSV to
completely destroy the Doctrine (Compare p.66 and 1 Thess.
4:16 RSV with page 79) = a Seed sown that will Reap the
Whirlwind = speaks of "Classrooms" and "Press" and "Old
Wives Fables" = he perhaps forgets that there will be NO
CLASSROOMS, and NO PRINTING PRESSES RUNNING after the
WORST World-Wide Earthquake since the beginning of Cre-
ation. How can Maxwell's "ANTICHRIST" heal the Sick and
empty the Insane Asylums (His book p.77-84.)

-64-
when all the BUILDINGS have COLLAPSED on top of those who were IN them = !!! The STENCH of their bodies will come up: "...from the face of the WHOLE EARTH." PT 32. EH 81:11.

MAXWELL = has no sign of any PLAGUES = any VOICE OF GOD = no sign of any GREAT EARTHQUAKE = all Buildings ship-shape and operational. Ready for Maxwell's "HEALER" and "TOUCH." MAXWELL = next page (p.79)= he quotes 1 Thess.4:16. Trying to tie this in with his statement that Christ comes:"not merely to raise some of the dead but all the dead." (Emphasis is his.) Quoting John 5:28 but not verse 29 which reveals there are TWO "RESURRECTIONS!" Failing to identify 1 Thess. 4:16 as being from the King James Version and leaving the word:"FIRST" out. That it is the "DEAD IN CHRIST" that are raised in the "FIRST" resurrection.

"Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the FIRST resurrection." Rev.20:6. "But the REST of the DEAD lived not again until the 1,000 years were finished." Rev.20:5. MAXWELL = writes, for whatever purpose except to suit the MILLENARIAN ONE-WORLDER CULTS: "...not merely to raise SOME of the dead but ALL the dead." Maxwell p.79.

(To me, this was the last straw; the straw that broke the camel's back.) [A] The wicked are all ALIVE and WELL on Planet Earth when Christ comes. All Institutions going: "AS USUAL!" [B] This Maxwell "CHRIST" raises "ALL" the DEAD. [C] And "EMPTIES" the Hospitals, Convalescent and Mental Homes with His "TOUCH!" p.78. [D] And change their "CHARACTER-NATURES" in a FLASH! p.94. "ON=A=GLOBAL=SCALE." p.78. (To me, the AMAZING TRAGEDY of this VAUDEVILLE ACT = that the Curtain went up = 1970. And now this BUFFOONERY has been given a Prize-winning Oscar by the TUCKER CIRCUIT.) Did you ever read all about it = written 73 years ago = SM 1:204. (THE OMEGA that we are to "MEET!") GC 624-5.

(Called "UNIVERSALISM" = the "DEVIL'S TRAIN" = "SPIRITUALISM" = and the "ANTICHRIST." EW 88,263. GC 606-8,612,553.) "But in VAIN they do worship me = teaching for doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of men." Matt.15:9. "The Contest is between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." WE RAISE OTHER QUESTIONS LIKE:

WHY the Sanctuary only mentioned casually = in spite of that doctrine being the reason for the Advent Movement and its existence? And, more important yet, it is "the ministration of Christ in the Most Holy Place" that needs to be comprehended & understood, while HE STILL TARRYS.

WHY the Sabbath so lightly regarded? no "WORKS" wanted? WHY the ANTICHRIST so rarely mentioned, especially when we have been WARNED that it comes from those who: "went out=from=us." 1 John 2:19. "False Prophets gone OUT - 65.

Then look for the word:"ANTICHRIST" 5T:80 where it shows God cannot use the GREAT MEN of the Church in the LAST SOLEMN WORK for they are: "RINGLEADERS IN APOSTASY." 212.

WHY does the VOP and the SABBATH SCHOOL LESSONS IGNORE the 1,000 years? (Millenium.) The PLAGUES. The 144,000. WHY no mention of Christ's THIRD COMING and the HOLY CITY? WHY should we be SILENCED if we hunger for these TRUTHS?

In the December 1976 issue of the SDA Ministry Magazine, page 12, Elder Pierson, President of the General Conference, (who has become the Pope of the SDA Hierarchial "New Organizational Structure") speaking in Ex-Cathedra (by the authority of his Holy Office), tells us NOW to pay NO ATTENTION to the Third Angel's Message, The Sanctuary Truths, The Law, The Sabbath Question, The State of the Dead, et cetera = in our initial contact with the UNSAVED. (That connotation sounds like he might very easily be able to change that to the "POSITIVE": "I AM SAVED!") the enunciate calls for FORGETTING IT ALL and "Preach the Gospel" = (without the Gospel = !!!!)

Like a Holy Roller Preacher told an SDA Colporteur = "I know you people are great on the Bible. I'm not so great on the Bible. ALL I want to DO is to get people ready for Heaven!" (That was 45 years ago.)

And this is precisely what (TOP-BRASS) Pierson is advising on page 12 of the "MINISTRY" = then ADDS that they will "CONVERT" them later just like Mary will get Johnny to stop DRINKING and SMOKING = AFTER==, she MARRIES him.

This POLICY will no doubt swell the NUMBERS on the CHURCH ROLLS - but how MANY (or how FEW) = will be converted to Christ? We need not guess = we have the ANSWER in GC 463 (SOP 4:294-5. 4T:73-4. 8T:194. SG 4:153.) Here we have the GREAT COUNTERFEIT and the Doctrines (or lack of Doctrines) = it will be Teaching to win "MULTITUDES."

Already 395,000 "Old-Time Adventists" have FLED OUT of the Church in 5 short Years. (R&H. July 14,1975. p.7.) To make room for these NEOPHYTE TYROS to help "NEW MODEL THE CAUSE" = in such a MARRIAGE of convenience = it is hardly likely that any conversions will follow.

"Satan is continually seeking to OVERCOME the people of God by breaking down the BARRIERS which SEPARATE them from the World." SOP 4:327-8. GC 508.

"CONFORMITY to worldly customs CONVERTS the Church to the World = it NEVER converts the World to Christ." GC 509.
FOLLOWING IN THE TRACKS OF ROMANISM = TM 362.
The Pierson Administration = having an: "ATTACK=OF-THE-DUMBS" = seeking to Win the World by letting the Banners "TRAIL=IN-THE-DUST" 5T:41 = instead of the DISMAL FAILURE of the COMBINED FORCES of CHURCH and AWAKENING in MISSION-
KEV '73 = (with 1970 Maxwell Book and all) =
(DRUGS=ACCREDITING="ANSAVED!"="FAITH=ALONE="NO WORKS!"
INSTEAD OF REPENTANCE = see them:"RAISE GOD!" = for the
LEADERS - Dead and Alive = that brought in all these ABOM-
INATIONS = see that they do not intend to drop=one=of= them! "PLAN OF ACTION = We have only words of APPRECI-
ATION for=the=Leaders who have preceded us and who valiant-
ly, under God's guidance, laid=the=FOUNDATIONS upon which we now seek to build...Praise God!...A PEOPLE SAVED BY
GRACE, working to save others...TOGETHER FOR A FINISHED
[YES! = we believe they are:"FINISHED!" = = = = = = = ]
[It is now Time for "OTHERS" to appear. 5T:81.]
[Not an Ounce of Repentance in a whole TRAIN=LOAD.EW 88,261
[With Satan at the Controls = a WASH-OUT just ahead!]

WE CONFESS = and are sorry = that we have many, many things
to UNLEARN, and many to learn again. EW 63,67. 6T:133.
WE CONFESS = the reason also = we have LISTENED=TOO=LONG
to the half-truths, no-truths, salted-truths that Laodi-
cea would have us put up our Chips for in the Game of
Life. Our desire, right now = is much Higher. We seek the
Counsel of the True Witness on that little Narrow Path
cast high above the Earth. "REPENT and do the FIRST WORKS.'
Rev.2:5. "As many as I love, I REBUKE and CHASTEN: be zeal-
ous therefore, and REPENT." Rev.3:19.

TB54 131-350 = the ORIGINAL chapter on "THE SNARES
OF SATAN"(TM 472-475.) = left out of GC 519 = puts the
capsheaf on =
ANTICHRIST = as generally understood means "OPPOSED TO
CHRIST." But look up the term in the Library = the more
subtle meaning = to be IN PLACE OF CHRIST; or to come AS
CHRIST, hence a FALSE CHRIST. Particularly in the End of
Time. Satan's LAST EFFORT = "Satan also works with LYING
WONDERS, even bringing down FIRE from Heaven in the sight
of men." GC 612,624."So APOSTASY=IN=THE=CHURCH will PRE-
pare=THE=WAY...some shall depart from the Faith." GC 444.
"MANY in our Pulpits." TM 409. "THE ANCIENT MEN...prove
to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY." 5T:211-2. "Shall IDOLS be
smuggled IN?...Shall ANTICHRIST be RESPECTED?...THIS is
DIRECTLY where the enemy, through BLINDED, unconsacrated
men, is leading US = US = US." CWE 96,53. -67-
"You KNOW that Satan will come IN...He claims to be CHRIST, and he is coming IN...He will cause FIRE to come down from Heaven in the sight of men." MM 87-8.

"Satan works through AGENTS...and those who are CHARMED with them NOW, or give them the least COUNTENANCE NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the Devil THEN...the enemy will work through his AGENTS who have=departed=from=the=Faith, and THEY will seemingly work MIRACLES...By means of "LYING WONDERS." SM 2:50-1,54

"IN OUR RANKS...under one pretext or another, go OUT from us...they will give heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of Devils, and will DEPART from the FAITH...THEN will the Message of the Third Angel SWELL to a LOUD CRY."

OH! WHAT A CONDEMNATION = !!! I need to re-phrase some words. "The ENEMY, through BLINDED, unconsecrated MEN, is leading us." CWE 96. Into "RESPECTING" the Maxwell = "ANTICHRIST" = this counsel was written 1890-1907 = what about 1977? PIERSON approved the Maxwell book. Now he has gone ONE STEP further = those who go "STEP BY STEP" with them = will also take the LAST STEP. 5T:81. Keep SUNDAY. GC 608. 5T:463. Call in the LAW. GC 445,606-8. Our former Brethren go to the Catholics. Magen & Spaulding p.2.

"THESE THINGS = have gone as far as they should without SOMEONE PROTESTING AGAINST THEM IN PLAIN WORDS. The Lord's TIME to set things IN ORDER has fully come...influential men...would drop the word Seventh-day Adventist...and would say nothing about the Sabbath, the great men of the World would patronize it; it would become POPULAR, and do a LARGER work. This looked very pleasing...This POLICY is the FIRST STEP in a SUCCESSION of WRONG steps...when MEN BEGIN to TALK of changing these principles, they are doing a WORK which it does not belong to them to do. Like UZZAH, they are attempting to steady the Ark which BELONGS TO GOD, and is under His SPECIAL SUPERVISION...Take heed=what= you=do. "Except the Lord build the House, they labor in vain that build it." Manuscript 29,1890. CWE 96-7.

"IN THE FUTURE = deception of EVERY KIND is to arise, and we want solid ground for our feet. We want solid pillars for the building. Not one pin is to be removed from that which the Lord has established. The ENEMY will bring IN FALSE THEORIES, such as the doctrine that there is no Sanctuary. This is one of the Points on which there will be a DEPARTING from the FAITH. Where shall we find safety UNLESS it be in the truths that the Lord has been giving for the last fifty years?" R&H. May 25,1905. CWE 53.Ev 224. -68-
IF = we deny the Sanctuary Truths, then we deny the Third Angel's Message, and our frail Bark is adrift on a Shore- less Sea, without Chart or Compass or Anchor. "These Messages were represented to me as an ANCHOR to hold the Body. And as INDIVIDUALS receive and understand them, they are shielded against the many delusions of Satan." SG 1:166. (See CHANGES in EW 256.)

ANTICHIST = will appear as the "TRUE CHRIST."
Ev.365-6. TM 62. (2 Cor.11:14.)

"It is our INDIVIDUAL duty to walk humbly with God. We are not to seek any strange new message. We are not to think that the CHOSEN ONES of God who are TRYING to walk in the Light = compose BABYLON. The FALLEN DENOMINATIONAL CHURCHES are Babylon. Babylon has been fostering POISONOUS DOCTRINES, the WINE of ERROR. This wine of error is made up of false doctrines, such as the natural IMMORTALITY of the soul, the eternal TORMENT of the wicked, the denial of the pre-existence of Christ prior to His birth in Bethlehem, and advocating and exalting the FIRST day of the week above God's holy, sanctified day. In this age ANTICHIST will appear as the true Christ, and THEN the LAW of God will be fully made void in the Nations of our World. REBELLION against God's holy LAW will be fully ripe. But the TRUE LEADER of all this rebellion is SATAN, clothed as an angel OF LIGHT. Men will be deceived and will EXALT him to the place of God, and deify him. BUT OMNIPOTENCE WILL INTERPOSE, and to the apostate churches that UNITE in the exaltation of Satan, the sentence will go forth. 'Therefore shall her PLAGUES come in ONE DAY, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord who judgeth her.'" RH. Sept.12, 1893. (A3:62.) TM 62. Ev.365-6.

(NOTICE) = when does the ANTICHIST APPEAR = ??? Or, conversely = when can we expect the REAL SUNDAY LAW = ???
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER = are we right that Maxwell's healing "CHRIST" brings the SUNDAY LAW = ??? GC 612,616,622-4. Is that why page 625 refers to this ANTICHIST TIME as the "TESTING TIME" = ??? And that THIS is the TIME to FLEE? GC 626. (Same Chapter = same Subject.) Followed on the next page by the PLAGUES = dead bodies in every place. GC 627-8. But the God of Elijah will save all those who give the Elijah Message. GC 629,606. TM 475. (MISSING PORTION = R&H. Feb.18, 1890.)A2:368. 9T:97,137. 87:251. PK 187.

FLYING SAUCERS = ???. "Fearful sights of a SUPERNATURAL CHARACTER will soon be revealed in the Heavens, in token of the power of miracle-working demons." -69-
"THE SPIRITS=OF=DEVILS will go forth to the Kings of the Earth and to the whole World. Rulers and subjects will be alike DECEIVED. Persons will arise pretending to be CHRIST, and claiming the title and worship which belong to the world’s Redeemer. They will perform WONDERFUL MIRACLES OF HEALING, ("These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the=TEST." SM 2:53.1904.)

"...and will profess to have revelations from Heaven (we have met these already)= contradicting the TESTIMONY of the Scriptures."

"AS=THE=CROWNING=ACT in the great drama of deception, SATAN HIMSELF will ATTEMPT to PERSONATE CHRIST. THE CHURCH has long professed to look to the Saviour’s advent as the consummation of her hopes. NOW the great deceiver will make=it=appear that Christ has come. IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE EARTH, Satan will manifest himself among men as a majestic being of dazzling brightness, RESEMBLING THE DESCRIPTION of the Son of God given by John in the Revelation. Rev.1:13-15. The glory that surrounds him is unsurpassed by anything that mortal eyes have yet beheld. The shout of triumph rings out upon the air, "Christ has come! Christ has come!" The people prostrate themselves in adoration before him, while he lifts up his hands, and pronounces a blessing upon them, as Christ blessed his disciples when he was personally upon Earth. His voice is soft and subdued, yet full of melody. In gentle, compassionate tones he presents SOME OF THE SAME GRACIOUS, HEAVENLY TRUTHS WHICH THE SAVIOUR UTTERED; he heals the diseases of the people, and THEN, IN HIS ASSUMED CHARACTER of Christ, HE CLAIMS to have CHANGED THE SABBATH to Sunday, and COMMANDS ALL to hallow the day which he has blessed. He declares that those who persist in keeping holy the SEVENTH DAY are blaspheming his name by refusing to listen to his angels sent to them with light and truth. THIS IS THE STRONG, almost over-mastering delusion. Like the Samaritans who were deceived by Simon Magus, the MULTITUDES, from the least to the greatest, give heed to these SORCERIES, saying, This is "THE GREAT POWER OF GOD."

"But the PEOPLE OF GOD will not be misled. The TEACHINGS of this FALSE CHRIST are not in accordance with the Scriptures... And, furthermore, Satan IS NOT PERMITTED TO COUNTERFEIT the manner of Christ’s advent... To all, the TESTING TIME will come." 1884 SOP 4:441-3. GC 624-5.

THE ANTICHRIST IS TO COME:

(A) In the Latter Times.

(B) To those who have departed from the Faith. (Had to be in the Faith to be able to ... -70-
to be able to DEPART from it. Who is that? GC 608.)
(C) Special SPIRITUALISTIC workings of Satan via the SDA Church.
(D) With Lying Wonders = with Damnable Heresies.
(E) IMMEDIATELY before the second advent of Christ.
(F) Is this while Probation is still Open?
(G) Will we now know WHO "The people of God" = ARE = ???

Before this Time there was seen:"NO DIFFERENCE" between them. COL 408. RH A3:291. "It is in a CRISIS that CHARAC-
TER is REVEALED." COL 412.

One would do well to read this whole Chapter XXXIV..."THE TIME OF TROUBLE." 1884 SOP 4:431-451. GC 613-634. Also the Chapter 67.."ANCIENT AND MODERN SORCERY." PP 683-689.

HOW DOES THIS FIT = with the Maxwell "UNIVERSALISM" and "SPIRITUALISM" Train of EW 86-92, 258-266 = ???

"Satan could not present the REAL Samuel, but he did present a COUNTERFEIT, that served his purpose...Nearly all forms of ancient sorcery and witchcraft were founded upon a belief in communion with the DEAD...This same be-
lief...formed the CORNERSTONE of HEATHEN IDOLATRY...are founded upon the FIRST LIE..."YE SHALL BE AS GODS"...

"The "familiar spirits" were not the spirits of the DEAD, but EVIL ANGELS, the messengers of Satan...is de-
clared by the Bible to have been DEMON worship." PP 683-5.

"Modern SPIRITUALISM, resting upon the SAME FOUNDATION, is but a revival in a NEW FORM of the WITCHCRAFT and DEMON WORSHIP that God CONDEMNED and prohibited of old. It is foretold in the Scriptures, which declare that "in the Latter Times some shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing SPIRITS and doctrines of DEVILS." 1 Tim.4:1."

IN CASE = some weak-minded Laodicean, trying PP 686.
To uphold whatever the Leaders say or do = and will toss this all aside with a flippant observation that NO-WHERE in the Maxwell Book does he call for "SPIRITS" to appear = OUR REPLlY = based on Truth = as already shown in detail = MAXWELL = and the entire Adventist Church that FEATURES him, Adventists everywhere saying they: "ESPECIALLY LIKE chapters 10 and 11= which is the HEART of the ABOMINATION =
if they are so easily deceived NOW = what will they do when the PHANTOM APPARITIONS APPEAR? For clustered around the ANTICHRIST appearing: "as Christ" = are SPIRITS of the DEAD! "SR. WHITE" or "HOUTIEFF" or "MAXWELL" or "NICHOLS" =
walking up the Aisle of the Sligo Washington Church - the while the Brass Drums slowly Roll to the Tune of:"HE HAS COME = !!!" Amen and Amen...... and:"PRAISE THE LORD!"
NOW DO YOU BELIEVE THIS = "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...are praising Christ and the god of this World in the same breath...Let the son of deceit and FALSE WITNESS be entertained BY=A-CHURCH that has had great Light, great evidence, and THAT-CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE the Lord has sent, and receive the most UNREASONABLE assertions and FALSE suppositions and FALSE theories.

"MANY will stand in-our=Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the Hellish Torch of Satan...SOUND=AN=ALARM!" TM 409,410. "THE FATAL CHOICE"

...and those who are CHARMED with them NOW, or give them the least countenance NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to act a part with the Devil THEN."SM 2:51.

[Do you not see that this WARNING is the most Noble of all Enterprises that one could do in this World? Will you have a Part = ??? Or will you go with the MULTITUDE?]

"PAUL = in his second letter to the Thessalonians, points to the SPECIAL WORKING of Satan in SPIRITUALISM as an EVENT [You are interested in "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER?"]

"...as an EVENT to take place IMMEDIATELY BEFORE the second advent of Christ...After the working of Satan with all POWER and SIGNS and LYING WONDERS." 2 Thess.2:9. And Peter, describing the dangers to which THE CHURCH was to be exposed in the Last Days, says that as there were FALSE PROPHETS who led Israel into sin, so there will be FALSE TEACHERS,"Who privily [in a Bond of Unity - a Junto - a few men united in close design to take advantage of the many.] "Who PRIVILY shall bring IN DANGEROUS HERESIES, even denying the Lord that bought them...And many shall follow their pernicious ways." 2 Peter 2:1,2. Here the apostle has pointed out one of the marked characteristics of SPIRITUALIST TEACHERS...the Bible pronounces it the manifestations of ANTICHRIST...SPIRITUALISM attracts the MULTITUDES..."Regard not them that have familiar SPIRITS, neither seek after WIZARDS, to be defiled by them," "for all that do these things are an ABOMINATION unto the Lord." PP 686-9.

"THE MAN OF SIN = who exalted himself above God, and thought to change Times and Laws, brought about the CHANGE of the SABBATH from the seventh to the first day of the week. In doing this, he made a BREACH in the LAW of God. JUST PRIOR to the great day of God, a MESSAGE is sent forth to WARN the people to COME BACK to their allegiance to the LAW of God which ANTICHRIST has broken down." 1T 76-7.

(LEFT OUT = 06 PK 593 = but found in ORIGINAL = = =)
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"JOSHUA...ZERUBBABEL...It was under the leadership of these TWO MEN that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED at the close of the 70 years captivity." RH A5:387. Jan.16,1908.

"IN THE TIME OF THE END = GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the LAW of God is the FOUNDATION...OBEYDENCE to all the PRECEPTS...
They are the REPAIRERS-OF-THE-BREACH." PK 678. Ev 234

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE WONDERFUL CHURCH - why are the Saints not meeting in THE CHURCH = ??? "Many will be called into the field to labor from HOUSE TO HOUSE, giving Bible readings, and praying for those who are INTERESTED." L5:13

WHERE DID THE CHURCH GO = ??? "The UNBELIEF and MALICE of the Jews did not turn aside the PURPOSE of God; for A NEW ISRAEL was grafted into the old olive tree. The synagogues (TM 16) were CLOSED against the apostles; but PRIVATE HOUSES were THROWN OPEN for their use, and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of the GENTILES were also used in which to PREACH the WORD of GOD." LP 51. ("LIFE OF PAUL...")

HISTORY IS TO BE REPEATED = !!! God will choose:"OTHERS" to do the Last Work. NOT the leading men. 5T:80. Some from the:"PLOW." = those NOT TRAINED in:"LITERARY INSTITUTIONS." GC 606. "...they will take the CROWNS which these MINISTERS LOSE who concerning the Faith are REPROBATE." 17:441.

"Thus will the Message of the Third Angel be proclaimed. As the TIME comes for the LOUD CRY...The fearful results of a union of Church and State, the inroads of SPIRITUALISM, the stealthy but rapid progress of the PAPAL POWER = all will be UNMASKED...Thousands upon thousands have never listened to words like these. In AMAZEMENT they hear the Testimony that BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN..." 1884 SOP 4:424. GC 606.

"They will heartily engage in laboring from HOUSE to HOUSE. By teaching those who are SEEKING FOR THE LIGHT OF TRUTH, they themselves will receive a valuable education." LLM 134.

A STRANGE MESSAGE = sometimes when we prepare the Text for a Paper like this = we run into Evidence we were not aware of before. Our Research is not yet complete = but for those who Study for themselves =

As we went to the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" = we knew that A.G.DANIELS prepared a Brief for the Adventist Ministry in which he tried to make out that the KELLOGG-JONES=WAGGONER defection of 1903 = was fully met and resolved. "THE DENOMINATION SAVED FROM PANTEISTIC THEORIES!" = but that is NOT what the ORIGINAL said =
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SEMINARY COURSE S-270 (1959) = p. 166. Repeated in =
SEMINARY COURSE T-570 (1963) = p. 255. A supposed-to-be
"LETTER 211, 1903." = but now we find it is in RH A4:566.
Oct. 22, 1903. And along with that we find we need SM 1:
193-208. We need the Series "B" = and with the R&H
ARTICLES clustered around "LIVING TEMPLE" testimonies =
we find:

[1] There was an "ALPHA" of Apostasy. It was "LIVING
TEMPLE" in 1903. It was the BEGINNING.

[2] Far from being: "SAVED!" from Pantheistic (SPIRITUAL-
ISTIC) Theories = this is the Testimony:
"And this is not the only production of the kind that will
be urged upon the people. FANCIFUL (MAXWELL=BRINSMHEAD) =
FANCIFUL VIEWS will be presented by MANY MINDS." RH A4:566.

[3] This will grow and increase and spread and wax STRONG-
ER, and will continue to do so until Christ shall de-

203. "Those who entertain these SOPHISTRIES will soon find
themselves in a position where the Enemy=can=talk=with=

[5] Is this not the best Answer for the MYSTERY as to WHY all
the "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" = and the QUICK and UNIVERSAL
acceptance of them = ??? Because of the MANY who TESTIFY
that "VOICES" control them! They go by "IMPRESSIONS" and
"SPIRITS" and "VOICES" and "DREAMS" and "VISIONS" and
"APPARITIONS" and "MEN DRESSED IN BLACK."

[6] Therefore the Lord calls for:
"FAITHFUL WORKERS...the SPECIAL MESSAGE of truth for
this time...By pen and voice they are to sound the Note
of WARNING. Only a FEW will listen..." RH A4:530. 1903.
"FAITHFULLY warning THE CHURCH." (Same.)
"If the LAY MEMBERS of the Church will AROUSE." A4:533.

[6] While at the same Time:
"Evil angels in the form of MEN will TALK with those=
who=know=the=Truth. They will misinterpret and misconstrue
the statements of the MESSENGERS OF GOD...It is because
Satan is linked with the RELIGIONISTS of to-day...MANY
will HEAR the MESSAGE but will REFUSE to HEED; neverthe-
less the WARNING is to be given in clear, plain TONES."

"IN THE BOOK "LIVING TEMPLE" = there is presented the ALPHA
of deadly heresies. The OMEGA will follow, and will be re-
ceived by those who are NOT WILLING TO HEED the warning

"God has a controversy with those of his people who have
MEANS bound up in HOMES and in LAND or in SPECULATION, He
calls upon them to put this MEANS into circulation in His cause...PREPARING the way for the Coming of Christ...I give the WARNING that just as surely as men stand in the way of God's providence, so surely will the ROD...FALL AGAIN in Battle Creek...A CLASS will be reached whose senses are not BLINDED, and they WILL discern the SIGNS OF THE TIMES. They will be ALARMED...will proclaim this Truth through FAITHFUL MESSENGERS, who will give the Trumpet a CERTAIN SOUND. The TRUTH will be CRITICIZED and SCORNED, and DERIDED; but the closer it is examined and tested = the brighter it will SHINE.

"The Lord will raise up men of KEEN PERCEPTION, who with CLEAR VISION will DISCERN the INTRIGUES of Satan...men of SHARP SPIRITUAL EYESIGHT, who can discern TRUTH from ERROR...with no faltering HESITANCY, but with POWER from on HIGH...My Brethren, read the Book of REVELATIONS from begining to End." RH A4:547. Aug. 20, 1903.

NOW WE COME = to the crucial and interesting part = LEFT OUT of all other Records of the OMEGA. And NO INDICATION that PORTIONS are found in SERIES B and SM Book One. Now the SARDIS CHURCH is gone into = and then the LAODICEAN. "The MESSAGE to THE CHURCH of the LAODICEANS...who have become SO MUCH like the World that NO DIFFERENCE can be seen...I will SPEW thee OUT of My Mouth." RH A4:548.

(PART of this put in BC 7:959. But not this:) "God is independent of NUMBERS. In the days of Daniel, he warned the whole World through FOUR INDIVIDUALS." RH A4:548 Aug. 20/03

NOW THE WARNING = that we gave throughout this Paper = that those who are "ACCUSING" and "CONDEMNNG" those who are "PROCLAIMING THE TRUTH" and seeking to "TEAR" them "DOWN" = by forming a "CONFEDERACY" = as we saw them close ranks around that MAXWELL "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" = (We know of NO REFORM and of NO AWAKENING Group that will say ONE WORD against that TOTAL RUBBISH = !!!!)

"THE LAST GREAT SCENE" in the drama = SATAN=COMING=AS=CHRIST...Are=we=as=a=people=ASLEEP?...MESSAGES will come from lips touched by a live coal from the Divine Altar...Each one is to AWAKE...THEN will God's work be done. THEN will REFORMATIONS take place." RH A4:553. Sept.10, 1903.

"THE LORD will lead them on, CONQUERING and to CONQUER..."they that be WISE shall SHINE..." RH A4:556. Sept. 17/03.

"MULTITUDES who profess to belong to God's TRUE CHURCH are FALLING under the enemy's DECEPTIONS." RH A4:563. Oct.15/0

DO YOU NOTICE = we are going Page after Page = you want "EVENTS" in their "ORDER" = we have given this to you all across America = but they COME = they LISTEN = and then they go away SORROWFUL =
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"THE OLD WINE IS BETTER" = they want a KICK = a DRINK that will make them STARRY-EYED = looking for MULTITUDES to come and JOIN the CHURCH. While we tell you of the 
TIME to start heading for the Hills = !!!

WE tell you of "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" that constitutes 
this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204-5. That we are not 
to "JOIN" for that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH" 
SM 2:390.(Which Testimony should have been placed RIGHT 
AFTER the other = in the SAME BOOK! Not a MILE APART!) 
"So APOSTASY=IN=THE=CHURCH will prepare the way for the 
IMAGE to the BEAST!" GC 444. By Teaching as PIERSON and 
BRINSMHEAD say to do = seeing NO HOPE of winning any FROOME= 
HOUTEIFF "MULTITUDES" with the UNPOPULAR MESSAGE = to now 
let the Banner Trail in the Dust = and Teach "IN COMMON" 
with the MOABITES = as Old Balaam did. GC 445.Also JEZEBEL. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

An ICEBERG! "MEET IT!"

The Key-page of all the Pages of the Testimonies is GC 464. 
This shows there is a "MOVEMENT" to come. And BEFORE the 
"TIME" for such a Movment to "COME" = Satan will seek to 
prevent it = by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT" = no GENUINE 
in Sight = and there is this Great "COUNTERFEIT" with its 
very Doctrines LISTED and CATALOGUED in the same Chapter.

NOW NOTICE = this "COUNTERFEIT" is called a "REVIVAL" = 
again we have Satan's WORKING and INFLUENCE and POWER = 
find all those words in EW 56. PT 71-2 = among those who 
"WERE worshipping in the HOLIEST" (1846 BROADSIDE) but who 
go and "JOIN" this Popular Front = the AWAKENING in the 
Outer Court or First Apartment. THESE are the ONES who 
get the REAL "POWER" = this is what we are Interested in. 
WHO they are. WHERE do they come from. WHY does Satan 
give them so much POWER. All this OUTSIDE the Most Holy 
Place of the Sanctuary. This is Part and Parcel of the 
Great "OMEGA." And as Brother WATTS would say: "BEWARE!" 
They have "MUCH LIGHT = !!!"

NOW READ AND UNDERSTAND = "I saw that the MYSTERIOUS SIGNS 
and WONDERS, and FALSE REFORMATIONS would INCREASE, and 
SPREAD. The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, were not 
REFORMATIONS from error to TRUTH, but from BAD to WORSE; 
for those who PROFESSED a CHANGE of heart, had only wrapt 
about them a RELIGIOUS GARB, which covered up the INIQUITY 
of a WICKED HEART. SOME APPEARED to have been really con-
verted, so as to DECEIVE God's people; but if their HEARTS 
could be seen, they would appear AS BLACK as ever." PT 22. 
RH A1:9. August 1849. (Read EW 45 to SEE what they LEFT OUT!

NOW IN THIS LIGHT = we come to the "OMEGA" as given in 
the ORIGINAL............ -76-

[2] The MESSAGE for this time is NOT = "THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD ARE WE" = (the 144,000 are FROM=FRIEND=HIOUTEFF=GROTHEER=HIEBERT=HARPER=ROGERS== "ADVENTISTS!") That is NOT the MESSAGE for this Time! RH A4:565. (Same.)

[3] "SMOOTH THINGS" and "FAIR SPEECHES" are NOT the MESSAGE. But the MESSAGE of SARDIS = "I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a NAME that thou LIVEST = and art DEAD."

[4] But now WRITE to the Church in PHILADELPHIA = "I also will KEEP THEE from the HOUR=OF=TELEPORTATION." (Same.)

NOW THE REAL QUESTION = since in TM 16 = the Minister's favorite Text = has a "CHURCH" there called:"THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" = and Rev.3:9 tells us these will "BOW" before the feet of the PHILADELPHIANS = and then the word: "BECAUSE" = not "BECAUSE" of the MESSAGE they gave = but "BECAUSE" of what FOLLOWED THAT MESSAGE! "BECAUSE" the Lord kept them from the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION." So what we are interested in is = WHAT IS THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION = ???

"Many will be confronted by the SPIRITS OF DEVILS ("This Delusion will spread, and we shall have to contend with it FACE=TO=FACE." EW 88,263.) the spirits of Devils personating beloved relatives or friends...and will work MIRACLES...Just BEFORE us is the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION." GC 560. PHILADELPHIA = is alive and well = right to the End! She is the 144,000. WTF 14. EW 15,30-1,254. AA 588. 5T:475,752

"Amid the TEMPTATIONS that abound in these Last Days, SOME will depart from the Faith. THOSE who have been trying to quench their thirst at BROKEN CISSTERNs, which can hold no water, will have a MISLEADING MESSAGE to proclaim. THEY will speak SMOOTH THINGS...PROPHESY DECUIETs. We are now to call things by their RIGHT NAMES." RH A4:570. Nov.5/03.

[5] In this PHILADELPHIAN MESSAGE = there is: "NO SOOTH-SAYING." Like there is in "LIVING TEMPLE" = "Let our Teachers BEWARE lest they echo the SOOTH-SAYING of the enemy of God and man...THEN was repeated the Message to the Laodicean Church...I will SPEW THEE OUT...BECAUSE...God calls for...WATCHMEN who will AROUSE men and women from their LETHARGY, lest they SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH." RH A4:566.

[6] To highlight the NEED of the "MIDNIGHT CRY" to AROUSE this SLEEPING CHURCH = over and over again - the Call for "MEN ARE NEEDED" who will put these Truths in their right Setting because: "Satan's POWER will be exercised THROUGH BELIEVERS...I am deeply in earnest as I write this. SATAN is working with men IN PROMINENT POSITIONS to sweep away the FOUNDATIONS of our Faith. Shall we ALLOW this to be done, Brethren?" RH A4:570,578. 1903.
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IN THE DAYS of Sr. White she could not prevent JONES and WAGGONER and KELLOGG and most all the Leadership—
even her Son—from falling for "LIVING TEMPLE"—JONES spent 1903 to 1910 with Dr. W.S. Sadler and Dr. Kellogg—
to "REVISE" the Book and called it: "THE MIRACLE OF LIFE"
(See p. 352 FROM BOOK = MD 352.) With his head FULL of
these SPIRITUALISTIC PANTHEISTIC SENTIMENTS—JONES paused
to write: "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION"
which some indeed represent as the Message of 1888 = !!!!
(JONES wrote that "I AM SAVED!" ABOMINATION = 1905.)
(After he and Waggonee gave up ALL the Sanctuary Truths.
As do all who go by them. SEE THEM in the FIRST APARTMENT.
FOLLOWING THIS IN CONTEXT—Sr. White likened this Rebel-

tion to the Teaching of KD+A = "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY =
EVERY ONE OF THEM!"RH A4:574-577. "Do not the same EVILS
still exist?" (577.) "Thus it is TO-DAY." (577.)
[7] FINALLY—this "OMEGA" of Apostasy takes us into the
final Scenes when the BANNERS will be allowed to TRAIL
IN THE DUST = part of this in 8T:41-8. As entire Adventist
Churches go over to the Enemy. And entire other "TRIBES"
join the "COMMANDMENT-KEEPING people of God." RH A4:579.
[8] And in case no one told you = very carefully LEFT OUT
of EW 269 = where they are referred to as some vague:"SOME"
but in the ORIGINAL, 1T:179 and in RH A1:32 = we find it
is "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" who = [A] Give the "STRAIGHT TESTI-
MONY to the Laodiceans." [B] That these "KEEP" the Command-
ments. (That leaves BRINSMEAD out!)

Those who "KEEP" the Commandments of God and who "HAVE"
the Testimony of Jesus = are "TRIUMPHANT!"

"HERE WE SEE" = that THE CHURCH—the Lord's Sanctuary—was
THE FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. The AN-
CENT men, those to whom God had given GREAT LIGHT and who
had stood as guardians of the spiritual interests of the people, had BETRAYED THEIR TRUST...Thus "PEACE + SAFETY"
is the cry from men who will NEVER AGAIN lift up their
voice like a Trumpet to show God's people their transgres-
sions and the House of Jacob their sins. THESE DUMB DOGS
that WOULD NOT BARK are the ones who feel the just venge-
ance of an OFFENDED GOD. Men, maidens, and little children
all=perish=together." 5T:211.
The Lord CUT DOWN Maxwell as He said He would in 5T:212.
The Lord CUT DOWN Froom for his part in Key '73.
The Lord CUT DOWN Nichols = an Angel reached in and tore
open an unusual part of the Heart.
9, 1973. p.24. WILL HE BE NEXT = ??? Or ROBERT DANIEL
BRINSMEAD = ??? -78-
Soon His angels are going to cut them down - right and 
left. "A Thousand shall fall at thy side, and 10 Thousand 
at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee." Ps. 
91:7.

FALSE MISPLACED SYMPATHY = for the deaths of KORAH, DA-
THAN and ABIRAM, led those who SYMPATHIZED to be CUT DOWN 
with them." PP 401.

"Rejoice over her; thou Heaven, and ye holy apostles 
and prophets; for God hath AVENGER you on her." Rev.18:20. 
"Love, no less than JUSTICE, demanded that God's judg-
ments should put a CHECK on SIN. The AVENGER waters... 
Another STORM is coming...DESOLATING WRATH of God, and 
sin and sinners will be DESTROYED." PP 101.

"The righteous shall rejoice when he seeth the VENGE-
ANCE; he shall wash his feet in the blood of the wick-
ed." Ps. 58:10. "He (David) felt, in a small degree, that
HOLY JOY that all the Saints will experience at the VOICE
OF GOD when their CAPTIVITY is turned, and God makes a
COVENANT OF PEACE with all who have KEPT HIS COMMANDMENTS.
TOP 1:412. "Then I heard shouts of triumph from the angels
and from the REDEEMED SAINTS, which sounded like ten thou-
and musical instruments, because they were to be NO MORE
ANNOYED and TEMPTED by the Devil, and the inhabitants of
OTHER WORLDS were delivered from his presence and his
temptations." SG 1:212. ("DELIVERANCE" causes "REJOICING!")

IN VIEW OF THE ABOVE Testimonies and Understanding = how 
can anyone put credence in the "LOVE" chapter of "STEPS 
TO CHRIST" = that Sr. White NEVER WROTE = !!! "Tears in
His Voice" was ADDED. The ENTIRE CHAPTER is SPURIOUS.
One can better understand when with his OWN EYES he be-
holds the ORIGINAL published for Ellen G. White by Flem-
ing H. Revell Company = LIBRARY OF CONGRESS COPYRIGHT = 
1892. (Some can still be found in used Book Stores.)

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE = could hardly wait to pay a "KING'
RANSOM" to get the COPYRIGHT back so they could ADD that
spurious Chapter = "SPIRITUALISM..."descendeth NOT from
above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish... as an angel
of light. He appeals to the REASON by the presentation of
elevating themses; he DELIGHTS the FANCY with enraptur-
ing scenes; and he ENLISTS the AFECTIONS by his elo-
quent portrayals of LOVE and CHARITY... LOVE is dwelt upon
as the chief attribute of God..." GC 554,558,487,597,602.
My Bible tells me that "faith" is the first rung of the
Ladder, with a few other rungs to be "ADDED" so that we
are SURE we have the right "FAITH" and hence the right
"CHARITY" - the last rung (LOVE!). 2 Peter 1:5-7.

'LOVE NOT the World nor............''
WHAT KIND OF LOVE (CHARITY) DO YOU WANT = ???

Remember the choice is ours. It is a fine balancing point. Old Eli sympathized with the death of his drunken sons and had to Die with them. The full Autumn Council = the 250 "Princes of Renown" = SYMPATHIZED with the ground opening up for the General Conference "BIG 3" = KD+A = and a far greater MIRACLE took place as the FIRE came out of the Cloud and ATOMIZED them on the Spot! "REMEMBER Lot's wife." She SYMPATHIZED for those who deserved to Die. They were better off. They were not Happy and allowed no one else to be Happy or Secure. There is no Safety nor Repose until the Disease of Sin is PURIFIED by FIRE. To keep it from spreading through the Universe. It is now in Quarantine.

WAITING for us to CRY ALOUD and SHOW My people ALL their ABOMINATIONS = so they can put them away or die. Do we want this TRUE LOVE = ??? So that we will truly OVERCOME? Or do we love our sins more?

Dear Lord = give us more FAITH to trust in the BLOOD of our SUBSTITUTE and SURETY - in Jesus Name we Pray.

"My Message TO you IS = NO LONGER consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION OF TRUTH. UNMASK the pretentious sophistries...EVERYONE is NOW to stand ON HIS GUARD. God calls upon men and women to take their STAND under the BLOODSTAINED BANNER of Prince Emmanuel. I have been instructed to WARN our people..." SM 1:196. 1904.

"Those who become CONFUSED in their understanding of the Word, who fail to see the meaning of ANTICHRIST will surely place themselves on the side of ANTICHRIST. There is no time now for us to assimilate to the WORLD." MS 10, 1900. BC 7:949.

"It is the reign of ANTICHRIST. God's LAW is set aside. The Scriptures are EXCHANGED for the TRADITIONS. Satan has become the ruler of this World." RH A5:99. Dec. 15, 1900.

"There are TWO SPIRITS in the World = the Spirit of Christ and the spirit of Antichrist." RH A2:401. June 10, 1890.

"All who have refused to be taught of God, hold the Traditions of MEN. They AT LAST pass over on the side of the ENEMY, against God, and are written, "ANTICHRIST."...find in ANTICHRIST the center of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES stand in collision = the Lord will appear." SERIES "A" = Special TM 311-2. In Hope, "Bud" Shuster.
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INERRANCY GUIDELINES:
"INERRANCY" = (Webster: Free from Error. Infallible. Incapable of Error. Without Error.) The Official Adventist Church position now is, as expressed by KENNETH H. WOOD of the R&H in the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists in Plenary Session in a so-called: "BIBLE STUDY" on Sunday, July 13, 1975 = as Reported in R&H. July 16, 1975. p.10(846). Now line up with FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY and the "NEO-EVANGELICAL" liberal Bloc to deny the:
"INERRANCY OF THE BIBLE."

To stand in Defense of the Faith and the Bible is termed by SDA WOODS as seeking to draw up and: "...defend artificial Battle-Lines." p.11. (All emphasis ours.$see original.

AND THEN TO SEEK = to tie ELLEN G. WHITE into this Position in spite of the Fact that ROBERT H. PIERSO said at the 1974 North American BIBLE CONFERENCES in a KEYNOTE ADDRESS: [Quoting said ELLEN G. WHITE:] "HUMAN REASONING and the IMAGININGS of the human heart are UNDERMINING the INSPIRATION of the Word of God, and that which should be received as granted, is surrounded with a CLOUD OF MYSTICISM. Nothing stands out in clear and distinct lines, upon rock bottom. This is one of the marked SIGNS of the Last Days." SM 1:15. R&H. August 15, 1974. p.7.

EGW = "What man is there that dares to take that Bible and say this part is INSPIRED and that part IS NOT INSPIRED? I would have both my arms taken off at the shoulders before I would ever make the statement or set my judgment upon the Word of God as to what IS INSPIRED and what IS NOT INSPIRED." SDA-BC EGW COMMENTS on 2 Tim. 3:16. p.919."

[This is actually MS 13,1888. SDA BC 7:919. Where it further reads: "Never let mortal man sit in judgment upon the Word of God or to pass sentence as to HOW MUCH of this is INSPIRED and how much is NOT INSPIRED, and that this is MORE INSPIRED than some other PORTIONS. God warns him OFF that ground. God has not given him any such work to do."

SDA-BC 7:919. MS 13,1888.]

"SHE FURTHER DESCRIBES THE SCRIPTURES AS: "PURE GOLD, without one particle of DROSS." CT 430..."AN UNERRING COUNSELOR. MYP 443...It is "INFALLIBLE." SM 1:416..."SIMPLE, NAKED TRUTH." 4T:10..."ABSOLUTELY TRUE." Ed.146." R&H. August 15, 1974. p.8. ROBERT H. PIERSON.

GROTHEER and SHROCK = call on us to "RESPECT" their Leaders = but WHICH LEADERS = PIERS or WOODS = ????
THIS PIP-SQUEAK PUPPET = like a female Toad in the Rutting Season = sits quietly by as the Battle rages all around him! BULL-TOAD COTTRELL = seeks to re-tie the Nuptial Knot and bring both forces together in Ecumenical Unity. If not Bliss. AUGUST 1974. SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. by LEO R. VAN DOLSON is worthy of more Time and Space than we can allow. Regarding "BIBLE VERSIONS + PARAPHRASES" and the unfortunate number of "our Ministers" that have adopted "THE LIVING BIBLE" = even wanting to throw out all other "Bibles" for this thing that is ADMITTEDLY a "PARAPHRASE." In other words = a JUNTO = a FEW men UNITED in close design to take advantage of the many. What I will never Understand or Appreciate is the hands-down ADMISSION that this so-called: "LIVING BIBLE" = which is not a Bible = "One wonders how long it would be before our people would begin to accept the teaching that the LAW was ABOLISHED, that SUNDAY was the SABBATH, that the DEAD are in HEAVEN, and that those in the grave can TALK and many other ERRORS that are included in this PARA- PHRASE." [This is what "A CONCERNED MINISTER WRITES"] = yet LRVD says: "None of this is to criticize "THE LIVING BIBLE" = (in a certain concept)..."THE LIVING BIBLE is to be COM- MENDED." SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. August 1974. p. 3 41

[This is what we find constantly under what is termed: "HIGHER EDUCATION" or "SCHOLARSHIP." No Wonder the Lord will choose those: "Humble men, armed with the Word of Truth alone, MET and WITHSTOOD the attacks of men of LEARN- ING. With surprise and anger, popular Ministers found their eloquent sophistry POWERLESS against the simple, straight- forward reasoning of men who had but little of the LEARN- ING of the Schools...The laborers will be QUALIFIED rather by the unction of His Spirit than by the training of LIT- ERARY INSTITUTIONS." 1884 SOP 4:289,424. GC 455,606.]

[And notice that this takes us into the Spirit of Elijah as the Third Angel's Message will be proclaimed in the LOUD CRY which will "MADDEN" the "POPULAR MINISTRY" as they resort to "LAW." WATCH THIS in GC 606-8. As Advent- ists advance into keeping SUNDAY and receive the MARK.]

JAN. 13, 1977. R&H. The reason for more than 5 years of COT- TRELL studying and reporting the LUTHERAN MISSOURI-SYNOD SPLIT where 150 congregations formed a new Church Body = is: "because similar issues and pseudo issues are developing in our Church." p. 3.

TALKING ABOUT "LANGUAGE" = study the SLY INFLECTIONS and outright INSULTS of those who take a Side = and do not com- promise = see how they place a BRAND on them. They are: "SUPERFICIAL OBSERVERS" = "TO PIN A PEJORATIVE LABEL ON SOMEONE" = "GROSSLY IRRESPONSIBLE" = "MIND-SET." -82-
JAN. 20, 1977. R&H. The 2nd. of a Series of Articles by COTTRELL. That the LUTHERAN argument was over: "VERBAL INSPRIATION" of the Bible. Its "INERRANCY" with the ADMISSION THAT: "These are reasons why, in the hands of a CONSERVATIVE scholar, the historical-critical method EROBISHES FAITH, while in the hands of the LIBERAL scholar it DESTROYS FAITH." p.7-10. RFC.

JAN. 27, 1977. R&H. The "LIBERAL" side, also called: "MODERATES" = hold that the Bible is: "therefore NOT INERRANT. It contains IMAGINATIVE details and erroneous NOTIONS... CONTRADICTIONS." p.8-10. RFC.

FEB. 10, 1977. R&H. COTTRELL remarks that there is: "...almost as much DANGER of being extremely CONSERVATIVE (where "NOTHING ELSE GOES") as there is in being LIBERAL (where "ANYTHING GOES")." (and that)..."We HONOR and RESPECT both sides...We wish that before passing the point of no-return both sides had attempted a full-fledged PEACE CONFERENCE." p.6-8. RFC.

COMING FROM LUTHERAN BACKGROUNDS OURSELVES = we would remark that COTTRELL is off his Rockers. [A] Or does he not believe that God has promised a: "SHAKING-SEPARATION" in EVERY CHURCH in His "SEALING TIME." [B] Does he not believe in HONORING the RIGHT SIDE = does he not believe Rev. 18 = that they should "COME OUT!" of ALL CHURCHES to JOIN the RIGHT SIDE! [C] Is this not an opportunity rather than cry Big Crocodile Tears when God is stirring their Nest = to tell these people who keep ROMANISM'S SUN-GOD-DAY-ON-EASTER preach UNENDING-HELL-FIRE-TORMENT, while they have PORK in their BELLY = what an opportunity rather than to BAWL about the SPLIT among the PHILISTINE HORDES = that there should be MORE SPLITS! = and tell them that LUTHER did NOT have the RELIGION of the LUTHERAN CHURCH = no more than the ADVENTISTS have the RELIGION of ELLEN G. WHITE = !!!

ELLEN G. WHITE = in 5T:711-720. In a happening FAR-MORE-IMPORTANT - THAN-1888. This was 1889 = when the POPULAR CHURCHES put on a Big Drive to UNITE = Adventists committed the GREAT SINE of standing by and: "DOING NOTHING." p.714.

But the Adventist of To-day is trying to TIE- THEM- TOGETHER with FROOM-BRINSMED-COTTRELL "Peace and Safety!" p.715.

ELLEN G. WHITE = speaking of the UNENDING CATHOLIC HELL = "MARTIN LUTHER classed it with the "monstrous fables that form part of the Roman DUNGEY=OF=DECRETEA." GC 549.

TELL THAT = to the LUTHERANS = rather than to tell them to go BACK and UNITE on a PLATFORM=OF=ERROR!

FEB. 17, 1977. R&H. I wrote: "OH BOY!" and "POOBY!" and should have written as did MADELYN LEWIS speaking of the LIBELOUS "DISCOVERY" put out by AL FRIEND =
"He is full of VINEGAR WIND!" = you have to read COTTRELL's "VINEGAR WIND" = in R&H Feb. 17,1977. p.10-11. The call to
"UNITY of the Spirit(I shudder to write it): You mean we are
to be so BROADWAY-MINDED that..." ...in the bond of PEACE.
(TISS: "ABOVE-ALL-ELSE!")...MEN OF GOOD WILL can ASSOCIATE
TOGETHER and WORK TOGETHER...with mutual RESPECT and CON-
FIDENCE...a spirit of BROTHERHOOD paramount over every
other consideration..." RFC. p.10-11. (Vinaegar-Wind Special.)
[1] You mean an HERETIC = after the 1st. and 2nd. Admoni-
tion = SHOULD NOT be REJECTED = ??? [2] You mean that there
is NO DANGER in MINGLING with MOABITES as BALAAM did = ???
[3] You mean you do not Believe this: "...these APOSTATE
Christians, UNITING with their half-pagan companions, di-
rected their WARFARE against the most essential features of
the Doctrines of Christ. It required a DESPERATE STRUGGLE
for those who would be faithful to STAND FIRM against the
deceptions and ABOMINATIONS which were disguised in sacer-
dotal garments and introduced into THE CHURCH...THE FAITH-
FUL FEW decided to dissolve ALL UNION with the APOSTATE
CHURCH...They saw that SEPARATION was an absolute NECE-
SITY if they would obey the Word of God...IF UNITY could
be secured only by COMPROMISE of TRUTH + RIGHTEOUSNESS =
then let there be = DIFFERENCE = AND = EVEN = WAR!" 1834 SOP 4:46.
======================================= GC 45. SR 324. DA 116,279.
And this is what we are coming to = these Ding-a-Lings =
now CONFEDERATING together = are now calling in the LAW-
YERS = like the ROMISH SYSTEM = they extend the Hand of
Fellowship = while holding a DAGGER behind their Back. We
will come to it = "EVENTS=IN=THEIR=ORDER!" But first:
=======================================
FEB.24,1977. R&H. COTTRELL again calling for:"...AGREE-
MENT WITHIN THE CHURCH." p.18. Trying to:
APRIL 29,1977. R&H. The SERIOUS CHARGES we made regarding
COTTRELL'S POSITION = (p.54 this Paper under "BLOW ONE") =
we went back to MAKE SURE = we did this THREE TIMES =
that he took ELLEN G. WHITE = (5T:706) and tried to make
out that she said there were: "...MISTAKES, CONTRADICTIONS,
DISCREPANCIES, INCONSISTENCIES..." in the BIBLE! p.17.RFC.
WHY NOT READ = this R&H. April 28,1977. p.17 = to see if
COTTRELL wrote that this is what EGW meant? Then read 5T:
706 to see if she did in fact SAY that or did she say that
those:"WITH DISTORTED VISION...will see...causes for DOUBT
and UNBELIEF...the CAVILS of SKEPTICS and INFIDELS...CON-
FUSING the minds of others...This=IS=NOT=OUR=Work...To souls
that are earnestly seeking for Light and that accept with
gladness every ray of divine illumination from=his=Holy=
Word, to such ALONE = LIGHT will be given." -84-
"It is through THESE SOULS that God will reveal that LIGHT and POWER which will lighten the whole World with His glory." 5T:705,706,729.

[I never dreamt the day would come when the esteemed RFC would fall so low = as to make out that this is:"...a very condensed SUMMARY of Ellen White's description...the thoughts and the very words are HERS = not ours." p.18.]

[Will some one write and tell us that he did not SAY that did not MEAN that = ??? Pray tell - what did he say = ??? MAY 5, 1977. R&H. Commissioned (R&H. Jan.13, 1977. p.3) to act as APOLOGETIC for the Adventist Church - we wondered when he went for 5 Years = he comes to the BIZZARRE conclusion [A] The ADMITATION that the ORIGINAL "AUTOGRAPHS" of the Bible are NOT AVAILABLE, that no living person has seen them. That the COPY or TRANSLATIONS we go by are GREEK = that it is IMPOSSIBLE to either PROVE or DISPROVE that the REAL ORIGINALS had any ERROR in them = this he says POSITIVELY and PLAINLY = then turns around and says:

[B] That the Bible comes to us through the "IMPERFECT CHANNEL OF HUMAN LANGUAGE." p.11. RFC.

Let us turn from these men driven crazy by the heat generated by their own false Theology = to the Blessed Words contained in the Holy Scriptures...in the Words of EGW = EGW = "Men are drifting into DARKNESS and INFIDELITY, picking flaws with the Bible, and bringing in superstitious inventions, unscriptural doctrines, and philosophical SPECULATIONS...Those who permit themselves to be thus hindered are giving place to the ADVERSARY; while they MIGHT be bringing in GOLD, SILVER, and PRECIOUS STONES to lay upon the FOUNDATION. It is our work to direct souls to the LIVING ORACLES...HYPOCRITICAL, ambitious TEACHERS may now be ADMIRE and EXALTED of men; but God, who knows the secrets of the heart, WILL STRIP OFF the deceptive covering, and reveal them as they are. EVERY HYPOCRIT will be UNMASKED, every SLANDERED believer will be JUSTIFIED, and every FAITHFUL steward of God will be APPROVED and REWARDED." ST A2:115-6. May 26, 1887.

A NEW "CHRISTIAN BEACON" received from CARL MCINTIRE by Courtesy of ANN DeMICHAEL = "REAPING THE WHIRLWIND" = reviewing the verbal Clap-Trap of the FULLER SEMINARY THEOLOGIANS. Highly structured Freaks faced with Death and Drugs and Mysteries as they Hallucinate = "But these, as natural brute BEASTS, made to be taken and destroyed, speak evil of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and shall utterly perish in their OWN CORRUPTION...THE DUMB ASS speaking with man's voice...These are wells without water..." 2 Peter 2:12-19. TM 81. -85- MAY 5, 1977
NOW WE COME = to the Truth of the following Prediction carried on in a Center-Piece FLYER as pages 87-88-89-90. This information came to us since setting up this Paper. It seems some of these people are SEALED - beyond Hope. And they are taking the Actions that will call for the Angels of God to cut them down... 7T:200. 219. 285. COL 214. 8T:127. 5T:81. 612. 211-2...

[1] "It is Satan's plan to WEAKEN the Faith of God's people in the TESTIMONIES.
[2] "NEXT follows SKEPTICISM in regard to the VITAL points of our Faith, the PILLARS of our Position,
[3] "THEN DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures,
[4] "AND THEN the downward march to PERDITION...
[5] "SATAN KNOWS the deceived ones will not STOP at this;
[6] "AND HE redoubles his efforts till he launches them
[7] "INTO OPEN REBELLION, which becomes INCURABLE,

WHILE THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MAXWELL = calls for the ANTICHRIST to come to HEAL the SICK while at the same Time = with all his SHOTS and DRUGS and SWINE FLU INOCULATIONS = LIVE VIRUS and all = which SOW the "SEEDS" for the PLAGUES (CDE 386-7. 61:371. MM 273.)
"This is MURDER, actual MURDER...guilty of MURDER." MM 139. "And those who do not SEE nor SENSE the DANGER are already the DUPES or victims of Satan." MM 142."The SEEDS of DEATH." "While APPEARING to the children of men as a great MM 229. physician who can HEAL all their maladies, he = will = bring=DISEASE and DISASTER, until populous cities are reduced to RUIN and DESOLATION." GC 589. "THOUSANDS perish by the PESTILENCE...will charge all their TROUBLES upon the faithful FEW whom the Lord has sent to them with MESSAGES of WARNING and REPROOF." 1884 SOP 4:408. GC 590.
[And they met them with:"No one was ever WON to Christ by CRITICIZING them!" The Old Frooms did their work well.]
[No one was ever Won to Christ WITHOUT criticizing them!]
The MISSING KEY =!!! LEFT OUT of Ev.365-6 but found in ORIGINAL RH A3:82 but continue to p.90.(See TM 58-62.)

"In this age ANTICHRIST will appear as the true Christ, AND THEN (the SUNDAY LAW=?? GC 624.)AND THEN the Law of God will be fully made void...and to the APOSTATE CHURCHES that UNITE in the exaltation of Satan.""Therefore shall her PLAGUES come in one Day, DEATH + MOURNING + FAMINE, and she shall be utterly BURNED with FIRE."RH A3:82. TM 62.
ARE WE RIGHT = ??? Maxwell's "CHRIST" comes and THEN the REAL=SUNDAY=LAW = ??? AND BEFORE THAT = SDA Probation CLOSED!
WRITE to keep your name on......9T:97. -86-
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER:

WHAT OTHER WRITERS HAVE POINTED OUT THAT:

[1] There is an "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" = the limit.
[7] FROOM says they are INFALLIBLE. 5T:211-2,80-1.
[8] But they will be "WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES of the SANCTUARY." 8T:14,127,247,1T:283. MM 151,164.
[14] They find "CHRIST" and "PRAYERS FORGIVEN" and "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT" or "FIRST APARTMENT" = but: "IN 1844...FORGIVENESS OF SIN was offered...in the MHP." GC 429,430.
[16] When HIGH-PRIEST was in MHP = no Priests could officiate at Altars. MH 437-8. 8T:284-5.
[18] SDA WOODS = SDA HARDINGE = SDA MAXWELL = have torn away the FOUNDATION of our Faith. EW 91.
[19] They are now ready for the DEVIL to visit them as they call for in that ASM BOOK:"OF A NEW ORDER." BUILDING ON THE "SAND!" SM 1:205.3T:447.
[20] THE DEVIL'S TRAIN IS READY TO TAKE OFF, it is now puffing at "AWAKENING SIDING" hooking on 3 more Cars = GROTHEER-BANKHEAD-FRIEND. EW 87-91.
[21] ADVENTISTS are now being INVADED and TAKEN OVER by a NEW FORCE. That want to railroad out E.G.W. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY for STATE of CONNECTICUT = Glenn E. Coe of "SPECTRUM." SDA"LEGALISM!" SM 1:205.